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Jake Marks is a 20-year-old student in the Life Bridges Transition Program at Comal
Independent School District in New Braunfels, Texas. For Jake, creative thinking helps
him get inspired for sketching and cartooning. Self-expression through art is rewarding
and motivating for Jake, finding it also to be a form of relaxation. Starting from early
childhood, Jake has been sketching original cartoons, as well as those inspired by existing
cartoons and people he sees in real life. He likes telling stories with his drawings in a
format similar to a storyboard or comic book and takes pride in his carefully
detailed art. Jake would like to have art incorporated into his career, including
working with animation, character design, storyboarding, story writing,
voiceover, and directing animations or puppetry productions. We’re so excited
to feature such an inspiring artist on the cover and throughout our 2020 catalog!
If you or someone you know is interested in submitting a design for our 2021 catalog
cover, please visit our website for more information.
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To maintain a
https://bestpractices.
positive learning
attainmentcompany.
com/cd-set-5/
environment, when
video/?v=wdHC8aPo
Scan the QR code for instant
foreshadowing,
access to video clips
demonstrating foreshadowing.
use do statements
versus don’t
statements (e.g., “Use your walking feet” versus
“Don’t run”).

Attending Cues
Attending cues
https://bestpractices.
are prompts that
attainmentcompany.
com/cd-set-5/
focus the learner’s
video/?v=sNu8uO91
attention on the
Scan the QR code for instant
access to videos demonstrating
attending cues.
task. The prompt
can be verbal
(saying, “Are you ready?”or “Look at me,” gestural
(tapping a finger on the work activity), or visual
(pointing to your lips before forming an articulatory
posture). When paired with foreshadowing, these two
strategies are designed to keep the learner focused on
the learning.

Evoked Productions via Structural Priming
Structural priming is a strategy that
sets the learner up for success.
Several studies have shown that the
comprehension and production of
a syntactic structure is encouraged
when the structure appears in
preceding sentences. For example,
https://bestpractices.
a targeted language structure can
attainmentcompany.com/
cd-set-5/video/?v=gZCiAbaM
be embedded into a literacy activity.
Scan the QR code for
instant access to video
When the learner hears a particular
clips demonstrating
evoked productions.
structure used multiple times,
the likelihood of the learner spontaneously using
that same structure increases. This effect is called
structural priming. When you are confident the learner
is able to produce the targeted language structure,
encourage the learner
to actually use that
structure or skill
in an activity.

Redirection
Learners often
https://bestpractices.
want to share their
attainmentcompany.
com/cd-set-5/
life experiences
video/?v=MW2MhEnw
Scan the QR code for instant
(e.g., “Know what?
access to video clips
demonstrating redirection.
I got a new bike”).
This happens
particularly when a close rapport exists with the
learner. Nevertheless, you are wise to keep the learner
focused on the learning objective. Redirection moves
the learner from off-task behavior back to the task at
hand (e.g., “That’s nice you got a new bike! We’ll talk
about that new bike after we finish our practice”).
Redirection is also a useful tool when faced with a
power struggle. Diffuse the confrontation by using
humor and redirecting the learner to a different
topic. You may also diffuse the learner’s frustration
by breaking the task down to an easier level or form,
praising the learner for his or her success, and then
reintroducing the more challenging task after a more
positive feeling tone has been established.

Reactive Conflict Resolution

https://bestpractices.
attainmentcompany.com/cdset-5/video/?v=HB601WU1
Scan the QR code for instant
access to video clips
demonstrating reactive
conflict resolution.

Reactive conflict resolution is
conflict resolution that occurs after
a conflict emerges. When a learner
moves off the task at hand and/
or shows noncompliant behaviors,
altering the learning task or the
learning environment can resolve
the problem. There are a variety
of ways to hook the noncompliant
learner back to the learning task:

• Make the task easier, more focused,or more interesting.
• Provide more encouragement (e.g., “I can
tell you are really trying!”).
• Introduce a verbal, tangible, or edible
reward system.
• Move the location of the activity (e.g., from the table
to the floor).
• Include a peer model.
• Break down the task into simpler, more
manageable steps.
• Change or adjust the materials.

Evidence Base for
Maximizing Time/Focused Learning

WHAT IS AN IEP?

WHO IS ENTITLED TO AN IEP?

CONTINUUM OF SUPPORT

Simple

Modeled

https://bestpracticesqr.attainmentcompany.
com/CD5-References

Set 5 have a solid
evidence base to
support their use.
The references
related to Set 5
are shown below.

STRATEGY

EVIDENCE

Foreshadowing

Ellis, Farmer, & Newman
(2005); Marzano (2007)

Attending Cues

Wheeler, Carter, Mayton,
& Chitiyo (2006)

Evoked Production via
Structural Priming

Bock (1986); Giavazzi
et al. (2018); Huttenlocher,
Vasilyeva, & Shimpi (2004);
Leonard (2011)

Redirection

Farnham (2015);
Van Merriennboer, Schuurman,
de Croock, & Paas (2002)

Reactive Conflict
Resolution

Malmgren, Trezek,
& Paul (2005)

Ways to Modify These Strategies
When introducing a new learning challenge, capitalize
on the learner’s intrinsic motivation, sense of wonder,
and internal desire to learn. However, when the
reluctant, or challenged learner lacks those qualities,
help him or her find success by identifying ways
to maximize time and keep the learner focused on
learning. Set the learner up for success. To do so,
provide effective supports and help the learner recover
his or her sense of “I can” versus “I can’t.” This
is achieved by using strategies to keep the learner
focused and feeling successful. To meet the unique
needs and abilities of a learner, use various continua
of meaningful supports.

• Add more verbal, visual, tactile, and/or
gestural prompts.

Symbolsupport Software

Gotap Braille

Complex

Concrete

Scan the QR code for instant access
to a .pdf of Reference citations
related to Set 5.
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An ELA Continuum
at your fingertips

Abstract

Guided

Independent

Most Prompting

Least Prompting

Least Prompting

Most Prompting

• Simple to Complex

Break
complex
task into smaller partsSCAN
and
put
THEthen
QR CODES
TO DOWNLOAD
Scan theaQR
code for an
IEP Under IDEA .pdf.
EVEN MORE CONTENT
them together as the learner becomes successful.
tbd

tbd

• Modeled to Guided to Independent
Provide the learner with a higher level or number
of supports and then remove them as the learner
becomes successful.

• Concrete to Abstract
Begin at a lower cognitive level and then increase the
cognitive demand as the learner becomes successful.

• Most to Least Prompting
Provide multi-level prompts (e.g., verbal, visual,
physical) for initial learning and then fade out the
prompts as the learner becomes more successful.

• Least to Most Prompting
Use the least amount of prompting required during
generalization tasks; adjust the prompt using
the next “least intrusive” prompt. Refer to the
Prompting Hierarchy.

Additional
Resources

Page
90

https://bestpractices.
attainmentcompany.com/cd-set5/#resources

Scan the QR code
for instant access to
additional information
regarding these
strategies.
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Literacy Software

Solutions

5 comprehensive reading and ela curricula across all grade bands

ELSB

ELSB for
Older Students

5 programs

Choose from ios, mac,
android, or windows

$399

ERSB

Access
Language Arts

Access Language
Arts: WRITE

Literacy Software Solutions
(5 Programs)

Web-Based
Subscription

$799
Solution for
Chromebook
information on
Page 5

Teach five research-based ELA curricula with ease and consistency through our new
Literacy Software Solutions. First, build foundational literacy skills like phonemic
awareness and comprehension. Then, graduate on to grade-aligned content like writing
paragraphs and researching topics. All software titles use evidence-based practices
proven effective for students with significant disabilities: time delay, the system of least
prompts, and errorless learning. You can buy apps from us or the designated Store.
Customers using an iOS or Android device receive an access code to upgrade the app’s
corresponding Lite version (it’s free) to the full version. For Mac and Windows, you can
choose to download the software from the Attainment Hub (see pg. 67) or receive a
disc for backup and/or installation.
Add Student
Workbooks to
Your Solutions!
Pages 94-95

3-year subscription
(web-based)
WEB-LIT-07J

$799.00

1 Device

$399.00

APP-LIT-07J

Windows

Mac

iOS

Android

+

+

+

+

When applicable, please specify platform
preference with your order.* Buy from the Store, or
buy directly from us to receive an access code to
redeem via the new Attainment Hub (see pg. 67 for
details). Disc available for backup or installation
upon request.
* No specification needed for web-based option.

CALL FOR QUOTES ON QUANTITIES OVER 5.

APPS

● 1 Device-1 Price
● 1-time payment
● Buy from the
Store or directly
from Attainment
● Unlimited logins
● Call for quantity
discounts

CLOUD

● 3-year
subscription

● 1-time payment
● Ongoing support
● Classroom license
supports up to
20 students
● Access anywhere
● Renewal price
will not increase

ELSB’s My Book
About Me

4

ERSB’s Champion
Writer

Teaching to
Standards: ELA’s
Daily Writing Journal

Access Langauge
Arts: WRITE’s
Student Workbook

Literacy Software Solutions

info@AttainmentCompany.com

Literacy Solution for Chromebook
Research-based ELA continuum at your fingertips!

Literacy Solution
for Chromebook

LSC-30J		$1295.00
Includes: 2-in-1 touchscreen Chromebook, all 5
software applications, and 10-packs of the Student
Workbooks for each curriculum—ELSB’s My Book About
Me, ERSB’s Champion Writer, Teaching to Standards:
ELA’s Daily Writing Journal, and Access Language Arts:
WRITE’s Graphic Organizer Student Workbook.

Seamlessly implement an entire ELA curriculum across the grade bands with our new Literacy Solution for Chromebook. Introduce
students to foundational literacy skills—conventions of print, phonemic awareness, letter-sound correspondence, and sight words—with the
Early Literacy Skills Builder (ELSB) Software. For older students with significant intellectual disability or autism who still need to develop
the foundations of literacy, try our ELSB for Older Students Software which explores the same objectives with a more age-appropriate theme.
Once students have mastered these early literacy foundational skills, the Early Reading Skills Builder (ERSB) offers 26 progressive levels
that follow an eight-step activity sequence. ERSB is age-neutral and, therefore, meets students’ needs across the grade bands. An emphasis
shifts from literacy and reading to English language arts skills once students transition into the Access Language Arts Software where eight
popular works of literature like Holes and The Outsiders are highlighted. Lastly, the Access Language Arts: WRITE Software teaches students
to construct an opinion paragraph with all the necessary components: a topic, introduction, opinion, reason, and conclusion. All software titles
incorporate components of systematic instruction like the time-delay procedure, the system of least intrusive prompts, and prompting with
specific feedback. Attainment’s Literacy Solution contains all you need to implement this ELA curriculum across the grade bands! Includes
five ELA apps, plus a 2-in-1 touchscreen Chromebook for student access and consumable Student Workbooks for each available title.
ELSB for Older Students

Early Reading Skills
Builder (ERSB)

Access Language Arts

Access Language
Arts: WRITE

• 5 years of research

• 5 years of research

• 2 years of research

• 2 years of research

• 2 years of research

• Multiple studies

• Multiple studies

• Multiple studies

• Multiple studies

• Multiple studies

Student’s
Age

Aligns to
Standards

Access Language Arts: WRITE
Access Language Arts

Foundational
Learning

English
Language Arts

Early Literacy Skills
Builder (ELSB)

Early Reading Skills Builder (ERSB)
Or
ELSB for Older Students

Early Literacy Skills Builder (ELSB)
4

1-800-327-4269

5

10

15

Literacy Solution for Chromebook

+

5

Curriculum

ELA! MATH! SCIENCE! SOCIAL STUDIES!

Core Curriculum Solution:

Core Curriculum Solution:
Early Education

Early Education

Build foundational skills in all content areas for
pre-K students with moderate-to-severe disabilities
with Attainment’s Early Education Solution.

6

1

CEE-30J		$1095.00

GRADES PRe—K

ELSB Starter Kit

Begin literacy
instruction
with two
levels of elsb

4

Tell me program
AAC in the Preschool
Classroom

Page
10

3

A symbol-supported, standardsbased health
curriculum

Page
45

A curriculum for teaching
Pre-K students foundational
numeracy skills using
number lines

5

Simply health

Hands-on Math for Early Numeracy Skills

Learning to get along
multimedia
software for a
Comprehensive
social skills
program
Page
25

6

2

Page
14

Curricula

d
incluhdies
in t e!
packag

Includes: ELSB Starter Kit, Pathways Starter Kit, Tell
Me: AAC in the Preschool Classroom, Hands-On Math for
Early Numeracy Skills, Simply Health Curriculum, as well
as Learning to Get Along Software.

Page
30

6

Pathways to Literacy starter kit

bridge
object use
to picture
understanding
with the story
Jamaica’s find

Page 11

Core Curriculum Solution:
Elementary

Core Curriculum Solution:
Elementary

CSE-30J		$3595.00

GRADES K—5

Includes: All 7 curricula on this page. Curriculum Plus
and Classroom Kits contain multiples of certain parts of
the products. See specific product listing for details.

 ttainment’s Core Curriculum Solution: Elementary features rigorous,
A
scientifically-based programs specifically designed for students with a
moderate-to-severe intellectual disability or autism. Our curricula meet federal
guidelines for research and the demanding IDEA accounting requirements. The
English language arts, math, and science curricula contain all the materials you
need to deliver quality instruction to every student, every day.

7 Complete Curricula

● Covers English language arts, math, and science
● Aligned to national and state standards

7

Curricula

d
incluhdies
in t e!
packag

3

● On-site teacher training available
● Interactive GoWorksheets and samples of
communication overlays for select products

1

Early numeracy
Lay the foundation for math
instruction with a researched
program that teaches
developing numeracy skills

4

For students with significant
developmental disabilities,
including visually impaired
and nonverbal students

Building with Stories

Age-appropriate adapted books
reinforce early literacy skills

Page
17

2

Math Skills Builder

For graduates of the Early
Numeracy Curriculum

Page
27

Page
26

Pathways to Literacy

Page
11

5

● Blends traditional and technological formats

6

Early Literacy Skills Builder (ELSB)

Researched for
over 5 years in
both general and
special education
settings

access english language
arts grades 3–5

Pages
12–13

Early science
7A research-based
inquiry process
to teach basic science
to elementary students

Rich literacy content tied
to standards for the upper
elementary
grades

Page
40
Page
18

1-800-327-4269

7

GRADES 6—8

Core Curriculum Solution:
Middle School

Core Curriculum Solution:
Middle School

Attainment’s Core Curriculum Solution: Middle School is based on systematic
instruction with a shared organizational structure. The curricula provide scripted
lessons to decrease teacher prep and increase teacher fidelity. The ongoing
assessments capture data and document student achievement. Carefully crafted
lessons consistently challenge students but don’t overwhelm them.

1

CSM-30J		$2795.00
Includes: All 7 curricula on this page. Curriculum Plus
and Classroom Kits contain multiples of certain parts of
the products. See specific product listing for details.

Read & Tell

7 COMPLETE CURRICULA

● Covers English language arts, math, science,
and social studies

An adapted literature
collection

7

● Aligned to national and state standards
● Blends traditional and technological formats
● On-site teacher training available
● Interactive GoWorksheets and samples of
communication overlays for select products

Page
17

2

Early reading skills builder (ERSB)
A stepping stone
for graduates of
Attainment’s Early
Literacy Skills
Builder (ELSB)
curriculum

Curricula

d
incluhdies
in t e!
packag

3

Page
16

4

Explore Life Science
Theme-based
approach to
the basics
of biology

ELSB For Older Students
Objective 1
Read sight words using time-delay instruction

I told Tom
that my dad said,
“Dogs cannot go to school
!”10
“That’s ridiculous

Activity
Read Sight Words

,” said Tom

focusing on and to determine how many distractor cards to use
during this activity.

Page 42

5

Explore social Studies

A literature-based
curriculum
with two
distinct
reading
levels

Page
47
8

Cards

are

me

is

• A constant time-delay procedure is used to promote near-

errorless responding. If a student is making errors in Round
1, which is a 0-second time-delay round, he or she may need
additional practice (outside of this lesson) in imitating your
model of choosing the correct response. (Using pictures, have
the student practice pointing where you point until he or she
can do so fluently.) If the student makes mistakes in Round 2,
which is the 5-second time-delay round, shorten the time to
2 seconds before you show the correct answer. He or she will
only have time to answer if certain.

girl

Instructions
The first part of the Read Sight Words activity will give students
practice saying or pointing to words with guidance.

Appendix C: Scripts for Teaching Objectives

boy

Then Bo Jo stopped running. He waited behind
the bus
.8
BoJo Goes to School

my

Tips
A for content of the level and lesson you are
• Refer to Appendix
Sight
Words and Letter-Sound

stopped in front of

LEVEL 4 • STORY 1

Lay the sight word cards in front of the students. Introduce the
activity: Let’s learn to read some words. I’ll point to a word,
then you point to the same word. Watch me. (Note: The
number of cards varies based on the level. The following words
are examples from Level 4 where students are presented with
four cards.)

Materials
• Sight word cards
• Appendix A (for level and lesson content)

.11

I said, “I know, Tom. But my dad said
I was the one being ridiculous
.”12
Bo Jo ran
hard, and he ran fast to keep
up with the bus.5
I guess I am ridiculous because I want
Bo Jo
to come to school
.13
Poor Bo Jo! He did not know that dogs are not
allowed at school
!6
Just call me Ridiculous
Sam!14
22
SAM STORIES
The big,
yellow
bus
the school.7

Round 1: In this round, you point to the correct answer as you ask
the student to point (0-second time delay).

35

68

• ELSB for Older Students: Sam Stories • Teacher’s Guide

Move the sight word cards in front of the first student. Point to the
sight word while saying, This word is ______. (Student name),
now you point to ______.

friend

Be sure you are pointing to the sight word as you say the word.
Don’t move your finger until the student points to where you are
pointing. If you know a student will not imitate you, guide his or
her hand for correct responding. For students who eye-gaze, you
might use a light pointer or tap the answer to get them to focus
their gaze on the correct answer.
When the student points to ______, say, Yes, ______. For students
who are verbal, also say, What word? and have them say
the word.

ELSB for Older Students: Sam Stories

me

Teach early literacy
skills to your older
students using
age-appropriate
materials

• Teacher’s Guide • 75

Appendix B: Sight Words and Letter-Sound Cards

Page
15

6

Explore Math

More than a full-year
curriculum of real-life math

7

Teaching to Standards: Math

Provide students with disabilities
access to a standards-based
math program

Page
34

Page
28
info@AttainmentCompany.com

Core Curriculum Solution:

GRADES 9–12

High School

Attainment’s Core Curriculum Solution: High School features 9 curricula
spanning ELA, math, science, and social studies. Curricula include all the student
materials you need, plus lesson plans, comprehensive assessments, PDFs on disc
or flash drive with a Classroom License for printouts.

9

Page
33

4

2

Our
NEWEST
math
curriculum
provides
access to
high school
algebra
concepts

● Sequenced lessons focusing on
step-by-step instruction
● Age-appropriate for young adults
● PDFs for additional printouts
● Interactive GoWorksheets and samples of
communication overlays for select products

Connects life skills
themes to upper
level math concepts

5

A history curriculum covering
early humans to modern times

Page
49

1-800-327-4269

Page
43

Beyond the
basics of
biology

Three Transition themed
books with software

Page
48

Explore world history

explore biology

8

6

read to learn

Page
78

7

3

Explore math 2

Page
34

Explore american history

A history
curriculum
for students
participating
in alternate
assessments

Includes: All 9 curricula on this page. Curriculum Plus
and Classroom Kits contain multiples of certain parts of
the products. See specific product listing for details.

9 Complete Curricula

d
incluhdies
in t e!
packag
Access algebra

CSH-30J		$3195.00

● Blended learning with traditional and
technological formats

Curricula

1

Core Curriculum Solution:
High School

Explore budgeting

Focus on skills needed to
set and stick to a budget

teaching to standards:
English language arts

Research
demonstrates
high effectiveness
with teaching
skills that align
to grade-level
Page
standards
19

9
Page
34

teaching to
standards: Science
A systematic science
curriculum for middle
& high school students

Page
41

9

PASS

GRADES PRe—K+

A research-based prereading curriculum for students
in preschool, early childhood, or early elementary
Curriculum

Based on 10 years of research by Froma Roth, PhD, CCC-SLP;
Colleen Worthington, MS, CCC-SLP; and Gary Troia, PhD, CCC-SLP

PASS

PASS-10J

$495.00

Curriculum: Three Teacher’s Guides: Rhyming, Blending,
and Segmenting; Student Flip Book; Implementation
Guide; Goldie the puppy puppet; 9 storybooks; 7 game
boards with game pieces; 380 game cards; and other
miscellaneous puppy-themed manipulatives.

RESEARCH

Four research studies showed that instruction
using PASS has a significant positive effect on
children’s development of phonological awareness
skills. In these studies, students receiving PASS
instruction performed better on multiple measures
of emergent literacy (e.g., PALS) than those
receiving regular classroom instruction only. PASS
instruction was implemented in conjunction with
systematic training in the alphabetic principle.
PASS shows significant promise for improving the
phonological awareness skills of students who are
at risk for educational failure in kindergarten and
first grade.

Leads to Reading
PASS seamlessly blends play and structure to teach phonological awareness
skills. Games, off-the-shelf storybooks, and Goldie the puppet add appeal, while
a scope and sequence with scripted lessons adds structure.
Students learn to rhyme, segment, and blend syllables in 76 progressive lessons.
These incorporate storytime, singing, finger play, and movement activities.
Students are guided through a step-by-step process that begins with sound
recognition and ends with speech production. Four research studies have
demonstrated that PASS builds the skills the National Reading Panel indicates
are foundational to reading success. Visit our website for detailed research and
alignment to national and state standards.

TELL ME

AAC in the Preschool Classroom

You will need:
fish bowl cutouts
construction paper
dried beans
glue, scissors, markers
white beads

draw a rounded bump at your
wrist for the fish’s face .

2. Squeeze a good amount of glue

along the bottom of the fish bowl .
Art–Fish Bowl

Art–Fish Bowl

3. Place dried beans along the bottom
to look like gravel in the fish bowl .
Art–Fish Bowl

glue it onto the fish bowl .
Art–Fish Bowl

Art–Fish Bowl

6. Cut a small diamond shape out

of paper and glue it on as a fin .
Art–Fish Bowl

91

TM-P10J

$149.00

Program: One manual, I Went Walking storybook, and
USB flash drive for printouts.

91

91

Use a marker to draw on a smile .

Art–Fish Bowl

91

91

Using familiar books, such as I Went Walking (included)
and No, David, preschool teams target core words in
shared reading, shared writing, and classroom routines.
The Tell Me program can be used with any AAC device,
app, or system that includes core words like common
verbs, pronouns, and prepositions. Parents are kept
informed through weekly information packets.
The TELL ME manual describes the approach, activities, and teaching methods.
Authors Carole Zangari and Lori Wise included 11 book-specific packets that give
step-by-step guidance on teaching 4–6 core words in large group, small group,
and individual activities.

10

Program

91

4. Cut out your handprint fish and

91

5. Glue a googly eye onto the fish .

Coming soon
in Spanish
“TELL ME Más”

TELL ME: AAC in
the Preschool Classroom

googly eyes

1. Trace your hand on paper and

By Carole Zangari, PhD, CCC-SLP and Lori Wise, MS

The TELL ME program is a classroom-wide approach
to support children who are nonverbal or minimally
verbal and are beginning users of augmentative and
alternative communication (AAC). It focuses on a
small set of high frequency words (core vocabulary)
that children use throughout the day and helps
teachers and speech and language pathologists
structure lessons to teach and practice those words
using research-supported strategies.

GRADES PRe—K+

Art Instructions—Handprint Fish Craft

90

FEATURES

● 10 shared reading and 10 shared writing
lessons for 11 different books
● Activity suggestions for building AAC use
in circle time, centers, snack, outside play,
cooking, art, and more
● Weekly packets to help parents understand
key AAC concepts and extend learning into
the home
● Ready-to-print symbol cards for 4–6
core words in each book. Resources are
provided for students using PCS, Smarty
Symbols, Pixons, and manual signs
● Templates for art, cooking, and play activities
● Suggested apps for interactive play,
learning, and practice with core vocabulary

info@AttainmentCompany.com

Pathways to Literacy Starter Kit

AGE NEUtral

A starter kit, featuring the story Jamaica’s Find, bridges object use to picture understanding
By Angel Lee, PhD; Pamela Mims, PhD; and Diane Browder, PhD

Pathways to Literacy
The Pathways to Literacy
Starter
Kit
PAT-ST10J
$199.00
Starter Kit is geared
Starter Kit: Implementation Guide, Jamaica’s Find Teacher’s
toward students with
Guide, Jamaica’s Find adapted book, corresponding
significant disabilities who use
manipulatives, Big Button communication device, card sets,
alternative response modes to
and an adaptive kit for students with visual impairments.
communicate. This kit provides a
systematic way to bridge student
understanding from concrete object use to picture representation. One adapted storybook—Jamaica’s
Find—along with a corresponding Teacher’s Guide with five progressive levels of instruction, models
how to adapt and use any storybook to engage students. In addition, a Big Button communication
device, story-related manipulatives for Jamaica’s Find, a card set, and more are included in this kit. The
five levels of instruction are outlined nicely in the Jamaica’s Find Teacher’s Guide, along with blank
level scripts to be applied to additional books. Upon completion of all five levels of instruction, students
can start instruction with Level 1, Lesson 1 of the Early Literacy Skills Builder Starter Kit or from
the complete ELSB Curriculum.

Pathways to Literacy

For students with significant developmental disabilities,
including visually impaired and nonverbal students
By Angel Lee, PhD; Pamela Mims, PhD; and Diane Browder, PhD

Pathways to Literacy can help those who do not consistently
use words, pictures, or other symbols to communicate. You’ll
learn strategies to improve your students’ engagement
with stories while systematically building comprehension
and picture symbol use. Beginning levels rely heavily on
object use throughout each story to make learning more
concrete. In later lessons, pictures are used instead of
objects and then faded. The scripted lessons model
how to adapt and use any storybook to engage
students and improve symbol use and comprehension.
You’ll be amazed at what your students will learn! A
new Extension Activity Book Set is now available
for students to practice and generalize
skills learned.

1-800-327-4269

AGE NEUtral

95

Pathways to Literacy

Curriculum

PAT-10J

$495.00

Curriculum with
Extensions

PAT-40J

$565.00

Extension Activity
Book Set

PAT-05J

$89.00

Curriculum: Three Teacher’s Guides for each of the three
corresponding storybooks: Earthdance, Jamaica’s Find, and Tar
Beach, adapted to a spiralbound format with laminated pages,
raised titles, large page numbers, and repeated storylines,
Implementation Guide, and hands-on materials, including a
collection of story-connected objects, materials for tactile
adaptations, plus photo and picture vocabulary cards, and a
Big Button device to encourage students to communicate
during lessons.
Curriculum with Extensions: The Curriculum with one
Extension Activity Book for teachers and 10 consumable
Extension Activity Books for students.
Extension Activity Book Set: Extension Activity Book
for teachers and 10 consumable Extension Activity Books
for students.

FEATURES

● Proven successful via research

● Materials for 5 levels of instruction
● 3 adapted storybooks (Earthdance, Jamaica’s
Find, Tar Beach) and story-related objects
● Big Button communication device

11

Early Literacy Skills Builder
Researched for over five years in both general and special
education settings
By Diane Browder, PhD; Susan Gibbs, PhD;
Lynn Ahlgrim-Delzell, PhD;
Ginevra Courtade, PhD;
and Angel Lee, PhD

GRADES K—5
Early Literacy Skills Builder

endorses
Early
Literacy
Skills
Builder

Moe likes boys

.2
.

3

And he likes girls

All About Moe

.4

Level 1—Story 2

Moe Likes to Sing

EL-SB10J

$695.00

Curriculum Plus

EL-SB30J

$895.00

Curriculum: Implementation Guide; 6 Teacher’s Guides;
6 Student Response Books; 6 Assessment Manuals;
All About Moe Stories; Oh My, Apple Pie! Story; Moe
the Frog Puppet; DVD for staff training; sight word
flashcards; magnetic dry-erase board; Post-it flags;
one consumable My Book About Me book; and discs
with printable PDFs and other reproducible resources.
Curriculum Plus: The Curriculum plus a total of 10
consumable My Book About Me books, ELSB software
for one device, the GoWorksheet Maker iPad App, a set
of corresponding GoWorksheet activities, and samples
of communication overlays.

Moe is a green frog.1
Moe is a boy frog

Curriculum

7

Early Literacy Skills Builder (ELSB) is a powerful curriculum for students with significant developmental disabilities, including autism, who
need to develop the foundations of literacy (conventions of print, phonemic awareness, letter-sound correspondence, and some sight word
vocabulary). In addition, ELSB develops vocabulary knowledge and supports comprehension and writing awareness. It incorporates scripted
lessons, prompting strategies for assisting students, assistive technology suggestions, and ongoing assessments. The eight ELSB levels
include five structured lessons each. All students begin at Level 1, but students who are not responding to pictures begin at Level A.
Lessons are taught daily in small groups (or one-on-one) for the skill-building objectives. An additional story-based lesson (usually presented
later in the day) using grade-level literature, helps students generalize the skills and gives them access to general education curricula. At the
completion of each level, formal assessments are given. Levels are repeated until mastery is achieved.
ELSB is a blended curriculum that seamlessly integrates print materials with software on any device (page 13). Everything you need to
implement this multiyear literacy curriculum is included. Follow ELSB with our reading curriculum, Early Reading Skills Builder (page 16).
Or start slowly with our new ELSB Starter Kit (page 14)!

Methodology: 80 students: severely impacted by
intellectual disabilities or autism in 16 elementary
schools in three states.

For more research information visit
www.AttainmentCompany.com/elsb

12

1.0
Percent control

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2

Pretest

2 mos

4 mos

6 mos

9 mos

(p=0.39,
d=0.19)

(p=0.07,
d=0.41)

(p=0.22,
d=0.27)

(p=0.11,
d=0.37)

(p=0.04,
d=0.48)

0.7

0.6
0.4
0.2

Pretest

2 mos

4 mos

6 mos

9 mos

(p=0.88,
d=0.04)

(p=0.07,
d=0.40)

(p=0.04,
d=0.47)

(p=0.01,
d=0.62)

(p=0.00,
d=0.69)

Phonological Awareness/Phonics

– Intervention (n=40) – Control (n-40)

0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3

– Intervention (n=40) – Control (n-40)

0.8

Word Study/Vocabulary

Percent control

F inal Outcome: Students with severe disabilities
can benefit from comprehensive literacy instruction
when implemented in general education settings.

Comprehension

– Intervention (n=40) – Control (n-40)

0.7
Percent control

Purpose: To investigate the effectiveness
of ELSB, specifically when it is implemented in
small group contexts in general education settings.

Conventions of Reading
1.0
Percent control

W CH ELSB AND INCLUSION
E
N AR Funding Source: IES, National Center for
SE Special Education Research
E
R

Pretest

2 mos

4 mos

6 mos

9 mos

(p=0.56,
d=0.13)

(p=0.97,
d=0.01)

(p=0.14,
d=0.34)

(p=0.09,
d=0.40)

(p=0.33,
d=0.23)

– Intervention (n=40) – Control (n-40)

0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3

Pretest

2 mos

4 mos

6 mos

9 mos

(p=0.79,
d=0.06)

(p=0.26,
d=0.26)

(p=0.06,
d=0.44)

(p=0.07,
d=0.43)

(p=0.02,
d=0.54)

info@AttainmentCompany.com

ELSB Software

Teach a rigorous research-based curriculum
with ease and consistency

Now available
as web-based
software

ELSB Software

3-year subscription
(web-based)
WEB-EL-07J $299.00
1 Device
Moe

Flashcard game (sight words)

Student avatar

Incorporate the best practices of systematic and direct instruction effortlessly. The
software reads teacher scripts with appropriate inflections and pace, allowing you
to focus solely on student behavior and learning. You can set up instruction as
a class (three or four students) or individually. Begin by collaborating with each
student to create a unique avatar. The presence of the avatar on-screen signals
whose turn it is to respond. The software registers these responses in an ongoing
student progress report.
Assessments at the end of each level are administered more quickly and
accurately—and scored instantly! ELSB software includes Levels 1–7 and all
14 objectives. Use the software in conjunction with the print curriculum or as
a stand-alone curriculum.
This software application has an easy-to-use interface and student management
system and is touchscreen and switch compatible.

APP-EL-07J

$150.00

Windows

Mac

iOS

Android

+

+

+

+

When applicable, please specify platform
preference with your order. Buy from the Store, or
buy directly from us to receive an access code to
redeem via the new Attainment Hub (see pg. 67 for
details). Disc available for backup or installation
upon request. Call for quantities over 5.

CLOUD

Web-based subscription
● 3-year subscription
● One-time payment
● Ongoing support
● C
 lassroom licenses support up
to 20 students
● Access anywhere
● W
 e guarantee your renewal price
will not increase

Anticipatory Set

Objective 10: Finding Pictures
with Special Sounds

Objective 2: Flashcard Game

Objective 12: Finding Pictures with Moe

Teacher
Benefits

Student
Benefits

● Minimize
prep time

● Build personalized
avatar

● Focus on student
learning, not
script reading

● Engage with
animated software

● Track ongoing
student
performances

● Succeed with
more practice
● Become readers

● Score level
assessments
instantly
● Increase
teacher fidelity
● Update software
for free

1-800-327-4269
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ELSB Starter Kit

GRADES K—5

A starter kit for ELSB featuring two levels

ELSB Starter Kit

By Diane Browder, PhD; Susan Gibbs, PhD; Lynn Ahlgrim-Delzell, PhD;
Ginevra Courtade, PhD; and Angel Lee, PhD
Objective 1
Read sight words using time-delay instruction

Activity

Starter Kit

Lay the sight word flashcards in front of the students. Introduce
the activity: Let’s play a game . I’ll point to a word, then you
point to the same word . Watch me .

Flashcard Game

boy

Materials
• Moe the frog puppet
• Sight word flashcards: boy, friend

friend

Move the sight word flashcards in front of the first student. Point
to the sight word while saying, This word is ______ . (Student
name), now you point to ______ .

Tip
A constant time-delay procedure is used to promote near-errorless
responding. If a student is making errors in Round 1, which is
a 0-second time-delay round, he or she may need additional
practice (outside of this lesson) in imitating your model of choosing
the correct response. Using pictures, have the student practice
pointing where you point until he or she can do so fluently. If the
student makes mistakes in Round 2, which is the 5-second timedelay round, shorten the time before you show the correct answer
to 2 seconds. He or she will only have time to answer if certain.
The student may also need to practice “wait training” to wait for
the response. To do “wait training,” use several sheets of different
colored paper and say, Point to the paper . Have the student wait
for you to point to show him or her which sheet.

Instructions

friend

Be sure you are pointing to the sight word as you say the word.
Don’t move your finger until the student points to where you are
pointing. If you know a student will not imitate you, guide his or
her hand for correct responding. For students who eye-gaze, use
a light pointer or tap the answer to get them to focus their gaze
on the correct answer.

$299.00

chair

When the student points to ______, say, Yes, ______ . For students
who are verbal, also say, What word? and have them say
the word.
Wonderful job pointing to the word ______!
Shuffle the sight word flashcards and display them in a new order
in front of the next student. In this round, each student takes a
turn pointing to the same sight word before moving on to the
next sight word.

Level 1

• Lesson 1 • Objective 4

11

(Second student’s name), point to ______ . Be sure you are
pointing to ______ as you say the word. Use the same prompt
if required.

Flashcard Game: Part I. Part I of the Flashcard Game will
give students practice saying or pointing to words with guidance.

22

Level 1

•

ELSB Teacher’s Guide

Table 2. Rationale for the 14 Objectives in Levels 1 to 7
Objective

Materials

Administration Directions

Rationale/NRP Component

1 Read

Some words are irregular and must
be learned on sight; students benefit
from early word mastery so they can
participate in reading the stories.

2

Students use sight words from Goal 1
to fill in a blank in a sentence; promotes
comprehension of the sight words.

sight words
using time-delay
instruction

Sight word flashcards: boy, girl, friend

Point to
sight words
to complete
sentences

Increasing Difficulty
across Lessons and Levels

Students progress from pointing leftto-right to a phrase, to a sentence, to
moving down the page to a second
line of text, as the teacher reads. In the
upper levels, students point to each word
individually within the sentence as the
teacher reads the text.

System of least prompts (same as above).

Placement of the covered word in the
sentence varies (last word, middle word).
At the early levels, the covered word is
highlighted. In later levels, words change
across lessons and levels.

System of least prompts (same as above).

NRP Vocabulary

say the last word. Present a sight word flashcard

3 Point to

Text pointing is used to promote the
concept of word. It teaches that text
moves from left-to-right and top-tobottom and that each printed word can
be spoken. For nonverbal students, it
may build toward the use of technology
support to read text aloud.

4 Say and/or

This skill promotes the concept of
word and listening comprehension as
students fill in words that are covered
and then complete a repeated story line.

Allowable Verbal Prompt
or boy?

Moe
is sad
lost his crown

Flashcard drill using the constant timedelay procedure (one round at 0-second
time delay; one at 5-second time delay)

System of least prompts: (a) wait for
the student to point without help;
(b) if needed, model pointing and
have the student imitate; (c) if needed,
physically guide the student to point.
(Students who respond using eye-gaze
can be guided to the correct answer
using a prompt such as a light pointer
or a colored frame.) If needed, words
may be enlarged.

space. Listen . Read the sentence and point to
the words. Pause at the blank space, and then

text as it is read

Method Used to Teach Objective

New words are introduced across lessons
and levels.

Students are given more distractors in
answer choices as levels progress.

NRP Vocabulary

Say, Which word goes here? Point to the blank

and the boy flashcard and say, Point to the
word that goes here .

Which one?

EL-ST10J

Starter Kit: Implementation Guide with PDF disc, Teacher’s
Guide, Student Response Book, and Assessment Manual
for Levels 1 and A, All About Moe Book, Moe the
puppet, sight word flashcards, and staff training DVD.

Round 1: In this round, point to the correct answer as you ask
the student to point (0-second time delay).

Moe jumps up

Concept of Print

point to a word
to complete
a repeated
story line

NRP Comprehension

because he
.4
and down

,5

up and down, up and down
saying, 6

Concept of Print
(Continued on next page)

Level 1

• ELSB Assessment Manual • Objective 2: Item 4 • 25

ELSB Implementation Guide

• Using Component 1: Building with Sounds and Symbols

23

All About Moe

Level 2—Story 1

Moe Is Not Happy

12

The Early Literacy Skills Builder Starter Kit introduces students to all five of the National Reading Panel components, including phonemic
awareness, with a friendly puppet named Moe. Materials are included for two starting levels with a detailed Teacher’s Guide, Student Response
Book, a storybook, and Assessment Manual for both levels. For students who do not respond well to pictures, begin at Level A, which relies heavily
on object use paired with picture representation of the objects. For students who may already have established picture discrimination and awareness
of books, start with Level 1, Lesson 1 to develop the foundations of literacy—conventions of print, phonemic awareness, letter-sound correspondence,
and sight word vocabulary. Mastery of 75% or higher on the assessments ensure students are ready to move on to the next level of the ELSB
Curriculum. Ideal for students in early education or students with significant developmental disabilities.

Early Literacy
Communication Package
Overlays book and GoTalk4+
By Joni Nygard, MS, CCC-CLP

The tear-out book pages are
ready-made overlays that fit
the GoTalk 4+. The 50 overlays
complement the Early Literacy
Skills Builder program.

ELSB Literacy
Communication Package

Package

EL-GT04J

$229.00

Includes: GoTalk 4+ communication device, the Early
Literacy Communication Overlays Book, and a PDF disc
with a classroom license to print unlimited overlays.

Teacher scripts are provided
for quick recording. Includes
PDF on disc with a Classroom
License for printouts.

14
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Early Literacy Skills Builder
for Older Students
Teach early literacy skills to your older
students using age-appropriate materials

GRADES

New web-based
option available.
Call for details.

3–12

ELSB for Older Students

Curriculum

EL-SS07J

$495.00

Includes: Software and iPad app, spiralbound Sam
Stories, Teacher’s Guide, flash drive with electronic
resources, and sight word and alphabet cards.

By Diane Browder, PhD; Susan Gibbs, PhD; Lynn Alghrim-Delzell, PhD;
Ginevra Courtade, PhD; and Angel Lee, PhD

Bo Jo ran
hard, and he ran fast to keep
up with the bus.5

I told Tom
that my dad said,
“Dogs cannot go to school
!”10
“That’s ridiculous

,” said Tom

.11

The big, yellow bus
the school.7

I said, “I know, Tom. But my dad said
I was the one being ridiculous
.”12

22

SAM STORIES

LEVEL 4 • STORY 1

Sam!14

“Tom

46

Lesson opening screen

35

are next month

will be in two events for the games.”8

“He will be in the swimming
he will be in a wheelchair race

Custom avatar creation

BoJo Goes to School

Our teacher
, Mrs. Jones, said, “Boys and
girls, I have some good news today.”6
“The Spring Sports Games
on April 17th
.”7

Log-in screen

stopped in front of

Then Bo Jo stopped running. He waited behind
the bus
.8

I guess I am ridiculous because I want
Bo Jo
to come to school
.13
Just call me Ridiculous

Poor Bo Jo! He did not know that dogs are not
allowed at school
!6

event and . . .
.”9

SAM STORIES

Students listen to Sam Stories read
to them and then answer questions

Meet Sam! She’s the adolescent character featured in our new Early Literacy Skills Builder for Older Students curriculum. Your older students
with significant intellectual disability or autism, who still need to develop the foundations of literacy, will have Sam to help them along the way.
Using the same scope and sequence as ELSB on page 12, this version was specifically
designed to give older students, who have not been exposed to foundational reading skills,
age-appropriate activities to learn. Seven levels present skills in 14 objectives including the
conventions of print, phonemic awareness, letter-sound correspondence, listening
comprehension, vocabulary, and writing. Skills increase in difficulty as students progress
from Level 1 to Level 7.
The curriculum is delivered primarily via software or an iPad app. Ideas are provided for
blending instruction with print activities. The program incorporates the best practices of
systematic and direct instruction. The software directs the student, provides feedback,
and gathers data on the student’s performance. Instruction can be conducted with
individual students or with groups. Students love creating an avatar to represent them.
Avatars also appear on-screen to indicate whose turn in the group it is to respond.
In Sam Stories, the adventures of Sam, her family, and her friends, are read to
students in the software. They can follow along using the spiralbound book provided.
A writing activity focuses on new vocabulary. End-of-level assessments—scored
instantly—help determine when to move students to the next level.

1-800-327-4269
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Early Reading Skills Builder
A stepping stone for graduates of Attainment’s
Early Literacy Skills Builder (ELSB) curriculum

AGE NEUtral

By Diane Browder, PhD; Lynn Ahlgrim-Delzell, PhD; and Leah Wood, PhD

Early Reading Skills
Builder (ERSB)

New web-based
option available.
Call for details.

Curriculum Plus

ER-SB30J

$595.00

Curriculum Plus: Software, iPad app, and print
materials: Teacher’s Guide, two sets of 4 Champion
Reader books (8 total), 10 consumable Champion
Writer Journals, 1 spiralbound Champion Writer journal,
dry-erase board, 200 flashcards, a GoWorksheet Maker
iPad App, a set of corresponding GoWorksheet activities,
samples of communication overlays, and PDFs on disc
with a Classroom License for printouts.

Research Results

ERSB development and research was supported
by an SBIR grant, shared between Attainment
Company and the University of North Carolina
at Charlotte. The first study focused on learning
phonics with an AAC device. The second study
used a randomized control protocol. The ERSB
group had a significant interaction effect for lettersound correspondence, decoding, and total scores.

New phonics patterns are introduced
at upper levels

Learned information (decoding sight words)
is applied to connected text

The Early Reading Skills Builder (ERSB) curriculum is the PERFECT next step for students who
have mastered early literacy foundational skills, such as those taught using ELSB, see page 12,
and are ready to learn to read. Research has proven ERSB effective for students with an intellectual
disability or autism, including those with complex communication needs. The curriculum blends
traditional print materials (like books and manipulatives) with Software and an iPad App. The
software helps learners blend sounds and segment words regardless of their verbal skills. It
also creates an engaging learning environment for students and simplifies progress monitoring
and assessment.
Teacher’s Guide sample pages
ERSB has 26 progressive levels with five structured lessons each. Lessons follow an eight-step
activity sequence, which includes identifying, blending, and segmenting sounds; decoding words;
reading sight words and connected text; and answering comprehension questions. In addition,
students use their Champion Writer journals to reflect on what they learned. The new Champion
Writer Consumable Workbook allows students to write directly into, and keep, their books at an
economical price.
Instruction follows systematic prompting and feedback procedures, which are evidence-based
practices for this population. The Champion Reader books use connected text passages that
students use to apply the information learned in each level’s activities.
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GRADES K—5

Building with Stories

Building with Stories

Adapted books for early literacy for students with
moderate-to-severe developmental disabilities

Curriculum

BS-20J

$495.00

Curriculum: Teacher’s Manual, Student Materials
book, 10 award-winning storybooks, PDF disc,
and manipulatives.

By Tracie Zakas, MS and Linda Schreiber, MS, CCC-SLP

Complements ELSB

LESSONS

● Align with national and state standards
● Provide students, ages 5–10, with access
to the general education curriculum
● Give you more time for teaching and cut
time needed for planning and adapting
Teacher’s Manual, Student
Materials Book, and PDF disc

Story-related objects to encourage
student participation

This curriculum is based on the Early Literacy Skills Builder (ELSB) research from the University
of North Carolina at Charlotte. The program contains 10 award-winning storybooks, a kit with
10 award-winning storybooks
directions for adapting them, corresponding lesson plans, a Student Materials Book for student
responses, and story-related objects to encourage student participation. Lesson plans follow a ten-step framework that fosters vocabulary
understanding, print awareness, listening comprehension, communication independence, and word knowledge. They also include AAC
suggestions and scripted instruction. Stories chosen reflect diverse topics, address multicultural characters and settings, represent a variety
of Lexile ranges and concepts, are found on many classroom reading lists, and, in most cases, are award winners (e.g., Caldecott or Newbery
Awards). The adaptations help you to easily get children actively participating in storytime.

Read & Tell

An adapted literature collection
By Jean Slater and Megan Best

GRADES

Bunnicula

Chapter 8

The TV Star

10

3–8

STEP 10: Story Retell
Have students retell the story. Now, I want you to tell me what happened
in Chapter ____. Determine which option is most appropriate for your student(s):

Chapter 1

I Hole up in a Snowstorm

Response Support
You may also provide
the student with three
events from the chapter
and ask the student
which happened first,
next, and last.

Mom went to Boston for the weekend to see her sister's

new baby, so Dad, Peter, and Fudge were on their own. Dad took

• Oral Retell: Have the student retell the story aloud.
• Graphic Organizer: Use the Sequence of Events Poster to assist students in
organizing their thoughts. Students can use the graphic organizer to write or dictate
the events of the story. The Sequence of Events Poster may not work with every
chapter. If the Sequence of Events Poster is not appropriate, consider creating your

Curriculum

own graphic organizer that includes at least one important character and one key

This is a boy's story about his life alone in the Catskill

event from the chapter.
• PixWriter Word Bank: Students can directly select vocabulary buttons (from the

the boys to the office with him, and one of Dad's clients saw

keyboard, alternative keyboard, or with the mouse or scanning) to create a summary

Mountains of New York. He slept inside an old tree and ate

Read & Tell
RT-10J

$259.00

RT-30J

$529.00

of the story. The pictures are paired with written word and voice output.

11

Fudge. He wanted him in a bike commercial. Peter thought good

nuts and berries. When he starts to write his story, it is early

Response Support

things always happened to Fudge.

For a student who
is nonverbal or has
low verbal output,
he/she may use the
PixWriter word
banks to participate
in oral responses to
quiz questions by
selecting buttons
from the word bank.

December, and he has been living on the mountain for

Fudge was going to be in a commercial.eight months.

STEP 11: Comprehension Quiz

Curriculum Plus

Have students complete the related chapter comprehension quiz. Now that we
finished reading Chapter ____, I want to see how much you remember. I am
going to give you a quiz about the story. For open-ended questions, students can
use the PixWriter word banks to compose their answers. You may choose to ask

M y Side of t he M ount ain:
Chapters 4–5

questions during the read aloud and provide prompting as needed. If so, then use the
comprehension quiz as an assessment with no prompting and collect data.

Because of Winn–Dixie:
Chapter 1

Circle, point to or fill
in the correct answer.

Circle, point or fill in

1.to the correct
What answer.
did Sam

1.

Sam was afraid during a big snowstorm. He was afraid

They went to the room to do the commercial. As long

eat from the stream?

What did India Opal find at the grocery store?
a. fish

of being snowed in. When the storm ended, he was glad to

a. groceries

as the cameras were off, Fudge rode the bike. When they turned

64

see that he could
57 get out and play with his pet falcon.

Chapter 8 ● Tales of a Fourth Grade Nothing ●

ACCEPTANCE

RAT IG 4 Bunnicula.indd 64

Chapter 1 ● My Side of the Mountain ●

71

Read and Tell Instructor’s Guide

2.

b. a quarter

3.

c. mussels

c. a dog

2.

Where did Sam decide to make his new home?

3.

How did Sam clear out the inside of a tree?

4.

Mark four things Sam ate.

a. a shelter in the forest

a. Winn–Dixie

Characters

• My turn first: Let’s learn about part of a story. Listen.
What is a character? A character is the most important
person(s) in the story.

b. lobster

What did she name the dog?

7/21/17 10:12 AM

Review story grammar using the My Turn-Together-Your Turn Procedure
and the Story Grammar Cards as a visual symbol.

Directions:

Directions:

b. Winston

b. a cave

c. an old tree

c. Waldo

What did Winn–Dixie look like?
a. He chopped the dead
wood away.

b. He burned out
the inside.

c. The tree was

already hollow.

• Let’s say it together: A character is the most important
person(s) in the story.
• Your turn: What is a character?

Story Grammar

140

a. birds

b. catfish

d. crayfish

e. eggs

● DETERM INATION ● Read and Tell Student Workbook

Because of Winn–Dixie ● Chapter 1 ●

37

c. mussels

Curriculum: Instructor’s Guide; 2 Student Readers; a
Student Workbook; 2 consumable Student Workbooks;
a set of posters; vocabulary, character, and setting
cards for each piece of literature; a USB flash drive
with 17 additional stories; and an image library
containing character symbols, Picture It files, and
PixWriter files.
Curriculum Plus: The Curriculum plus 2 sets
of 10 consumable Student Workbooks (20 total),
the GoWorksheet Maker iPad App, a set of
corresponding GoWorksheet activities, and
samples of communication overlays.

Thirty-two modified versions of novels like Little House on the Prairie and The Lion,
the Witch and the Wardrobe cover age-appropriate literature while connecting it
to grade-level standards for upper elementary and middle school. Fifteen of the
32 adapted novels are featured within two Student Readers. The additional 17
stories and lesson materials are provided on a USB flash drive. The Instructor’s Guide is scripted and includes evidence-based practices
like the time-delay procedure and the system of least intrusive prompts. Each adapted story includes vocabulary cards, character cards,
setting cards, story grammar cards, posters, and picture-supported comprehension quizzes. You can apply the evidence-based instructional
strategies and 12-step lesson framework to the 17 additional pieces of literature included in the electronic PDF files, or any story you choose.
The Read & Tell consumable Student Workbooks include all chapter quizzes for the 15 printed novels.

1-800-327-4269
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Access English
Language Arts Grades 3–5

GRADES 3–5

A literacy-rich curriculum closely connected to ELA standards
for the upper elementary grades

Access English Language
Arts Grades 3–5

By Pamela Mims, PhD; Diane Browder, PhD; Angel Lee, PhD;
and Linda Schreiber, MS, CCC-SLP, BCS-CL

Curriculum Plus

ELA35-30J

$495.00

Curriculum Plus: 2 Teacher’s Guides, a Student
Response Book, 4 sets of 2 Student Readers, a My
Writing Journal, and 2 sets of 10 consumable My Writing
Journal Student Workbooks, five graphic organizers, 186
cards (and container), manipulatives (worms and money
pack), one pocket chart, one copy of Superfudge and
How to Eat Fried Worms, a GoWorksheet Maker iPad
App, a set of corresponding GoWorksheet activities,
samples of communication overlays, and PDFs on flash
drive with a classroom license for printouts.

Teacher’s Guide

FEATURES

Sample – Teacher’s Guide

● Objectives are aligned to state and national
standards for ELA Foundational Skills,
Reading: Literature & Informational Text,
Speaking & Listening, Language, & Writing.

Student Readers

Lesson 2
1. The setting for Chapter 2 was a
.
3. Do YOU live in a big city?

.

farm

small town

● Lessons are scripted with prompting and
error correction.

big city

2. Draw a picture of something you might see in a
big city. Write the name of what you drew below
yes
your picture.

no

● An image library and resources for students
who are nonwriters, nonverbal, have visual
impairments, or use eye gaze as their mode
of response are provided.

4. Fudge tried to sell Tootsie for a
.

Unit 1 • Lesson
2
5
dollar

6

quarter

penny

● Extension activities are suggested to help
you extend concepts into other academic
areas or life experiences.

Access ELA Grades 3–5
My Writing Journal

Sample – Writing Journal

5. How did Peter feel about Mom’s news? He was

.
7. Who woke Peter up at night?

upset

happy

excited

a red bike
Tootsie

6. Who wanted to go with Peter?

Mom

Mom

the police

a mouse

crying

writing a book

8. What was Tootsie doing that woke Peter up?

Fudge
Jimmy

Peter

Sample posters & cards
Pocket chart also included (not pictured)

Fudge

the car

Mom

Unit 1 • Lesson 1

Student Response Book

riding a bike

5

6

trick-or-treating

Access ELA Grades 3–5

Student Response Book

Sample – Student Response Book

Access English Language Arts Grades 3–5 is a research-based curriculum for elementary students who have moderate-to-severe
developmental disabilities, including those with an intellectual disability and autism. Access English Language Arts Grades 3–5 gives
elementary students access to English Language Arts (ELA) concepts their peers are learning.
In this engaging and literacy-rich curriculum, four units of study address two major themes: “Reading Is Fun!” and “Be a Friend, Not
a Bully.” Stories are the basis for many of the lessons. Your students will enjoy popular and age-appropriate adapted texts for fictional
novels (Superfudge and How to Eat Fried Worms), nonfiction text (e.g., biographies), informational text, and poems. By using literature
to teach themes, students gain vocabulary and conceptual understanding to comprehend and describe their own life experiences—an
important goal for all students, including those with moderate-to-severe disabilities.
The lessons, which follow systematic instruction, are ready for you to begin teaching. Specific instructions are provided to help you
accommodate a wide range of unique needs including students who are nonverbal, have visual or motor impairments, are early symbol
users and learning to use objects or photos of objects to gain meaning, or are beginning readers.
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Teaching to Standards:
English Language Arts

Research demonstrates high effectiveness with teaching
skills that align to grade-level standards

GRADES 6—12

By Pamela J. Mims, PhD; Angel Lee, PhD;
Tracie-Lynn Zakas, PhD; and Diane Browder, PhD

Teaching to Standards:
English Language Arts

Curriculum

iPad App
Software

TE-LA10J

$349.00

Curriculum Plus TE-LA40J

$699.00

Curriculum: Implementation Guide, Alignment
to Standards booklet, two Teacher’s Guides, one
Assessment Response Book, one Student Response
Book, Right On Readers 1 and 2, one Daily Writing
Journal Student Book, one consumable Daily Writing
Journal Student Workbook, graphic organizers, 250
teaching cards, PDFs on disc with a Classroom License
for printouts, Access Language Arts Software, and a
Task Analysis Teacher Extension Book.
Curriculum Plus: The Curriculum plus a total of 10
consumable Student Workbooks, the GoWorksheet
Maker iPad App, a set of corresponding GoWorksheet
activities, and samples of communication overlays, four
sets of the Right On Readers, and one copy of Holes,
We Beat the Street, The Outsiders, Number the Stars,
and Dragonwings.

Teacher Extension
New web-based
option available.
Call for details.
Level 1

Task Analysis Information Worksheet: Level 1 (continued)

Task Analysis Information Worksheet

Anticipatory Set

Title: _____________________________________________________________________________________

Vocabulary Word or Key Concept: ___________________________________________________________
Materials Needed: _________________________________________________________________________

Author: __________________________________________________________________________________

Prediction

Open the Book

Question: _________________________________________________________________________________

Chapters or Pages for Lesson: ________________________________________________________________

Prediction Choice: _________________________________________________________________________

Find Starting Page

Prediction Choice: _________________________________________________________________________

Turn the Page

Starting Page: ______________________

Prediction Choice: _________________________________________________________________________

Vocabulary Words
Word

Page
Number

Repeated Storyline (for preparing enlarged text printout)

Definition

___________________________________________________________________________________________

Main Character
Main Character: ______________________________ Distractor: ___________________________________
Main Character: ______________________________ Distractor: ___________________________________
Main Character: ______________________________

Setting
Setting: __________________________________ Distractor: _______________________________________
Setting: __________________________________ Distractor: _______________________________________
Setting: __________________________________

USING TASK ANALYSIS TEMPLATE

TTS-ELA-TA-Extension-JE.indd 9

•9
5/29/18 9:23 AM

10

•

TEACHER EXTENSION

TTS-ELA-TA-Extension-JE.indd 10

5/29/18 9:23 AM

This curriculum provides materials at three literacy levels: object/photo, symbols, and text. Skill areas include persuasive writing, elements of story
grammar, and research endeavors. The authors adapted 15 popular works (like Holes, Number the Stars, and Dragonwings) into simplified text with
repeated story lines and symbol supports. Genres include fiction, nonfiction, plays, and poetry.
The 32 progressive lessons are scripted and incorporate evidence-based teaching procedures. They are organized into four units: Change, Values and
Decision Making, Social Justice, and Global Awareness. These themes help students grasp the big ideas as well as specific ELA skills.
The curriculum seamlessly integrates traditional formats, like books and manipulatives, with the software and iPad app. This blended approach helps
you to teach all students effectively and creates an engaging learning process. In the software and app, students explore eight works of literature
through a five-step instructional sequence: preview, vocabulary, read the book, comprehension questions, and story sequence.
The curriculum now comes with two new components, including the consumable Daily Writing Journal Student Workbook and the Task Analysis
Teacher Extension Book (please see more details on the Curriculum and Curriculum Plus Kits above in the pricing box).

1-800-327-4269
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Adapted Classics

GRADES 6—12

Connect Standards-Based ELA Instruction
to Four Timeless Classics

This resource is available for printing
from the downloadable digital resources

Adapted Classics

Text and Assessments
The Story of My Life

Vocabulary

Chapter 1 A Beautiful Start To Life

Chapter
4 Learning
MyThere
Goals
Vocabulary
is presented
in contexttoofReach
the story.
is a glossary for each level that can be used with the
students to address reading standards related to using specialized reference materials.
Assessments:
Recall:
Elements/
Setting,vocabulary
Events words at each level and indicates which chapter includes
The following
chartStory
indicates
the focused
Recall:
WhoEach
wasword
Helen’s
teacher?
that vocabulary
word.
listed
has a vocabulary card and is included in the glossary. Thumbnails of the
Setting:
Institute
forStory
the Blind
Vocabulary cards
canPerkins
be viewed
in The
of My Life Appendix A.

Assessments:
Application: What to do if you are sick
Main Character: Helen
Recall: Citing Text to answer questions

Chapter 5 My Hard Work

Chapter 2 The Silence and the Darkness
Assessments:
Characters: Her mother
Recall: Cloze sentences
Application: Learning can be hard

Assessments:
Chapter 1
Chapter 2
Recall: Persevere/Keep trying
A 1 2 3 A 1 2 3
Recall: True/False
Inference (Levels 1-3 only)

Vocabulary
Word

blind

Chapter 3

A

1

2

Chapter 4

3

A

1

2

Chapter 5

3

A

1

2

3

•• •• •• ••
••
•• • •
••
••
•• ••
•• • •
• • • • ••
•
•• •• • • ••
•• ••
••
1
• • • ••
•• •• • • ••
••
• ••
••
* • • • * • • • * • •• * • •• * • ••

braille Whole Book Assessment

Chapter 3 Miss Sullivan’s arrival

college Sequencing the story
Assessments:
Theme
Characters: Miss Sullivan
Recall: True/False
Character Traits: Helen Keller and Miss Sullivan communicate
Problem/Solution
Recall: Multiple Choice
darkness Character identiﬁcation
deaf
fever
goal

FPO
FPO
hear
ASSESSMENT
help
ASSESSMENT
WORKBOOK
object
WORKBOOK

CB

CB

see
sign language
silence
persevere

Level 1 & Level 3 assessment pages can
be found in the printed workbooks

All levels of the assessment pages

Instructor’s Guide

Levels 1 & 3 printed books

Instructor’s Guide

can be found digitally within the
* Occurs in title only
resource ﬁles for printing.
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�e Story of My Life
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Adapted Classics

cards

Curriculum

ACC-10J

$349.00

Curriculum Plus

ACC-30J

$599.00

Curriculum: Instructor’s Guide, 2 Student Readers,
1 master Student Workbook, 2 consumable Student
Workbooks, 3 card sets, graphic organizers, miniposters, hands-on manipulatives for each classic,
and access to the Attainment Hub for all reproducible
content, including expansion and transition activities.
Curriculum Plus: The Curriculum plus 2 sets of
student readers, 2 sets of 10 consumable Student
Workbooks (20 total), the GoWorksheet Maker iPad
App, a set of corresponding GoWorksheet activities,
and samples of communication overlays.
Student Reader progression
sample pages

Levels A & 2 digital only

Consumable
Workbooks and Master
Student Workbook

MiniPosters

Thorin

*Digital Only
Manipulatives
Bilbo showed the dwarves the treasure.

Adapted Classics is an English language arts curriculum that covers grade-level content
through four literary classics—The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, Treasure
Island, The Story of My Life, and The Hobbit. Each classic introduces a unique genre of
literature: mystery, adventure, biography, and fantasy. Each title in the series includes
an adapted student version of the classic presented in four distinct levels—A, 1, 2,
and 3— to differentiate instruction. The adapted books summarize the original text in
five simple chapters. A brief genre description, an author introduction, a presentation
of the main theme, and a prediction activity begin each story. Student Readers and
Workbooks are printed for Levels 1 and 3. You can access Levels A and 2 via the
Attainment Hub (see pg. 67) for printouts. Manipulatives representative of each genre
are part of the provided Literary Kit. Story-related manipulatives are key components of
the kit, too.
In addition to Student Readers, students complete chapter exercises plus a story
assessment in their Student Workbooks. Supplemental transition and expansion
activities are also included.
Nicely laid out in the Instructor’s Guide are 10 lessons for each literary classic covering
the following elements:
● Genre

● Whole text review

● Author introduction

● Comprehension

● Theme

● Written Expression

● Prediction

● Reader’s Theater

● Engagement in adapted text

● Transition activity

● Vocabulary development/review

● Optional – Expansion activity

Adapted Classics • �e Ho�it

269

CHAPTER 5 • �e Last Stage

Thorin

*Digital Only

Bilbo

Thorin

Bilbo showed the dwarves the pile of treasure that Smaug had stolen from Thorin.
Adapted Classics • �e Ho�it

287

CHAPTER 5 • �e Last Stage

Additional lesson extensions are available for print through the Attainment Hub website
(access code to the site provided with purchase). See page 67.
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Access Language Arts: WRITE
A researched and standards-based writing
curriculum for secondary students

By Diane Browder, PhD; Pam Mims, PhD; Angel Lee, PhD; and René Zelt
GRAPHIC
ORGANIZER

LANGUAGE ARTS:

VENN
DIAGRAM

LANGUAGE ARTS:

TOPIC

INTRODUCTION
OPINION

REASON #1

REASON #2
HOLES

CONCLUSION
HOLES

OPINION
Teach writing terminology using My Turn-Together-Your Turn Procedure and the Writing

HOLES

Terminology Cards to provide a visual symbol.
• My turn first: Let’s learn the different sentences for an opinion paragraph. Listen. What is an

INTRODUCTION
opinion? An opinion is what you think, feel, or believe. It can include the words, “I think.”

• Let’s say it together: An opinion is what you think, feel, or believe. It can include the
Teach writing terminology using My Turn-Together-Your Turn Procedure and the Writing
words, “I think.”
Terminology Cards to provide a visual symbol.
• Your turn: What is an opinion?
• My turn first: Let’s learn the different sentences for an opinion paragraph. Listen. What

TOPIC

is an introduction? The introduction introduces your topic to the reader. It is the first

Camp Green Lake

devoted
DRAGONWINGS
determined
DRAGONWINGS

useful

GS

SETTING
HOLES
MAIN CHARACTER

DRAGONWIN

Stanley Yelnats

Stanley’s chance to get a day off

THE OUTSIDERS

BIG IDEA

GRADES 6—12

New web-based
option available.
Call for details.

sentence of your paragraph. It may include the word, “about.”
Teach writing terminology using My Turn-Together-Your Turn Procedure and the Writing
• Let’s say it together: The introduction introduces your topic to the reader. It is the first
Terminology Cards to provide a visual symbol.
sentence of your paragraph. It may include the word, “about.”
• My turn first: Let’s learn the different sentences for an opinion paragraph. Listen. What
• Your turn: What is an introduction?
is a topic? A topic is what you will write about. A topic could be about a character,
setting, or big idea in a story.
• Let’s say it together: A topic is what you will write about. A topic could be about a
character, setting, or big idea in a story.
• Your turn: What is a topic?

TOPIC

The Access Language Arts: WRITE Curriculum (ALA: WRITE) provides a blended
approach to writing instruction delivered through traditional print components and software.
Students are supported step by step in constructing grade-aligned opinion paragraphs about
eight adapted pieces of literature, including fiction and nonfiction literature from the Teaching
to Standards: English Language Arts Curriculum.

Access Language Arts: WRITE
Curriculum

ALW-10J

$249.00

Curriculum Plus

ALW-40J

$349.00

Curriculum: Instructor’s Guide, a Graphic Organizer
Student Book, a consumable Graphic Organizer Student
Workbook, an Extension Instructor’s Guide, an Extension
Student Book, a consumable Extension Student
Workbook, a graphic organizer poster, a Venn diagram
poster, Story Grammar cards, Writing Terminology
cards, Story Vocabulary cards, laminated sentence strips,
dry-erase marker, a USB flash drive with electronic
resources, and the Access Language Arts:
WRITE software.
Curriculum Plus: The Curriculum plus a total of 10
consumable Graphic Organizer Student Workbooks, 10
consumable Extension Student Workbooks, a GoWorksheet
Maker iPad App, a set of corresponding GoWorksheet
activities, and samples of communication overlays.

The new Instructor’s Guide provides scripted lessons that focus on writing terminology (topic, introduction, opinion, reason, conclusion) and students’
construction of opinion paragraphs. Extension lessons and ideas related to writing terminology and additional forms of written expression are provided with
Student Workbooks that highlight various forms of written expression with functional activities like maps, recipes, letters, shopping lists, and more.

Write Your Story

Teach writing and communication skills by focusing on things that matter most to your students!
By David Nelson, Marcy Weiland, and Autumn Garza

GRADES

K–5

GRADES 6—12

Write Your Story

The Write Your Story curriculum helps students develop their writing skills with a focus
on expressing their opinions about the world around them. Two different Student Books
(Elementary and Secondary) provide 35 lessons each, grouped into seven unit themes.
Sample units include My Community, My Places, My School, My Travel, and My Work. To
emphasize the key components of writing, each lesson emphasizes four primary writing
terms: introduction, opinion, reason, and conclusion. A color-coded graphic organizer (seen
above) is included to help students learn the various components of a paragraph.
The final unit of the book, My Story, reviews the previous unit topics and allows students
to share their opinions on the things that matter most to them. For nonwriters, sentence
strips can be used for making activity choices through eye gaze or touch response options.

1-800-327-4269

Big Ideas

Elementary
Curriculum

WYS-E10J

$149.00

Elementary
Curriculum Plus

WYS-E30J

$299.00

Secondary
Curriculum

WYS-S10J

$149.00

Secondary
Curriculum Plus

WYS-S30J

$299.00

Curriculum: Student Book, consumable Student
Workbook, Instructor’s Guide with a USB flash drive,
the GoWorksheet Maker iPad App, and a set of
corresponding GoWorksheet activities.
Curriculum Plus: The Curriculum plus a total of 10
consumable Student Workbooks, the GoWorksheet
Maker iPad App, a set of corresponding GoWorksheet
activities, and samples of communication overlays.

Fill-in-the-Blank
Activity
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PixWriter Software

Picture-assisted writing tool for beginning writers

Now Available
for Windows,
Mac, and iOS

AGE NEUtral

1 Device

VERSION

PixWriter
APP-SL-X07J

Windows

Mac

iOS

+

+

+

$70.00
Android

When applicable, please specify platform
preference with your order. Buy from the Store, or
buy directly from us to receive an access code to
redeem via the new Attainment Hub (see pg. 67 for
details). Disc available for backup or installation
upon request. Call for quantities over 5.
Students select buttons in the word bank to write on the paper.

PixWriter Software is a talking picture and word processor, ideal for beginning
and struggling writers. It helps students write independently by combining picture
support with highlighted text and speech. This writing tool enables students to
compose written documents without mastering phonics, spelling, and alphabet skills.
Here’s how it works: select how many buttons the student will have in their
word bank. Then create the illustrated buttons by simply entering text. Words are
automatically matched with pictures and shown on the buttons. Lock the word bank
and your students are ready write! They select content from word bank buttons with
their preferred access: mouse, touch screen, interactive whiteboard, or switch.
There are many customizing features to fit students’ abilities, assignment
requirements, and IEP goals. Examples of word bank button customization includes
color coding, importing photos, sequencing to make phrases, and arranging by parts
of speech. Documents can be shared, saved, and printed.

SymbolSupport Software
Add symbols effortlessly to any text to enhance
student understanding

Now Available
for Windows,
Mac, and iOS

NEW VERSION

● Now iPad, Windows, and Mac compatible
● Expanded library of picture-word matches
● Streamlined customization features

Already own PixWriter?
Documents and word banks created with previous
versions (3–3.2) can be opened and used. No charge
upgrade for purchases made in 2018. Half-price
upgrade for purchases made before 2018.*
*requires proof of purchase

1 Device

SymbolSupport
APP-SYM-07J

Windows

Mac

iOS

+

+

+

$60.00
Android

When applicable, please specify platform
preference with your order. Buy from the Store, or
buy directly from us to receive an access code to
redeem via the new Attainment Hub (see pg. 67 for
details). Disc available for backup or installation
upon request. Call for quantities over 5.

SymbolSupport App is a teacher utility app that allows you to effortlessly add symbols to text.
This support helps better understanding of grade-level content. SymbolSupport automatically
adds symbols to text as you type, either above or below the words. Custom symbols are saved
for future use. Attainment’s new curriculum image library, including symbols from resources like
Explore Biology and Math Skills Builder, is now available for download.
Easily organize documents by content area with folders; then, share documents by (1)
downloading the free Symbol Support Lite app on your students’ iPads (or iPhones/iPods), (2)
sending the documents wirelessly or via email, and (3) opening the documents on the students’
iPads. Create as many documents as you like. Want to symbolize preexisting written material?
No problem. Simply copy and paste the text directly into SymbolSupport. Symbols are added
automatically, and you’re ready to edit or share.
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Common uses for
SymbolSupport:
● Adapted literature
● Picture directions
● Class schedules
● Student assignments
● Vocabulary introduction

info@AttainmentCompany.com

Writing with Purpose

Writing with Purpose

Use oral language & thinking
skills as a foundation for
successful writing

GRADES 6—12

The Student Book incorporates clear illustrations, graphic
organizers, and writing frames to support reluctant writers. It
begins with What Is Writing? and is followed by three chapters
focusing on forms of expository writing.

LanguageLinks® to Literacy

WP-05J

$69.00

Classroom Kit

WP-10J

$169.00

Introductory Kit: Student Book, Teacher’s Guide with
PDF of Student Book pages on disc, and a Classroom
License for printouts.
Classroom Kit: 8 Student Books and all the other items
in the Introductory Kit.

LanguageLinks®

Blended Curriculum

Language skills linked to literacy
By Mary Sweig Wilson, PhD, CCC-SLP
and Bernard J. Fox, MS, CCC-SLP

Introductory Kit

Attainment Company

LanguageLinks® to Literacy
GRADES K—5
incorporates systematic instruction
and ongoing assessments in 40 language lessons covering
concepts like Is/Are, He/She/They, How/Why/Where, and

LL-10J

$695.00

Blended Curriculum: Implementation Guide,
Instructor’s Manual, Lesson Picture Book, 3 copies
of the Student Activity Books, an Expressive Syntax
Assessment book, padded scoring forms for pre- and
post-testing, and a disc with PDFs for classroom
printouts and Software with 40 interactive modules
for expressive language.

Above/Below. Proven effective through years of research.

EPACC

GRADES
Research-based beginning reading
program for Special Ed and RTI classrooms

2–6

Curriculum

By Sister Mary Karen Oudeans, PhD

Help students in grades 2–6 improve phonemic awareness,
alphabetic understanding, and fluency with sight words
and decoding. Utilizing the techniques of direct and explicit
instruction, EPACC follows a scripted, step-by-step approach
that complements your core reading curriculum.

Taking on Tough Words
A researched curriculum
for reading and spelling
multisyllabic words

GRADES

EPC-10J

$495.00

Curriculum: Implementation Guide, Teaching Steps
Manual, Lesson Designs book, Let’s Read storybooks,
hands-on manipulatives, a staff training DVD, and an
image library on disc.

Taking on Tough Words

3–12

By Jennifer Diliberto

Taking on Tough Words is a researched curriculum that helps
upper elementary through high school students master the
phonics rules and word recognition necessary to read and spell
multisyllabic words.

Developing Reading Fluency
A researched program for students ages
10 to adult who struggle to read and spell
multisyllabic words

GRADES 6—12

The Developing Reading Fluency
program provides systematic, targeted instruction in reading
fluency. Ideal for remedial reading and resource programs.

1-800-327-4269

Explicit Phonemic
Alphabetic Connections

Introductory Kit

TTW-10J

$199.00

Classroom Kit

TTW-20J

$329.00

Introductory Kit: Implementation Guide, 2 Teacher’s
Guides, Student Notebook, Resource cards, Classroom
poster, and PDFs.
Classroom Kit: 4 Student Notebooks, 4 sets of
Resource cards, plus all items in the Introductory Kit.

Developing Reading Fluency
Introductory Kit

DRF-10J

$179.00

Classroom Kit

DRF-20J

$299.00

Introductory Kit: Software, Teacher’s Manual with PDF
on Win/Mac disc and a Classroom License for printouts,
and the Passages to Reading book.
Classroom Kit: The Introductory Kit with 4 additional
copies of Passages to Reading. The PDF contains the
complete book plus a Classroom License for printouts.
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What’s Cool About Music
Builds music appreciation while reinforcing literacy skills

AGE NEUtral

By Stuart Stotts and Joni Nygard MS, CCC-SLP

What’s Cool About Music

Chapter selection

COOL-10J

$139.00

Reader

COOL-01J

$34.00

Software for
1 Device

APP-COOL-07J

$60.00

Program: Book with a PDF on disc and a Classroom
License for printouts, software on disc, and iPad app.

Story pages with audio links

Software

Program

App

What’s Cool About Music has 36 stories in six thematic units: Big Picture, Music
Over Time, Music Styles, Musical Instruments, Rock Concert, and World Music. This
blended curriculum seamlessly integrates a traditional book with software.
The What’s Cool About Music Book presents photo-illustrated stories, organized
into six sequential chapters, with comprehension exercises and vocabulary guides.
The Software brings the book to life with musical effects, professional story narration
linked to text highlighting, and fun comprehension activities. Hundreds of sound clips
illustrate musical concepts like rhythm and melody, sounds of instruments, and styles
like country and jazz. The software application gives student reports, accommodates
switch users, and allows unlimited student logins with personalized options.

Windows

Mac

iOS

+

+

+

When applicable, please specify platform
preference with your order. Buy from the Store, or
buy directly from us to receive an access code to
redeem via the new Attainment Hub (see pg. 67 for
details). Disc available for backup or installation
upon request. Call for quantities over 5.

BOOK

SOFTWARE

● 36 stories

● Photo illustrations

● Windows/Mac
and iPad app

● Quiz and
vocabulary

● Professional
narration

● 6 thematic units

● Musical interludes
● Comprehension
exercises

Everyday Readers

GRADES Pre-K–4

A collection of 36 stories
By Monae Maruyama, MEd

Android

IDEAL for students with autism

Everyday Readers

Introductory Kit

EDR-10J

$99.00

Classroom Kit

EDR-20J

$299.00

Introductory Kit: Everyday Readers Books One and Two,
Teacher’s Guide with a PDF on disc, and a Classroom
License for printouts.
Classroom Kit: Five sets of Everyday Readers Books, plus
all other items in the Introductory Kit.

Stories incorporate educational concepts like counting, health, and language skills. Intended to be read aloud to students, ages 4–9. Each photoillustrated story has 6 to 10 pages with 25 words per page. Book One and Book Two follow a chronological sequence so that you can present seasonal
themes and events. The Teacher’s Guide provides lesson plans for each story—complete with teacher scripts, learning objectives, and story page
illustrations. Additional vocabulary and sequencing activities are found on the PDF disc.
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Learning to Get Along

GRADES

Combines colorful picture books with multimedia software
for a comprehensive social skill program
A Free Spirit Publishing and
Attainment Company collaboration

Pre-K+

Learning to Get Along

Package

LG-20J

$229.00

Software for
1 Device

APP-LG-07J

$60.00

Package: 15 books with corresponding software.

For children ages 4–8, books and software feature attractively illustrated stories that
consistently model positive behaviors and character traits. Books are intended to be read
to your students, reinforcing the importance of appropriate social skills. Topics include
taking turns, following the rules, and accepting others. Software reads books aloud with
highlighting text and lets students click on any word for identification. Questions at the end
of each story challenge students and provide data on comprehension.

Windows

Mac

+

+

iOS

Android

When applicable, please specify platform
preference with your order. Buy from the Store, or
buy directly from us to receive an access code to
redeem via the new Attainment Hub (see pg. 67 for
details). Disc available for backup or installation
upon request. Call for quantities over 5.

Interactive Reading

GRADES Pre-K–8

Visual & tactile strategies to link pictures, words, & story lines
By Joan Green, MA, CCC-SLP

Interactive Reading

Package

GP-500J

Software for
1 Device

APP-GP-07J

$449.00
$60.00

Package: 16 books with corresponding software.

Books feature a standard skill sequence: match, identify, and label pictures;
arrange pictures in sequence; read pictures and text. Students attach Velcro®backed pictures to the corresponding text. Encourages nonreading students to
succeed in literacy activities. Software reads the books aloud with highlighted
text and lets students click on any word for identification. An easy-to-use
management system lets you select books for each student and store results.

Windows

Mac

+

+

iOS

Android

When applicable, please specify platform
preference with your order. Buy from the Store, or
buy directly from us to receive an access code to
redeem via the new Attainment Hub (see pg. 67 for
details). Disc available for backup or installation
upon request. Call for quantities over 5.

Language Builder

AGE NEUtral

Combines a picture card set with multimedia software
for a comprehensive early vocabulary program

Language Builder

Cards by
Angela Nelson

Package

LB-10J

Software for
1 Device

APP-LB-07J

$369.00
$60.00

Package: 2 card sets with corresponding software.
ID activity

The Card Set includes 550 clear photographs arranged in categories like everyday
objects, animals, and bodies. Images are age neutral so they may effectively reinforce
language skills for students varying in age and ability. Divided into two boxes, all
cards are oriented horizontally and titled with a number for easy filing. The Software
is a great way to assess student vocabulary skills and track progress. The photos
are combined with text and speech and presented in multiple choice, grouping, and
identification activities.

1-800-327-4269

Windows

Mac

+

+

iOS

Android

When applicable, please specify platform
preference with your order. Buy from the Store, or
buy directly from us to receive an access code to
redeem via the new Attainment Hub (see pg. 67 for
details). Disc available for backup or installation
upon request. Call for quantities over 5.
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Early Numeracy

GRADES K—5

Lay the foundation for math instruction with a researched
program that teaches developing numeracy skills
By Bree Jimenez, PhD; Diane Browder, PhD; and Alicia F. Saunders, PhD

Early Numeracy

Curriculum Plus

ENC-30J

$599.00

Curriculum Plus: 2 Teacher’s Guides, Implementation
Guide, Math Stories, 1 Math Fun Student Workbook,
1 Student Response Book, 1 Assessment Manual, work
board and overlays, games, game cards and pieces,
graphic organizer posters, counting pieces, theme-based
counting objects, number and symbol tiles, ruler, play
money, and PDFs on disc, plus a total of 10 consumable
Math Fun Student Workbooks, the GoWorksheet Maker
iPad App, a set of corresponding GoWorksheet activities,
and samples of communication overlays.

SKILLS TAUGHT
● Counting with one-to-one correspondence
● Counting movable and nonmovable objects
OBJECTIVE 8

Complete an ABAB pattern with missing components.

UNIT FOUR n Lesson 5 n 164

EN_student_response_book.indd 164

12/6/12 1:33 PM

● Identifying and naming numerals 1–10
● Rote counting to 20
● Creating and adding sets to 10
● Comparing sets for =, >, and <

Graphic organizer posters

● Identifying symbols =, >, and <
● Recognizing and extending ABAB patterns

Counting
objects

● Creating ABAB patterns
● Measuring using a calendar
● Measuring with nonstandard units
Games

FEATURES

Magnetic work board
and overlays
Theme-based
manipulatives

Aligned
to NCTM
Standards

This curriculum is appropriate for elementary students with significant
developmental disabilities, including autism. It begins with counting using
one-to-one correspondence and progresses to more complex skills like using
sets for addition and creating ABAB patterns. Lessons are taught systematically,
incorporating scripted lessons, least intrusive prompting strategies, teachable
objectives, and ongoing assessments. The 24 lessons focus on fun themes, like
Mardi Gras or bugs, and give students ample opportunity to practice using a
variety of hands-on materials.
The Early Numeracy content aligns with national and state standards and four
of the five NCTM Standards: Numbers and Operations, Algebra, Geometry,
and Measurement.
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● Fun themes and stories enhance
student appeal
● Scripted lessons increase teacher fidelity
and reduce prep time
● Embedded instructions for assistive technology
● A wide variety of hands-on materials
● Ongoing progress reports using Math Fun
and end-of-unit assessments

RESEARCH

Research demonstrated the effectiveness of
the Early Numeracy Curriculum with elementary
students who have moderate-to-severe intellectual
disability or autism.

info@AttainmentCompany.com

Math Skills Builder

For graduates of the Early Numeracy Curriculum

GRADES

3–8

By Alicia Saunders, PhD; Jenny Root, PhD; and Diane Browder, PhD
Graphic organizers
Small

Poster

Group

Math Skills Builder

Curriculum Plus

Small

Same

More Fewer

Compare

Bigger

Ending Amount

Starting Amount
BIG
Smaller
Math Skills Builder

Rule: Small group, Small group, COMBINE into Big group

$595.00

Curriculum Plus: 2 Teacher’s Guides, 1 Implementation
Guide, 1 Real-World Problem Solver book, Software/
iPad App, 1 poster, graphic organizers, counting cubes,
pouch, markers and Video Simulations DVD, plus a total
of 10 consumable Student Workbooks, the GoWorksheet
Maker iPad App, a set of corresponding GoWorksheet
activities, and samples of communication overlays.

Change

Add more

MSB-30J

Difference

Take away

Rule: SAME thing, Add more or Take away, CHANGE

Math Skills Builder

Math Skills Builder

Rule: Bigger number, Smaller number, DIFFERENCE between the two

Workbook

Cards

Cubes and Pouch
App

Software

Student
checklist

Video

Math Skills Builder—the next step in math—teaches students how to apply their early numeracy skills to solve problems. Using math
stories with real-world scenarios, students learn concrete strategies (using multiple modes of learning) for knowing when to add or subtract
to solve the math problem. Research found the program extremely effective in teaching students to be successful problem solvers. Eight units
of instruction, with five lessons each, provide over 500 theme-based story problems (e.g., math in the grocery store, math at the zoo, etc.).
Problems were written by teachers to represent a variety of students’ interests, preferences, and community contexts. The eight units teach
students to solve addition (sums to 10) and subtraction story problems (differences to 9) and use three problem-solving strategies: Group,
Change, and Compare.
The teacher-friendly lessons are scripted to suggest feedback responses for prompting, error correction, and praise, and each math story
problem is presented using various media, including a workbook, software/iPad app, and video simulations to ensure student success.
Students with mild disabilities will advance through the curriculum quickly and be ready for higher-level math concepts, while students with
moderate-to-severe disabilities may require multiple years of instruction. The curriculum begins with a review of early numeracy foundational
skills, then advances to solving math story problems. It is designed to be taught in small groups for ease of instruction; lessons address
adaptations required for students who are nonreaders and/or nonverbal. All materials students will need are included: counting cubes,
graphic organizers, markers and pens, and handy zipper pouches for keeping materials organized.
The Software provides additional practice for students and gathers data as students work. It also provides an opportunity for assessment
of a unit to determine whether the student is ready to move to the next unit. Detailed data summaries are available for teacher viewing.
In this curriculum, problem-solving is taught in an explicit manner using principles of direct instruction, task analytic instruction, and
self-monitoring strategies.

1-800-327-4269
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Teaching to Standards: Math
Provide students with disabilities access to a standards-based
math program

GRADES 6—12

By Katherine Trela, PhD; Bree Jimenez, PhD; and Diane Browder, PhD
Problem-solving posters

Student Workbook

what do we need to find out? check the box.






1. Why did Maria go to the mall?
2. Where did Maria go next?

G

P

Gap

Payless
Shoes
F
T

Circuit
City

theater
A

Mall map

Enter/Exit

Next place: _________________________________________
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Unit 1: Geometry

Curriculum

TE-M10J

$199.00

Curriculum Plus

TE-M40J

$499.00

Curriculum: MathWork Student Book, MathWork
consumable Student Workbook, Implementation Guide,
11 problem-solving posters, counting manipulatives, staff
training DVD, reproducible image library, and PDFs of
student materials.
Curriculum Plus: The Curriculum plus a total of 10
consumable Student Workbooks, 10 of each Extension
Activity Book, the GoWorksheet Maker iPad App, a set
of corresponding GoWorksheet activities, and samples
of communication overlays.

Food Court
C

Teaching to Standards: Math

Student Book
After school with James
James

First,

Next,

and

could

Implementation Guide

helps

he

picks

they

his

watch

go

brother

they

use

up

to

his

little

his

brother

the

go

to

to

get

brother

at

the

playground.

the

Finally,

library.

from

the

after

What

school

36

MATH GOALS

school.

● Geometry–Understand that geometry is
math that helps us make pictures of the
world around us.

school.

James

streets

to

the

library?

Story 15: After school with James

Sample Student Book page
what do we need to find out? check the box.




2. What store did Kurt go to next?

D

E
Deli

P

F

Produce

Frozen
Foods

B

C

Bakery

Grocery store map

● Data Analysis–Understand that data
analysis is math that helps us understand
information and make choices when
reading graphs.



1. What food did Kurt get next?

Dairy

A

Cereal
Aisle

Enter/Exit

Food: ______________________________________________



Unit 1: Geometry

Staff training DVD
what do we need to find out? check the box.




Data Analysis graphic organizer







RESEARCH

1. What game did Ben buy?
2. How many hours did Ben shop?

2. How much money did Tao give the cashier?

First fact

Next dollar line

Second fact

+ –

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1

$ _________________________

Sign

Sign

Last fact

=

• 2 • 3 • 4 • 5 • 6 • 7 • 8 • 9 •10
Add

Subtract

Equation prompt

X = _________________________
Unit 4: Measurement

117

Measurement graphic organizer

Unit 2: algebra

45

Counters

Algebra graphic organizer

Two years of classroom research at the University of North Carolina at Charlotte
have shown the program to be highly effective in teaching math skills aligned to
NCTM standards to middle and high school students with significant intellectual
disability or autism.
All students can have their own MathWork book with 68 unique lessons that begin
with a real-world story. These stories are illustrated with picture cues and read to
students, so no minimum reading level is required. Each story presents a problem
and a graphic organizer for students to work out the solution by writing or placing
manipulatives. Lessons are taught with fading levels of support. Covers Geometry,
Algebra, Data Analysis, and Measurement.
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● Measurement–Understand that measuring
and counting are math skills that help us
solve problems around us.

Geometry graphic organizer

what do we need to find out? check the box.

1. What movie did Tao and Li-Li see?

● Algebra–Understand that algebra is
math that helps us solve problems for an
unknown number.

Multiple studies found Teaching to Standards:
Math to be highly effective in teaching math skills
aligned to NCTM standards to middle and high
school students who have significant disabilities
or autism.
Visit our website for a research report.

FEATURES

● Appropriate for ages 12–21

● Effective with students with a moderateto-severe intellectual disability or autism
● Accommodates multiple methods
of responding
● Age-appropriate student books
● Incorporates hands-on learning

info@AttainmentCompany.com

Teaching to Standards: Math
Extension Activity Books
Supplemental and extended practice for the four math units
from Teaching to Standards: Math!
By Katherine Trela, PhD; Bree Jimenez, PhD; Diane Browder, PhD; and
Adapted Stories by Leah Bastian
A place for candy
A

new

specialty

candy

shop

wants

They

would

like

to

be

to

near

build

1. Where would be the best place on the map
for a candy shop?



2. What is the dentist’s name?

the

would

be

the

best

place

on

dentist.

the

map

A

B

C

D

E

Theater

Grocery Store

School

Park

Gym

Library

Diner

Playground

Dentist

1

Street names:

Police Dept.

First
St.

2
Fire Dept.

_______________

Second
St.

3

_______________
shop?

Medical Clinic

Hospital

Safety
Ave.

Bookstore
Story
Ave.
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Third
St.

4

_______________

Park
Ave.

candy

Health
Ave.

a

Food
Ave.

for

Fourth
St.

Community map

Story 17: A place for candy
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Geometry Practice
MW_geometryUSE.indd 36

10/31/19 8:40 AM

Geometry Extension Activity Book

MW_geometryUSE.indd 37

10/31/19 8:40 AM

WHAT DO WE NEED TO FIND OUT? CHECK THE BOX.




Terry protects his orchard
Terry

has

keep

a

small

apple

the

deer

out.

orchard.

First,

He

Terry

wants

to

measures

put

the

up

sides

Length
fence

a

of



1. What is the perimeter of Terry’s orchard?
2. How many deer were in Terry’s orchard?

Length

Length

ft. +
to

ft. +

Length

ft. +

Perimeter

ft. =

ft.

the

orchard.

the

fence.

the

perimeter

Then,

The

sides

of

he

chases

are

the

deer

away.

3 5 3
3

ft.,

5

ft.,

3

Finally,

ft.,

5

and

5

he

builds

ft.

What

Terry’s
orchard?
Story 15:
Terry protects his orchard

_________________________ ft.

is
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Measurement Practice
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$69.00

Algebra Extension
Activity Book
(Set of 10 books)

TE-MA01J

$69.00

Data Analysis
Extension Activity Book
(Set of 10 books)
TE-MD01J

$69.00

Measurement
Extension Activity Book
(Set of 10 books)
TE-MM01J

$69.00

Extension Activity
Book Package
(4 sets of 10 books) TE-ME01SETJ $249.00

Perimeter measure
apple

Geometry Extension
Activity Book
(Set of 10 books)
TE-MG01J

a

_______________
Where

Teaching to Standards: Math

WHAT DO WE NEED TO FIND OUT? CHECK THE BOX. 



Best Store

store.

GRADES 6—12

MW_measurement.indd 33

Story 15: Terry protects his orchard

MW_measurement.indd 32

10/30/19 1:05 PM

Measurement Practice

10/30/19 1:05 PM

FEATURES

Measurement Extension Activity Book
what do we need to find out? check the box.




Camden babysits
arrived

He

babysat

Mr.

and

at

for

the

Mr.

Hubbard

and

Mrs.

family’s

house

Hubbard’s

kids

home

6

at

3

for

o’clock.

the

afternoon.

Add
Mrs.

Hubbard

arrived

at

o’clock.

How

did

Camden

10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
Bar graph

many

First fact

hours

Sign

First fact

Second fact

Equation prompt

Last fact

● Students can complete and keep their own
consumable workbook

=
X = _________________________

Algebra Practice

MW_algebra.indd 63

62

● Mirrors MathWork for easy classroom
implementation

Last fact

Sign

+ –

babysit?

Story 30: Camden babysits

● Each math area has 80 pages of
additional content

2. Where does the Hubbard family live?

Subtract
Camden



1. How many hours did Camden babysit?

63
10/30/19 12:50 PM

Story 30: Camden babysits

MW_algebra.indd 62

Algebra Practice

● Ideal for homework assignments

10/30/19 12:50 PM

Algebra Extension Activity Book
what do we need to find out? check the box.

WHAT DO WE NEED TO FIND OUT? CHECK THE BOX.




1. Who was elected student president?






Class
President



1. What will Stephen spend the least amount of money on?

WHAT DO WE NEED TO FIND OUT? CHECK THE BOX. 

2. How much was Stephen paid this week?




2. How many teachers were at Hillside School?

1. Which class should Waldo schedule last?

what do we need to find out? check the box.

2. When was art class?

Decorations
Food

Invitations

Science

5

S

4

2

Wilbur

Lunchroom

Story 10: Hillside’s student president

Data Analysis Practice

Writing
Entrance
C
C

W

L

Party item: _________________________________________
Data Analysis Practice

H

A

Gina

Student president: __________________________________

Add

First fact

Last class: _________________________________________

Equation prompt

53
Story 34: Jonah’s music lesson

10/30/19 12:55 PM

Second fact

First fact

Last fact

Sign

Last fact

=
X = _________________________

Algebra Practice

MW_geometryUSE.indd 53

Data Analysis Extension Activity Book

Sign

+ –

45

23

10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
Bar graph

School map

Geometry Practice
MW_data.indd 23

Subtract

G

Art

Circle graph

Tony

2. What instrument does Jonah play?

History

M

1

Bar graph

1. How many hours did Jonah have his music 
lesson?


Gym

Exit
X
X

Math

Games

3





71

12/13/17 8:47 AM
MW_algebra.indd 71

Samples of new graphic organizers

10/30/19 12:50 PM

MathWork: Geometry provides 23 additional story problems for the original MathWork maps and 15 extension story problems with two brandnew maps! Students will learn how to navigate school and a new neighborhood.
With over 35 story problems, MathWork: Algebra facilitates extra practice with MathWork graphic organizers and a new bar graph for
extension problems! A laminated insert provides a teacher script for the new bar graph. Other extension problems use additional themes
and practice with subtraction.
In MathWork: Data Analysis, students get additional practice with two- and three-column tables and the pie charts from MathWork.
Extension stories use new themes and characters for working with MathWork charts and two brand-new pie charts.
Money, perimeter, and area are included as supplemental and extension problems within MathWork: Measurement. New themes extend
MathWork’s Next-Dollar strategy so students may begin to generalize their understanding with familiar graphic organizers!
Expand Teaching to Standards: Math with over 100 new activities to help students apply and generalize these four upper-level math concepts.

1-800-327-4269
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Hands-On Math for
Early Numeracy Skills

GRADES PRe—K+

A curriculum for teaching Pre-K students
foundational numeracy skills using number lines

Hands-On Math for
Early Numeracy Skills

By Don Bastian and Leah Bastian

Curriculum Plus

HM-EN30J

$299.00

Curriculum Plus: Teacher’s Guide with PDF flash drive,
Student Workbook, 10 consumable Student Workbooks,
Number Book, number lines, tear-off number lines,
activity & symbol cards, pegs & bins, dice, daubers,
other manipulatives, the GoWorksheet Maker iPad App,
a set of corresponding GoWorksheet activities, and
samples of communication overlays.

Lesson 1: One-to-one correspondence within 5

Teacher’s Guide
sample pages

Counting and Numbers

Lesson objective
Count up to 5 by placing pegs in the number line in
sequence, beginning with the first slot.

Materials
• 0–10 number line
• Bin with small yellow pegs

Narrative
Introduces one-to-one correspondence. Students place
small pegs in number line slots in sequence, beginning
with the first slot. The last occupied slot shows the
number of pegs counted.

Concrete

Representational

Abstract

Lesson 21: Subtract two numbers from a bigger number within 20

Sets

Lesson objective
Materials
Narrative
Subtract 2 numbers from a bigger number by rolling 2
• 0–10 and 11–20 number lines
Abstract learners roll number dice, write down the terms
number dice and removing the matching number of pegs • Bin with small yellow pegs
and difference, and use the number line to check their
from the number line.
• Activity Cards (addition and subtraction 2.2.c)
work. Representational learners roll the dice one at a time,
Note: Supplemental Activity Cards (2.2.c) with
• 2 number dice
write down the terms, and then remove the matching
number of pegs. Concrete learners remove pegs from the
Teacher setup predetermined sets are on the PDF.
Teacher setup • Dry erase marker
Teacher setup
line that
those
prearranged by the dice.
Place up to 5 small yellow pegs in the 0–10 number line.
Place up to 5 small yellow pegs in a row in front of the
Place the bin with number
small yellow
pegsmatch
behind
the 0–10
0–10 number line.Representational
number line.
Concrete
Abstract
Student procedure
Count the pegs placed in the number line. Begin with the
first peg, and touch and say the number of each peg as
it’s counted.

Student procedure
Place the pegs in the number line in sequence, beginning
with the first slot. Count and say the number of each peg
as it’s placed.

Teacher setup
Put up to 20 pegs in the number lines. Place 2 dice in
front, and arrange a matching number of pegs in a row by
each die. Write the subtraction terms on the Activity Card
(2.2.c), and lay it and a marker nearby (optional).

Student procedure
Follow the teacher’s prompt to count to a number up
to 5. Take the pegs from the bin, and place them in the
number line in sequence, beginning with the first slot.
Say the number of each peg as it’s placed.
Teacher setup
Teacher setup
Place 2 dice in front. Leave room to the roll the dice. Put
Place 2 dice in front of the number lines. Leave room to
15–20 pegs in the number lines. Write the first term (the
roll the dice. Put the bin with small yellow pegs in back.
number of pegs in the number line) on the subtraction
Write the first term (a number between 15–20) on the
side of the Activity Card, and lay it and a marker nearby.
Activity Card and lay it and a marker nearby.

3

Student procedure
Student procedure
Remove pegs from the number line to match those on the Roll a die and write that number on the Activity Card.
table. When you’re done, say how many pegs are left in the Remove the matching number of pegs from the number
Lesson 1
number line or write the number on the Activity Card.
line, placing them next to the die. Do the same for the
second die. When done, write the difference (how many
pegs are left in the number line) on the Activity Card.

equals

Even Odd

=

One-to-one correspondence within 5
Count to a number up to 5. Mark (cross out, stamp,
circle, etc.) the
Subtract
two numbers from a bigger
appropriate number of pegs to match the numeral listed.
number within 20

15

same, identical

Mark 4 pegs.

fifteen

fifteen

Symbol cards
Regular
dice

Pegs and Bins

Foam
dice

A

B

A

B

8

A

B

26

Solve the problem and write the answer on the line. To check your
answer, shade ( ) in the circles on the number line in yellow for the
first term, then cross out (x) in black to match the other numbers.

Student Book
sample pages

18 – 2 – 4 =

Number Book sample pages

6

Student procedure
Roll a die and write the number on the Activity Card.
Repeat for the second die. Solve the problem and write the
answer. To verify your answer, place the number of pegs in
the number line that match the first term (bigger number).
21 numbers.
Then remove the pegs thatLesson
match the other

Mark 2 pegs.

12 – 1 – 5 =

17 – 6 – 3 =
A

B

A

B

3

Hands–On Math for Early Numeracy Skills

66

Sets

Hands–On Math for Early Numeracy Skills

Activity cards

Number line tear-off sheets
Number lines

Cut-out number squares

Daubers

Dry-erase marker

Hands-On Math (HOM) for Early Numeracy Skills is primarily for preschool students with an intellectual disability or autism. It is based on
two premises: (a) students with a disability learn well when their hands are purposefully engaged, and (b) math manipulatives help students
understand abstract concepts. The HOM for Early Numeracy Skills Curriculum is an introduction to concepts included within school math
standards. It is a skills-based program focused on early numeracy concepts. The Teacher’s Guide provides direction for teaching concepts with
the hands-on manipulatives, and the Student Workbook provides additional practice with symbolic representation. Each student may use their
own workbook to document answers for each activity.
The Student Workbook is designed to accommodate a wide variety of fine motor skills. Teachers may encourage students to share their
answers by using the pegs, writing, circling, marking, or dotting onto the page. A set of peg and button cards are even included at the end of
each workbook that may be cut out to help generalize skills!
The lessons are organized into four Skill Areas (Counting, Sets and Categories, Symbols, and Patterns) which are then divided into Activities.
Activities progress in difficulty from using concrete to representational to abstract understanding. Concrete learners are exposed to the math
concepts incidentally and may participate in the lesson without a complete understanding. Representational learners are provided picture cues
or other hints to help them complete the lesson. Abstract learners who successfully complete the lesson attain its objective by demonstrating
understanding of the underlying math concept.
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AGE NEUtral

Hands-On Math

Supplemental curriculum that teaches
math concepts with number lines

Hands-On Math

By Don Bastian

Curriculum

HM-10J

$229.00

Includes: Number lines, Number Book, pegs, activity
and symbol cards, dice, number disks, and Instructor’s
Guide with PDF.
Pegs are easy to grasp and place
into number lines, reinforcing
one-to-one correspondence.

FIVE-STEP
LESSON PROCESS

● Explain student procedure

● Model procedure for the student
● Guide student through lesson, prompt
as needed
● Observe student completing task
independently
● Adjust lesson to present additional problems
1.3.b Subitize within 6
Lesson objective
Level
Level
Three
One Identify the number of pegs in a small group

1.1.d Counting forward from a number other than one
Lesson objective
Materials
Count forward from one number to another within
20 without starting over at 1.
Related skills: Creating sets within 20 (2.1.c), Adding sets
within 20 (2.2.c), Identifying numerals 0–20

Concrete

• 0–10 and 11–20 number lines
• Bin with small yellow and small red pegs
• Number die

(up to 6) at a glance.

Narrative

Introduces counting forward from a number without
starting over from 1. Abstract students read numbers
on a foam die. This more advanced skill boosts this
lesson to Level Three.

Representational

Related skills: Creating sets within 10 (2.1.b)

Concrete

Level One
Materials

Narrative

Representational

Abstract

• 0–10 number line
• Bin with small yellow pegs
• Activity Cards 1.3.a–d
• Empty bin

Increases the maximum number to subitize to 6.
Activity Cards are used for Concrete and
Representational students. Abstract students use
an empty bin to cover and uncover the pegs.

Abstract

Teacher setup

Line up groups of small yellow and small
red pegs in front of the 0–10 and 11–20
number lines.

Teacher setup

Teacher setup

Place the bins with small yellow and small red pegs
behind the 0–10 and 11–20 number lines. Place a
foam number die in front.

Place a group of small yellow and small red pegs
in the 0–10 and 11–20 number lines.

Student procedure

Count the yellow pegs in the number line, and say or
point to the total. Then count the red pegs beginning
at the number where the yellow pegs left off. Say each
number as it’s counted.

Student procedure

Count the yellow pegs as you place them in the number
line in sequence. Then place the red pegs in the number
line, counting forward from the number where the
yellow pegs left off.

Student procedure

Roll the die, and place the matching number of yellow
pegs in the number line. Roll the die again, and place
the red pegs, counting forward from where the yellow
pegs left off. Keep rolling the die, changing the color of
the pegs for each roll, until you reach 20.

Teacher setup

Teacher setup

Teacher setup

Place an Activity Card (1.3.a–d) showing up to 6
yellow dots face up in front of the 0–10 number line.
Place small yellow pegs on the dots.

Place an Activity Card (1.3.a–d) showing up to 6 yellow
dots face down in front of the 0–10 number line. Place
a bin with small yellow pegs behind the number line.

Place the bin with small yellow pegs behind
the 0–10 number line. Place up to 6 pegs on the table
to the right of the number line, and cover them with an
empty bin with the front of the bin facing the student.

Student procedure

Student procedure

Student procedure

Identify and then say the number of pegs shown.
Place them in the number line to check your work.

Turn the Activity Card over for a moment to identify
the number represented, and then turn it back to a face
down position. Place pegs in the number line to match
that number. Turn the Card face up to check your work.

Lift the bin for a moment to identify the number
of pegs, and then put the bin down. Place pegs in the
number line to match that number. Lift the bin to
check your work.

25

19

Instructor’s Guide sample pages

Hands-On Math (HOM), for students of any age with intellectual disability or
autism, is based on two big ideas: Students with disabilities learn when their
hands are purposefully engaged, and manipulatives help them grasp abstract
math concepts.
HOM is a skills-based program focusing on fundamental math concepts. Its 60 lessons cover a considerable range—from counting to solving
two-digit addition problems. The heart of HOM is a set of four number lines with slots to accommodate pegs. The number lines are used in
combination to demonstrate concepts and help students solve math problems.
Lessons contain three instructional options: concrete, representational, and abstract. Concrete learners are exposed to concepts but
complete lessons without understanding the underlying math. Representational learners are provided picture cues and other hints to help
them complete lessons. Abstract learners solve problems independently and use number lines to verify their answers. You can cycle through
the options when teaching a lesson to present an easy-to-hard sequence. Or stick with the instructional option that best suits
the student’s ability as you progress from lesson to lesson.

Progressive Teaching Sequence
Concrete

1-800-327-4269

Representational

Abstract
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Hands-On Math 2

AGE NEUtral

Innovative picture-based lessons with manipulatives
By Don Bastian and Karen Wenger

Hands-On Math 2

Curriculum Plus

HM-30J

$399.00

Curriculum Plus: 12 interchangeable number lines
with corresponding number pieces, pegs, fraction dice,
1 Look at Math Student Book, an Instructor’s Guide
with a USB flash drive, plus 10 consumable Student
Workbooks, the GoWorksheet Maker iPad App, a set of
corresponding GoWorksheet activities, and samples of
communication overlays.

Look at Math: Numbers

Manipulatives are quick to set
up and easy to use

7 +
– 1= 6
8 +
– 2 = 10

Draw the missing fruit to complete the patterns.





—
5
+4
–3
—
7
+5
–3
—
2

Story

Story
Carrie and her mom are baking cookies for
a school bake sale. They are putting 10 cookies on a baking
tray and they have 6 trays. How many cookies will they bake?

Story

On Saturday, Mila cleaned and swept
her room. Under her bed she found 7 socks and 3 books.
How many things altogether were under Mila's bed?

7
8

NUMBERS

10

+ 3 =
Topic 1

LOOK AT MATH

Identify Fractions

1⁄2

1⁄2

2⁄4
2⁄8

1⁄4
3⁄8

1⁄3
1⁄4

1⁄6
3⁄12

3⁄8

These
chocolate bars
are divided into
equal parts.

Equal
Parts

2
4
8
3
6
12

FRACTIONS

NUMBERS

1⁄3

Dark

3⁄6

-2

-2

-3

-3

3⁄8

Topic 1

LOOK AT MATH
Count
Coins

50

NUMBERS

EXACT
CHANGE
ONLY

or

or

or

or

or

or

1⁄3
1⁄6

140

MEASUREMENTS

LOOK AT MATH

Look at Math: Measurement

Unit Two: Measurement
5. Standard and Metric Measures
6. Time
7. Money
8. M
 easure
Geometric
15 + 20 + 5 =
Shapes

Minutes

Look at Math: Fractions

Using exact change, circle the items that can be bought with these coins.

1⁄2
1⁄4

LOOK AT MATH

Positive

-10 -8 -6
0 2 4 6 8 10


Kinds of Chocolate
Milk
White

2⁄8

0
-1

3⁄12

0

1

-1

1 3 5 7 9


2⁄6

6⁄12

0

Write in the missing negative numbers.

=

1⁄3

1⁄2
2⁄4
1⁄3
2⁄6

6

2

1

1
0

5+3=

3

3

2

Match the
item to the
vending machine
button.

Write the correct fractions in the yellow boxes.

Chocolate Bars

186

30

×

Above sea level

+9
–4

3

Negative

6 +
– 2=8



In Focus

Identify Positive and Negative Numbers

The iceberg is
above and below sea
level. Write in the
boxes where the
animals are on the
number line.

Feet

In Focus

Topic 1

Look at the order of the fruit and see the pattern.

The plus sign is used in addition. The minus sign
is used in subtraction. See if the problems below are
addition or subtraction. Then circle the correct sign.

Below sea level

Complete the Patterns

Select Plus or Minus Sign

Unit One: Numbers
1. Add and Subtract
2. Multiply
and Divide
3. Positive and
Negative Numbers
4. Algebra

LOOK AT MATH

Unit Three: Fractions
9. Compare
Fractions
10. A
 dd and
Subtract
Fractions
11. Working with Fractions

/3 + 1/4 =

1

Hands-On Math 2 (HOM 2) helps students of any age who struggle with math. It begins where Hands-On Math (shown left) leaves off, and
progresses to tackle tough concepts like integers and fractions.
The Look at Math Instructor’s Guide presents 120 lessons divided into three units: Numbers, Measurement, and Fractions. Each lesson
incorporates the Look at Math Student Book plus a comprehensive set of manipulatives. Look at Math is heavily illustrated to help students
grasp the concepts. The manipulatives, consisting of 12 interchangeable number lines and sets of color-coded number pieces, make solving
abstract problems easy. Together they encourage all students to participate and succeed at math. A consumable Student Workbook allows
students to record and share their progress with peers, parents, and other instructional staff.
Each of the 11 chapters in Look at Math follows the same 22-page format: Big Ideas, Vocabulary, Picture It practice pages, Story Problems,
Quizzes, and a Challenge exercise. The Instructor’s Guide integrates Look at Math pages with the hands-on number lines. The Guide also
provides a USB flash drive with PDFs of the Look at Math book plus additional assessments.
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Access Algebra

Our NEWEST math curriculum provides access to

GRADES 9–12

high school algebra concepts
By Katherine Trela, PhD; Bree Jimenez, PhD; Alicia Saunders, PhD; and
Linda Schreiber, MS, CCC-SLP, BCS-CL

Access Algebra

Math Story

STEP 1

Tameka has a new cell phone. Her parents signed up for a phone plan that gives her unlimited minutes to talk on
the phone, but only 10 texts per week. Tameka asked her parents to please change the plan to limit the time she
can talk on the phone and give her unlimited texts instead. Her parents said, “No.” They are afraid she will talk on
the phone much more than she thinks and they will be charged extra money. Tameka decides to use data to try
to change her parents’ minds.

Listen to or read the
math story.

STEP 2

Tameka asks 9 of her friends how much they talk on their phones each week. Then, she asks them to count the
number of texts they sent last week so she can use statistics to show her parents how many texts per week most
teens send. Here is what they answered:

Identify the problem.

Data Set
Only 1 friend talked on her phone at all, and it was just to call home
for a ride.

LESSON
LESSON

11

All 9 friends sent texts the previous week:
37 texts

1 . Circle the pictures of graphs.
8

40 texts
+

+

+

+

+

+

41 texts

32 texts

41 texts

35 texts

40 texts

36 texts

40 texts

40
35

6
5

+

4
3

÷

2
1

1–5

6–10

11–15

16–20

+

Number of People

7

=

25
20
15
10
5

0

21–25 26–30 31–35 36–40 41–45 46–50
Total number of boxes

$ Per Hour

30

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

0

9

Apple

Orange

Banana

Kiwifruit

Blueberries

Grapes

Nicest Fruit

Number of Pets

2 . Which pencils are horizontal? Put an X on them.
10

Instructor’s Guides

• UNIT 1 • Lesson 3

Access Algebra: Student Book

3 . Circle the pencil that is vertical.

2

• UNIT 1 • Lesson 1

Curriculum

AA-10J

$299.00

Curriculum Plus

AA-30J

$399.00

Curriculum: 1 Student Book, 4 Instructor’s Guides
with USB flash drive, 7 graphic organizers, 2 T-Charts,
manipulatives, and 2 consumable Student Workbooks.
Curriculum Plus: The Curriculum plus a total of 20
consumable Student Workbooks (2 sets of 10), the
GoWorksheet Maker iPad App, a set of corresponding
GoWorksheet activities, and samples of
communication overlays.

Access Algebra: Student Book

YEAR-LONG ALGEBRA COURSE

Student
Workbooks

Student Book

Manipulatives

● Descriptive Statistics (statistical analysis,
data, dot plots, histograms, mode, mean)
● Scientific Notation (base, exponent,
power of)
● Linear Functions (linear equations,
coordinate graphs, equations)

T-chart

● Quantitative Reasoning (proportional
relationships, ratios)

Graph 1
Power Table

Graph 2

Graph Title

Power Table
Story Detail

Expression

BaseExp

Time-Delay Procedure

4

T-chart
Scientific
Notation

y
15

Value

Ratio Equation Prompt

Meaning
of the Value

14
13

Step 1
Step 2

Present the target Vocabulary card and 3 distractor cards.
the
Say, Show me [data]. Wait up to 4 seconds for a response before prompting
rather
student. (For students who can read, alternatively ask, What word is this?
than Show me [data].)

Step 3

Provide feedback.

11

9

Dot Plot

the correct card, give specific praise, Yes, [data]. Good job
• If the student touches
touching [data]. [Data] means [“information expressed as numbers”].
the student to the
guide
prompt tofor
Addition
use a physical
no response,Task
Analysis
makes
Calculator
• If the studentand
then give specific praise, Yes, [data]. You pointed to [data]. [Data]

8

4

correct word
Task
as numbers”].
Step
(✓) expressed
means [“information

3

Histogram

st

Hundreds Plus Chart

nd

For Advanced Learners
25
24
22 the23
21 you give
definition.
Present the Vocabulary cards and have each student find the card when
Touch the 2nd number on the calculator.
STEP 5
35
34
33
32
31
STEP 6

+

STEP 8

7

6

8

9

10
20

16

17

18

19

26

27

28

29

30

36

37

38

39

40

44
(+) symbol.
43
42
Touch the addition
41

45

46

47

48

49

50

54

55

56

57

58

59

60

69

70

51

52

53

Repeat the steps of touching the number and touching the
addition (+) symbol, until all data is entered.
68
67
66
65
64
63
62
61

STEP 7

=

symbol
76
Touch the equal
75
74calculator.
73on the
71 (=)72

77

78

79

80

86

87

88

89

90

81

82

83

84

85

2
1

1st Fact
-18

-17

-16

-15

-14

-13

-12

-11

-10

-9

-8

-7

-6

-5

-4

-3

9

91

92

93

94

95

96

97

98

99

100

101

102

103

104

105

106

107

108

109

110

111

112

113

114

115

116

117

118

119

120

Proportion Graphic Organizer

7

×

+

–

5

=

4th Fact
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

×

2nd Fact x
14

15

16

17

3rd Fact

18

-5
-6

x

=

-7
-8

-10

Product-11of 1st Fact × 4th Fact

Product of 2nd Fact × 3rd Fact

:

4
1st Fact

(is to)

=

2nd Fact

:

(as)

© 2018 by the Attainment Company, Inc.

3rd Fact

-13
-14
-15

Division Equation

(is to)

4th Fact

x-axis

3
Product of
1st Fact × 4th Fact

Fractions

÷

=

© 2018 by the Attainment Company, Inc.

2nd Fact

Product of
2nd Fact × 3rd Fact
(Known Fact & N)

÷

2nd Fact

© 2018 by the Attainment Company, Inc.

x-axis

1

© 2018 by the Attainment Company, Inc.

1st Fact

3rd Fact

Answer

© 2018 by the Attainment Company, Inc.

=

© 2018 by the Attainment Company, Inc.

Variable

© 2018 by the Attainment Company, Inc.

© 2018 by the Attainment Company, Inc.

2nd Fact

IT IT T
UNUN
UNIUNIT
UNIT
UNIT

1 11 1

Vocabulary
cards

ryy
la
larry
bbuuu
aaa
bbula
oocccca
laryy
VV
Vo
Vo
bular
Voca
Vocabulary
11

4th Fact

FEATURES

● The 40 lessons are scripted (including
how to prompt students) so teaching
complex math concepts is easy.

© 2018 by the Attainment Company, Inc.

Graphic organizers
vertical
data

Access Algebra is a research-based math curriculum for high school students
(ages 15–21) who have moderate-to-severe developmental disabilities, including
those with intellectual disability and autism. The curriculum gives students
access to content their high school peers are learning, but with the adaptations
and support they may need to succeed. The curriculum accommodates students
who have unique needs, including those who are nonverbal and those whose
math skills are still at an emergent numeracy level.
Access Algebra applies the research-based strategies of systematic and
task analytic instruction combined with graphic organizers and real-life math
problems; strategies found successful in supporting math problem solving that
requires more complex thinking skills.

1-800-327-4269

All lessons include task analyses, graphic
organizers, workbook activities, and
manipulatives to allow students to solve
the math story problems.

-12

Total

2

Task Analysis cards

1

-4

-9

Ratios

6

÷

×

-1

-3

8

Operation

-2

-2

y-axis

For Students Who Need Additional Support
(+)
Touch the addition
5
STEP 3
4
3
2 symbol.
1
time delay round.
If a student continues to answer incorrectly during Round 2, repeat the 0-second
an errorless round will provide
Students who are making errors continuously are guessing, therefore 11
15
14
13
12
2
Identify the 2nd number.
STEP 4
more specific feedback on the correct answer.

y-axis

st
1
Identify
Touch [data].
STEP 1
say, “No,
response. If the student makes an error, do not attend to it (that is, do not
that word is [scale]”).

Multiplication Equation

7
6
5

calculator.
card.
on the
Vocabulary
the number
each target
withTouch
2
the process
Shuffle the cards and repeatSTEP
Repeat these steps with each student in the group.

+

y

10

incorrectly, point to the correct word and say, This is [data].
• If the student responds
student to the correct
number.
the 1the
If possible, try to block errors and redirect

Step 4
Step 5

Graph Title

12

Round 2: 4-Second Time Delay

● Math story problems reflect scenarios
typical of young adults (e.g., engaging in
school and community events, looking for
part-time work, or doing chores at home).
● Pre-teaching and warm-up lessons in
each unit address foundational skills
students may be lacking and prepare
students for learning the unit concepts.
● Lessons address the needs of students
in your classroom, including those at an
early numeracy level or those ready for
more challenge.
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Explore Math Series

More than a full-year curriculum of real-life math

GRADES 6—12

By Judi Kinney, MS

Explore Math

A comprehensive curriculum for secondary students participating in alternate
assessments based on alternate achievement standards. It includes two sequential
Student Books with corresponding Teacher’s Manuals. Both Student Books focus
on functional math concepts like spending money, telling time, keeping a calendar,
following maps, reading graphs, and understanding paychecks. Engaging photos
illustrate real-life situations and give students visual cues to solve math problems.
Teacher’s Manuals are organized as lessons, each with an objective, material list,
and step-by-step procedure. They also include the Student Book as a PDF.
Explore Math has six chapters: Math Vocabulary, Using Numbers 0–12, Using
Numbers 0–18, Using Numbers 0–100, Using Numbers 0–1000, and Fractions.
Explore Math 2 has four chapters: Home, Work, Community, and Leisure Math. It
expands the concepts presented in Book 1 and links them to a character’s everyday
life. For example, Dionn works at a sports equipment company and needs to find
the phone numbers of coworkers, determine map distances, schedule a business
trip, and calculate business expenses.

Curriculum

EM-12J

$259.00

Curriculum Plus

EM-32J

$499.00

Curriculum: Includes both Student Books, 4 consumable
Student Workbooks (Book 1 and Book 2 for each title),
corresponding Teacher’s Manuals, and 2 discs with
Classroom Licenses for printouts.
Curriculum Plus: The Curriculum plus a total of 40
consumable Student Workbooks (20 copies of Book 1
and 20 copies of Book 2 for each title), the GoWorksheet
Maker iPad App, a set of corresponding GoWorksheet
activities, and samples of communication overlays.

FEATURES

● Two progressive Student Books
● Corresponding Teacher’s Manuals
● PDFs for printouts
● Photo-illustrated worksheets
● Life skill themes
● Problems that challenge students but don’t
overwhelm them

Real-Life Math

Explore Budgeting

Focus on skills needed to set and stick to a budget
By Judi Kinney, MS

GRADES 6—12

Fixed Expenses
Heilke
car payment

apartment

cell phone

heat

water

Internet/cable

car insurance

savings

The first thing Heilke
writes down is how
much money she
deposits into her
checking account
each month. Next

Explore Budgeting

Curriculum

EM-B10J

$159.00

Curriculum Plus

EM-B30J $289.00

she makes a list of fixed expenses. Fixed
expenses stay the same each month and
she pays them first. She must pay bills like
rent and utilities before spending money
on anything else.

Heilke’s Budget
Fixed Expenses
rent

Variable Expenses

Amount

groceries

$230.00

$2 7 .00

clothes

$65.00

heat

$65.00

entertainment

$50.00

credit card

$10.00

smart phone

$350.00

Monthly Income $1512.22

electricity
water

158

Amount

$ 7 .00
$96.00

gas/car repairs

$180.00

Internet/cable TV

$35.00

misc.

$ 7 6.03

car payment

$224.19

car insurance

$6 7 .00

savings

$30.00

Chapter 6 • Putting It All Together

Learning how to budget isn’t easy. First, how much money do you have available
and what’s its relative value? What are projected expenses, and how do you keep
track of them? And how can you avoid unnecessary purchases? Author Judi Kinney
tackles all these issues—and more—in this practical, easy-to-teach curriculum.

Curriculum: Includes a Student Book, 2 consumable
Student Workbooks (Book 1 and Book 2), Teacher’s
Manual, and disc with a PDF of the Student Book,
plus a Classroom License for printouts.
Curriculum Plus: The Curriculum plus a total of 20
consumable Student Workbooks (10 copies of Book 1 and
10 copies of Book 2), the GoWorksheet Maker iPad App, a
set of corresponding GoWorksheet activities, and samples
of communication overlays.

Explore Budgeting includes a Student Book and a corresponding Teacher’s
Manual. Math exercises are linked to real-life characters’ everyday experiences. Photos and clear graphics enhance student appeal and
provide visual cues to the content. A sequence of 78 lessons is detailed in the Teacher’s Manual. Each lesson includes an objective,
background, and step-by-step teaching procedure.
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Attainment’s Look at
Everyday Math Series

GRADES

Gain independence through real-life math applications
A collaboration with Remedia Publications and Leah Bastian

Vocabulary

Bank Account Math Narrative

0135791

Account
Number

The set of numbers or letters that identify ownership of
money deposited into the bank.

Bank
Account

A formal agreement with a bank that states you can put
money into it and take the money out.

Budget

An amount of money you have planned to save and spend.

Checking
Account

A formal agreement with a bank that states you can put
money into it and take money out by writing checks, using
a debit card, or an ATM.

Credit
Account

A formal agreement with the bank that states they will loan
you money at a specific rate.

Credit
Card

A plastic device that is scanned for purchases connected to
a credit account.

Debit
Card

A plastic device that is scanned for purchases connected to
a bank account.

Deposit

Money put into a bank account.

Reviewing the Reading

Expenses

The cost of something, especially items that are recurring.

Income

Money earned from a job.

Transaction
Register

A record of money put into and taken out of a bank account.

Withdrawal

Money taken out of a bank account.

adult

credit card

deposit slip

interest

representative

back
PIN

deposit slip
responsibility

pay
application

1. It is important to have an __________________ with me when I open a
bank account.
2. A __________________ account is a loan from the bank that I need to
__________________ back.
3. __________________ is the percentage of money I have to pay the bank for
letting me borrow money.
4. When I go to the bank to deposit cash into my account, it is important to have a
A bank account is a contract you have with the bank. If you have money you would
like to save, you can open a bank account. You put money into the bank and when
you want to use the money, you can take it out. To deposit means to put money
into your account and to withdraw means to take money out of your account. If
you have cash or a check to deposit into your account, you will bring it to the bank
and complete a deposit slip. There are deposit slips at the bank that you can fill out
with your information and account number or they can be found in the back of your
checkbook. Once you have it completed, bring your money and deposit slip up to
the bank employee behind the counter and tell them that you would like to deposit
the money into your account. After your deposit is complete, they will provide a
receipt so you know the total amount of money you have in your account. If you
don’t already have an account, you can ask for help getting one set up.

__________________.
5. When I go to the bank to deposit a check into my account, it is important to have
a __________________ and to sign the __________________ of the check.
6. There is a lot to keep track of with a bank account, which means there is a lot of
__________________.
7.

If you have a debit card, you will also get a __________________ to use when
spending money with your card.

8. If you choose to open an account, you will need to meet with a bank
__________________ and complete an __________________.
8 Bank Account Math

LOOK AT EVERYDAY MATH

LOOK AT EVERYDAY MATH

Bank Account Math 9

95

Look at Everyday
Math Series

Use the words below to fill in the blanks.
ACCOUNT NUMBER:

9–12

LOOK AT EVERYDAY MATH

Curriculum

LEM-10J

$99.00

Curriculum Plus

LEM-30J

$149.00

Curriculum: Remedia’s Checkbook Math, Bank Account
Math, Credit Card Math, Bargain Math, Budget Math,
and Attainment’s Look at Everyday Math Extension
Activity Book.
Curriculum Plus: The Curriculum plus a total of 10
consumable Extension Activity Books, the GoWorksheet
Maker iPad App, a set of corresponding GoWorksheet
activities, and samples of communication overlays.

Bank Account Math 13

Look at Everyday Math is a practical application of math for high school and transition students. Each Remedia publication (there are five)
includes activities such as reading comprehension, filling out forms, using a glossary, and answering math word problems.
The multi-step word problems cover adding and subtracting money, multiplying and dividing money, figuring percentages, working with large
numbers, and more. This life skills program will help students master math skills essential to everyday life! Each book includes an answer
key to help teachers monitor student progress.
Students will gain hands-on experience practicing the math they will use in the real world. The realistic activities in this series will teach
students about paying bills, keeping a transaction register, filling out a credit card application, shopping online, using a debit card, making
and keeping to a budget, shopping for the best buy, and so much more! Attainment has created a consumable Extension Student
Workbook that provides a compilation of additional activities, covering all five categories of everyday math—Bargain Math, Checkbook
Math, Credit Card Math, Bank Account Math, and Budget Math—ideal for students getting ready to transition into the real world.

Math for Life

GRADES 6—12

Life skill themes linked to six
fundamental concepts

Math for Life

By Ellen McPeek Glisan, PhD

Sample lessons

Introductory Kit

MFL-10J

$89.00

Classroom Kit

MFL-20J

$229.00

Introductory Kit: Student Book, Teacher’s Guide with
PDF of Student Book pages on disc, and a Classroom
License for printouts.
Classroom Kit: 8 Student Books and all other items in
the Introductory Kit. Student Book also sold separately.

Adds relevance and appeal to math instruction for middle and high
school students. Includes a Student Book and Teacher’s Guide.
The Student Book incorporates clear illustrations, graphic organizers,
and high interest stories to help students solve math problems.
It’s arranged into six units: Add and Subtract, Multiply and Divide,
Measurement, Fractions, Decimals, and Percent. Each unit follows a
consistent format: Concept Review, Story-based Lesson, and
Practice Exercises.
Student worksheets

1-800-327-4269

The Teacher’s Guide features completed pages from the Student
Book with discussion points and teaching tips.
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GRADES 6—12

Dollars & Cents Software

Three beautifully illustrated interactive money programs in one!

App

Counting Coins

Dollars & Cents
APP-DO-07J

Windows

Mac

iOS

+

+

+

$60.00
Android

When applicable, please specify platform
preference with your order. Buy from the Store, or
buy directly from us to receive an access code to
redeem via the new Attainment Hub (see pg. 67 for
details). Disc available for backup or installation
upon request. Call for quantities over 5.

Software

Making Change

1 Device

Spending Money

Teacher options

Dollars and Cents Software features three progressive programs: Counting Coins, Spending Money, and Making Change. All feature clear,
realistic graphics and an easy-to-navigate interface. Plus, our money talks! Personalize each program: select activities, determine coins and
bills, choose US or Canadian currency, and set scanning options.
Counting Coins has four activities: Naming, Matching, Sorting, and Vending Machine. In Spending Money, students shop for items and pay
with computer cash using the exact amount or the next-dollar approach. In Making Change, the most advanced program, students function
as store clerks, entering purchases and returning change.
A great way to integrate functional activities into your math curriculum. Ideal for adolescents and adults with intellectual disability or autism.

Show Me Math Software

AGE NEUtral

Basic math illustrations with animated graphics

1 Device

No number
greater than 20!

Software

Addition

APP-SO-07J

Windows

Mac

iOS

+

+

+

$60.00
Android

When applicable, please specify platform
preference with your order. Buy from the Store, or
buy directly from us to receive an access code to
redeem via the new Attainment Hub (see pg. 67 for
details). Disc available for backup or installation
upon request. Call for quantities over 5.

App

Multiplication

Show Me Math

Subtraction

Recordkeeping feature

Link computation with actual objects by showing an animated movie for each math problem. Covers addition, subtraction, multiplication, and
division using no number greater than 20. Features detailed recordkeeping to help you write IEPs. The instructional process helps students
visualize math problems. Users can select answers on the keyboard, click on a number, or choose the “show me” option, where the answer is
illustrated with a short animated movie. For example, 7 + 6 = 13 is illustrated with a group of six ants joining seven others. Choose from four
animated characters: sheep, ants, jelly beans, or ping-pong balls.
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AGE NEUtral

MatchTime™ Software

A programmed learning approach for students who struggle
with time concepts

MatchTime™

1 Device

APP-MT-07J

Windows

Mac

iOS

+

+

+

$60.00
Android

When applicable, please specify platform
preference with your order. Buy from the Store, or
buy directly from us to receive an access code to
redeem via the new Attainment Hub (see pg. 67 for
details). Disc available for backup or installation
upon request. Call for quantities over 5.

Digital Match the Hour problem
App

FOUR PROGRESSIVE LEVELS

● Match to the hour
Earlier or Later problem

Teacher recordkeeping

● Intervals for all of
the minutes

● 15-minute
intervals

Software

● Elapsed time

Basic time-telling skills are presented in four progressively difficult levels in sequences of multiple-choice exercises. Students find the clock that
matches the large sample clock in the first three levels. The next level introduces the concepts “earlier” and “later” and uses both digital and
analog clocks. Extensive recordkeeping tracks student progress. Level 1 focuses on matching the hour hand, while Level 2 introduces 15-minute
intervals. Level 3 provides exercises using all the minutes, and Level 4 progresses to clocks up to four hours earlier or later than the sample.

Number Sense Software

AGE NEUtral

Formally Stages
Math Software

A comprehensive program to teach number sense

1 Device

Number Sense

APP-SG-M07J

Number Sense
Intervention Kit

Choose from nine skill areas

Compare fractions

Determine place value

Number Sense (formally Stages Math) is a complete software intervention program
covering nine key areas of number sense through instruction and assessment. Dozens
of activities correlate with math standards for typically developing students in pre-K to
third grade. By building these foundational skills in number sense, students are more
likely to access later math instruction that is grade-aligned.
Number Sense is based upon research surrounding differentiated instruction and UDL
guidelines. Instruction and assessment activities are provided in nine key mathematical
skill areas, each with learning scaffolds and customizable settings. For example, you can
select the money counting activity and its level of difficulty, such as the exact coins and
bills presented, and student access method, like mouse or switch use. Support features
like clues and prompts are included as well as age-appropriate reinforcement to encourage
student progress. The software is age neutral and covers skills that are indicative of later
math success.
Students begin with set parameters. Then, built-in program “smartness” guides students’
achievement in tiny increments. Data results are gathered during practice and assessments.
Need hands-on support? The Number Sense Intervention Kit pairs the software with the
hands-on materials featured in the Enhance: Math Tools Package (pg. 99).

1-800-327-4269

$70.00

SG-M10J

$429.00
Android

Windows

Mac

iOS

+

+

+

When applicable, please specify platform
preference with your order. Buy from the Store, or
buy directly from us to receive an access code to
redeem via the new Attainment Hub (see pg. 67 for
details). Disc available for backup or installation
upon request. Call for quantities over 5.

NINE SKILL AREAS

● Words for Numbers

● Money

● Count

● Number Line

● Compare

● Fractions

● Sequence

● Time

● Math Facts

FEATURES

● Automatically increases in difficulty
● Select support features like clues and prompts
● Pretest, instruction, and posttest sequence
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Classroom Accessories for Math
Name _____________________
Date

Date

Count the quarters and write
the amount in the blanks .

_____________________

Name _____________________

Money Skills:
Adapting Math

Count the coins and write the
correct amount in the box .

How Much?

_____________________

Jars of Change
¢
25¢

50¢

75¢

$1 .00

=____¢

=____¢

=____¢

=____¢

=____¢

=____¢

=____¢

=____¢

Nine progressive money skill sets
linked to NCTM standards
By Judi Kinney and David Nelson

Math Fundamentals: MONEY SKILLS Extension Activity Book

44

33

Math Fundamentals: MONEY SKILLS Extension Activity Book

AGE NEUtral

Money Skills: Adapting Math
Curriculum

AD-MC10J

$99.00

Curriculum: Adapting Math Curriculum, a PDF with a

Classroom License for printouts, and 10 consumable
Skill sets are broken down into teachable
Math Fundamentals Workbooks.
objectives, with sequenced benchmarks to
help students progress at their own pace.
In Skill Set One, for example, students identify and name coins and bills. Skill Set Seven
focuses on counting exact amounts to pay for purchases up to $50. Assessments pinpoint
student strengths and deficits so you use only the activities you need. Includes over 250
worksheets and a PDF on disc with a Classroom License for printouts. The new consumable
Math Fundamentals: Money Skills Extension Activity Book extends the lessons taught in
Adapting Math with additional exercises for more student practice.

Money Books

Money Books

Laminated money cues with
MF-01J		$19.00
full-color images of coins &
bills to make money identification easy!
Coin Flip shows coin combinations with actual-size coins so users can match to sample. You need $0.30,
for example. Just flip to the $0.30 page, and it shows several combinations of coins that give you $0.30!
Ten Dollar Book shows bill combinations up to a ten-dollar purchase and when users should expect
change back.
Coin Book Cue is a pocket-sized cue that shows coin combinations you might need for bus fare, vending
machines, or other small purchases.
All books are laminated for durability and easy wipe-off.

Hands-On Money
Practice money skills with
realistic coins & bills

Hands-On Money

HM-06J		$29.00

Almost like real cash! The most realistic imitation money available anywhere. Includes bills from $1 to
$100. Coins are full-color, actual size on cardboard, with a generous supply of pennies to gold dollar coins.
Packed in an organizer box. Ideal for sorting and counting activities. Set includes 210 assorted bills and
280 assorted coins.

Day Planner Package
Ideal for visual schedules
Hour
tab

Size: 8½” x 5½”closed

Digital conversion
Size: 7½”
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Day Planner Package

DPP-10J		$22.00

Package: 1 Day Planner and 1 TimeWheel.
This reusable laminated booklet segments
days of the week into 10-hour increments: 7
a.m. to 5 p.m. The teacher or student writes
schedule information with a marker. Extra pages have calendar facts, important phone numbers, days
to remember, and ID. Use this hands-on model clock to teach time-telling skills. Hour and minute hands
turn to automatically display analog and digital times. The TimeWheel is durable, easy to read, and
appropriate for students of any age. Made with laminated card stock with a transparent plastic face.

Minute
tab

info@AttainmentCompany.com

Hands-On Math Series

Hands-On Math Series

HMS-30J		$799.00

Differentiating Instruction for Your Concrete,
Representational, and Abstract Learners

Includes: Hands-On Math for Early Numeracy Skills
Curriculum Plus, Hands-On Math, and Hands-On Math 2
Curriculum Plus Kits.

Attainment’s Hands-On Math Series uses the Concrete-Representational-Abstract (CRA) instructional strategy that progressively moves
learning from concrete manipulatives to pictorial representations to abstract concepts. Lessons in the Hands-On Math Series provide outlined
CRA teaching procedures for easy implementation. All three curricular resources—Hands-On Math for Early Numeracy Skills, Hands-On
Math, and Hands-On Math 2—identify a lesson objective while also detailing both the Teacher setup and the Student procedure for each
type of learner—concrete, representational, and abstract.
Follow a consistent lesson format across grade bands with the complete Hands-On Math Series. Start students with the Hands-On Math
for Early Numeracy Skills to teach foundational math concepts like one-to-one correspondence, rote counting, patterns, and sets. For older
students who struggle with early numeracy concepts or for students needing to move beyond the number 20, Hands-On Math reinforces basic
counting skills while introducing two-digit addition problems and story problems, too. Lastly, Hands-On Math 2 begins where Hands-On Math
leaves off and progresses to tackle tough concepts like integers and fractions. The series comes with three comprehensive kits, complete with
Instructor’s Guides, consumable Student Workbooks, supplemental activities, number lines, and a box of hands-on manipulatives to help
concrete learners develop a conceptual understanding in mathematics.

Transition Math

Transition Math

TM-30J		$699.00

Functional Math Skills for Home, School,
Work, and in the Community
Isabel’s Address

Breakfast Math

Directions

Isabel

Directions

Damian

Isabel’s grandparents sent her a graduation gift.
Write the missing address numbers on the mailboxes.

Damian likes to cook Sunday morning breakfast. He needs to
use fractions to follow the recipes. Solve the problems.

1422

____

1426

Includes: Explore Math Curriculum Plus, Explore Math
2 Curriculum Plus, and Explore Budgeting Curriculum
Plus Kits.

____

Maple Drive

Cafeteria
Nancy

1423

Answer

____

____

1429

There are 12 eggs in a dozen. Damian uses ½ of the eggs for an omelet.
½ dozen eggs above. How many eggs are there in a ½ dozen?

Answer
One side of the street has even numbers and the other has odd numbers.
the even numbers abovew.

a. 2 egg

40

b. 4 eggs

c. 6 eggs

12

Nancy is a nurse and she eats in the hospital cafeteria. She budgets $9.00 a day for

Chapter 1 • Math at Home

her lunch. Nancy usually eats a salad or sandwich and has something to drink.
She also has to pay a 5% sales tax. Help Nancy pick a meal. Remember not to go

Chapter 1 • Math at Home

over $9.00.

Menu
Salad

Sandwich

Fruit Bowl

Yogurt

$6.65

$2.85
Coffee

$1.50
40

$4.25

$1.50
Soda

$2.00

Chapter 2 • Daily Budgets

This comprehensive functional math series consists of Explore Math, Explore Math 2, and Explore Budgeting. All three resources follow
a simple lesson format: lessons in the Teacher’s Manuals are organized with a learning objective, materials list, and step-by-step teaching
procedure. The Student Books offer clear graphics to engage students and tackle tough concepts with such visual cues. Consumable
Student Workbooks give students an opportunity to keep and share their progress in math with peers, parents, and instructional staff. First,
Explore Math focuses on functional math concepts like spending money, telling time, scheduling, following maps, interpreting graphs, and
understanding paychecks. Then, Explore Math 2 expands these concepts and links them to a particular character’s life through four chapters:
Home, Work, Community, and Leisure Math. Lastly, Explore Budgeting links activities to characters’ real-life experiences as they learn how to
budget on a daily, weekly, and monthly basis. Transition Math helps students apply practical math concepts to real-world situations. With the
acquisition of these math skills, students become active participants in the world around them.

1-800-327-4269
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Early Science

A research-based inquiry process to teach basic
science to elementary students with significant
developmental disabilities

GRADES K—5

By Bree Jimenez, PhD; Victoria Knight, PhD; and Diane Browder, PhD

Early Science

Curriculum Plus

ESC-30J

$499.00

Curriculum Plus: 4 Teacher’s Guides,
Implementation Guide, Wonder Wally Storybook,
1 My Science Log Student Book, Safety & KWHL
posters, Wonder Wally game, vocabulary cards, photo
cards, safety rule cards, concept statement cards,
wonder question cards, Student Experiment Materials*,
and PDFs on disc plus a total of 10 consumable Student
Workbooks, the GoWorksheet Maker iPad App, a set of
corresponding GoWorksheet activities, and samples of
communication overlays.
*Student Experiment Materials: 4 goggles, prism, 4
geodes, 3 minerals, 4 rocks, butterfly stage objects and
garden, clay, styrofoam ball, storage bin, plus cases for
cards and rocks.

FEATURES

● Four units (Five Senses, Rock Cycle, Earth
and Sky, and Life Cycle) focus on the most
frequently occurring science standards

Posters

● A list of skill-building benchmarks plus
general education alignment objectives
● Embedded instructions for technology
● A chain of responses to guide students
● Scripted lessons to increase teacher fidelity
and reduce prep time

Student Book sample
Game

● Progress reports using My Science Logs
and end-of-unit assessments

Sample experiment materials

Concept Statements
The Five Senses The Rock Cycle

Earth and Sky

The Life Cycle

A scientist asks questions
about the natural world.

Rocks are different.

We live on the earth.

Plants and animals live on
the earth.

We can see colors
and sizes.

Rocks are made
of minerals.

The sun and moon are
in the sky.

Animals and plants grow
and change.

We can feel textures
and shapes.

Rocks change to make new
rocks.

We can see the moon in the
night sky.

Animals and plants grow
and change.

We can smell odors and
taste flavors.

Soil is made of
different things.

The sun gives the earth
sunlight during the day.

Plants and animals
are living.

We can hear sounds.

All land has rocks
and soil.

The sun gives the earth
sunlight during the day.

Animals need plants.

We can observe properties
with our five senses.

Wind and water change
the land.

The sun’s heat is a form
of energy.

When animals and plants are
dead, they decay.

RESEARCH

Smith, Spooner, Browder, and Jimenez (2011)
demonstrated the effectiveness of the Early
Science Curriculum with elementary students
who have moderate-to-severe developmental
disabilities, including autism. Students learned
science vocabulary and concepts linked to
grade-level standards.
Visit our website for a research report.

Content is aligned to general education standards and taught systematically by incorporating scripted lessons, least intrusive prompt
strategies, teachable objectives, and ongoing assessments. Appropriate for K–5 students, including those with autism.
The 28 lessons follow a standard sequence. Students engage by discussing Wonder Stories; investigate through hands-on experiments;
describe and explain concept statements using vocabulary cards, posters, and games; and report findings in their My Science Logs.
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Teaching to
Standards: Science

A systematic science curriculum for middle
& high school students
By Ginevra Courtade, PhD; Bree Jimenez, PhD; Katherine Trela, PhD;
and Diane Browder, PhD

GRADES 6—12

Teaching to
Standards: Science

Curriculum

TE-S10J

$249.00

Curriculum Plus
Experiment Materials
Extension
Activity Book

TE-S40J
TE-SEMJ

$549.00
$229.00

TE-SE01J

$69.00

Curriculum: 1 ScienceWork Student Book,
1 ScienceWork consumable Student Workbook,
Student Response Guide, Implementation Guide, safety
and KWHL posters, vocabulary and photo cards, staff
training DVD, reproducible image library on disc, and
PDFs of student materials and adaptations.
Curriculum Plus: The Curriculum plus a total of 10
consumable Student Workbooks, 10 ScienceWork
Extension Activity Books, the GoWorksheet Maker iPad
App, a set of corresponding GoWorksheet activities,
samples of communication overlays, and an experimental
materials kit.

FEATURES

● Aligned to state standards and Next
Generation Science Standards
● Systematic curriculum
● 2 years of classroom field testing
● DVD for staff training
● Scripted lessons
● Classroom License for Image Library
and reprints of student materials

RESEARCH

Two years of classroom research at UNC-Charlotte have shown this curriculum
to be highly effective in teaching science vocabulary and engaging students with
significant developmental disabilities in inquiry-based lessons. Students participate
in a hands-on experiment during each lesson. Response pages help them engage
in the inquiry process. Their own ScienceWork Student Book provides extension
activities. Teachers follow scripted lessons that provide clear direction for individual
student accommodations. The experiment materials included in the Curriculum
Plus make it easy to prepare for class. An electronic Image Library can be used
to create communication overlays and additional homework assignments.

Browder, Trela, Courtade, Jimenez, Knight, and
Flowers (2012) found the inquiry-based lessons to
be highly effective in teaching grade-level science
concepts, vocabulary, and scientific process (with
alternate achievement) for middle and high school
students with significant developmental disabilities,
including autism.
Visit our website for a research report.

The program features four units with five lessons each, all aligned to science standards and general education curricula: Earth, Biology,
Waters, and Chemistry. All students learn scientific vocabulary like pollution, precipitation, and condensation.
This consumable ScienceWork Extension Activity Book provides ready-made worksheets for extended practice in and outside of the
classroom! With over 60 activities, students practice science concepts in a variety of formats to generalize skills!

1-800-327-4269
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Explore Life Science
Theme-based approach to the basics of biology

GRADES 6–12

By Alex Bastian, Shannon Booth, and Don Bastian

Explore Life Science

Curriculum

ELS-10J

$259.00

Curriculum Plus

ELS-30J

$399.00

Lab Kit

ELS-LABJ

Curriculum: Student Book, consumable Student
Workbook, Instructor’s Guide, 1 set of Reference Guides,
1 set of Study Cards, and 1 set of Lab Materials.
Curriculum Plus: The Curriculum plus a total of 10
consumable Student Workbooks, the GoWorksheet
Maker iPad App, a set of corresponding GoWorksheet
activities, samples of communication overlays, and 2
sets of Reference Guides.

Sample Lab
Materials

CHAPTERS

Animal Cell Model

Reference Guides

$99.00

Exploring Life Science
Living Things
Environments
Evolution and
Natural Selection
Looking at Cells
Inside a Cell
Musculoskeletal System
Respiratory System
Circulatory System
Digestive System
Nervous System

This curriculum has five main components: Student Book, Instructor’s Guide, Reference Guides, Study Cards,
and Lab Materials.
The Student Book has 11 chapters, which cover four themes: Ecology, Evolution, Cell Biology, and Human
Body Systems. Each chapter follows a consistent format: Chapter Title Page, Big Ideas, Major Illustration,
Vocabulary Words, Overview, Important Topics, In Focus, hands-on Lab lesson, and Quiz/Review. The
Student Book covers essential biology concepts but presents them with extensive illustrations and simplified
text that can be read aloud to nonreaders. Vocabulary and the Big Ideas are emphasized throughout the
chapters to help students learn the concepts.
The Instructor’s Guide presents a sequence of 79 lessons. Each 45-minute lesson integrates use of the
Student Book, Reference Guides, and animations. Three Student Book pages are typically covered per lesson.
Suggestions for emphasizing the concepts are provided with key talking points. A disc with PDFs of student
materials, assessments, and more is provided.

Four laminated Reference Guides are also included. These provide a large format for students to study the concepts. They present additional
information to function as a lesson extension. Study Cards with each vocabulary word and Big Idea are also part of the curriculum.
Each chapter has a lab associated with it. Concepts are taught in a hands-on way with the Lab Materials. These include card games, microscope
slides, an animal cell model, and much more.
A consumable Student Workbook is included so students can have their own book for the Big Ideas, Vocabulary, and Quizzes.

Lesson Sequence
vocabulary

big ideas

in focus

chapter 3 overview
environments result

Alive.

lab

quiz

Extinction

Earth’s different

biotic

Circle the correct answer.

1.

in many unique

Every living thing is made up of _____.
Microscopes
cells

fossils

organisms. These
organisms are very

A living thing.

organism

A Single Cell

important, and different

2.

organisms are good

Biotic and abiotic things
make up an environment.

plants

Though living and

abiotic

Not alive.

animal

Advanced organisms that often
move around a lot.

nonliving things make

3.

up an environment,
the organisms are the

Chimpanzees

non-living

large

extinct

The environment helps

there, and the organisms

D
FIN E
TH RD
WO

Plants and animals live
in specific environments.

Cells are _____.
alive

most important part.

the organisms that live

Some animals change
environments during
the year.

_____ make it possible to see very small things.
amoebas
microscopes

for an environment.

Weather has
a big effect on
environments.

4.

Extinction is the complete disappearance of a species from the

help the environment.

An organism that moves a lot

planet. It happens when every member of a species has died.
Over 99 percent of species that have ever lived are now extinct.
There are many reasons why species can go extinct, including

— — — — — — —

pollution, predators, disease, and the destruction of habitats.
Bees are organisms that are
important to their environment.

Whatever the cause, extinction is a result of species not being

Cells are very _____.
small

Student Question:
Circle what makes the cells look bigger:

human

microscope

model

Circle what you look at under a microscope:

cell

cards

books

Circle the type of microscope used in this lab:

light

sound

electron

able to adapt to changes in the environment.

32

Environments … Chapter 3

Big Ideas

42

Explore Life Science

16

Living Things … Chapter 2

Vocabulary

Explore Life Science

Explore Life Science

Overview

Chapter 3 … Environments

37

66

Evolution … Chapter 4

In Focus

Explore Life Science

86

Looking at Cells … Chapter 5

Lab

Explore Life Science

Explore Life Science

Chapter 5 … Looking at Cells

87

Quiz

info@AttainmentCompany.com

Explore Biology
Beyond the basics of biology

GRADES 9–12

By Alex Bastian, Shannon Booth, and Don Bastian
The Immune System Game
Germ A

Germ B

Germ C

Germ D

Antibodies

Antibodies

Antibodies

Antibodies

What Germ Is It?

Does
the Germ
Get In?

Germ E

Germ F

Antibodies

Does the
Immune
System Kill
the Germ?

Explore Biology

Antibodies

What Damage
Does the
Germ Do?
1 – none
6 – fatal

Curriculum

EX-B10J

$259.00

Curriculum Plus

EX-B30J

$399.00

Lab Kit

EX-BLABJ

Round 1
Round 2
Round 3
Round 4
Round 5
Round 6
Round 7
Round 8

$99.00

Round 9

Curriculum: Student Book, consumable Student
Workbook, Instructor’s Guide, 1 set of Reference Guides,
1 set of Study Cards, and 1 set of Lab Materials.
Curriculum Plus: The Curriculum plus a total of 10
consumable Student Workbooks, the GoWorksheet
Maker iPad App, a set of corresponding GoWorksheet
activities, samples of communication overlays, and 2
sets of Reference Guides.

Round 10
Round 11
Round 12

Chapter
2

Nutrition Facts
Calories

Explore Biology

Prairie
Explore Biology

70
% Daily Value

Total Fat

0g

Total Carbohydrates 15g
Protein

5g

Calcium

10%

Vitamin B

40%

fruit

hawk

Chapter
9

Vaccine A

Chapter
5

Explore Biology

Explore Biology

snake

Germ B
mouse

Chapter
9

Sample Lab
Materials

seeds

Reference Guides

Perfect for graduates of Explore Life Science

CHAPTERS

The Explore Biology Curriculum is a full-year biology course for high school students with limited reading
abilities, including those with intellectual disability or autism. The curriculum has six main components.

Exploring Biology
Competition
Cells
Molecules
Cellular Respiration
Photosynthesis
Cell Division
Immune System
Diseases
Reproduction
& Development
Genetics

The Student Book has 11 chapters, including a supplementary chapter. The chapters cover everything from
ecology to complicated cellular processes, and even genetics. Each page is heavily illustrated with 60 words
per page so it can be easily read aloud to nonreaders. The consumable Student Workbook corresponds to
the Student Book and reduces teacher prep time. The workbook condenses all of the student activities into
a consumable option, giving students the opportunity to keep and share their accomplishments with peers,
parents, and instructional staff.
The Instructor’s Guide provides detailed lesson plans for all 82 lessons. Talking points add more information
to a topic and ensure the lesson takes an appropriate amount of time.
Four Reference Guides are included and serve different purposes. Write About It functions as a lesson
adaptation for a component of the quiz. Animations serve as a review. Special Molecules function as lesson
extensions. The Activities Reference Guide has activities that help students grasp complicated topics.

Lab Materials are used for the Lab lesson in each chapter. Many of the labs use special cards for the activity. A high-quality Animal Cell
Model is also included as a great hands-on tool to teach about cells!
Study Cards for every vocabulary word and Big Idea help with review.
Lastly, a USB flash drive provides PDFs of the Student Book pages, lab materials, term tests, reference guides, animations, and an Explore
Biology image library. This image library can be used to create communication pages for students who are nonverbal.

Lesson Sequence
vocabulary

big ideas

chapter 6

plants

Mostly green organisms that make
their own food.

photosynthesis

The process that plants use to make
their own food.

sunlight

Energy that comes from the sun as light.

chloroplast

The organelle that performs
photosynthesis.

overview

in focus

lab

quiz
Circle the correct answer.

Plant Competition

1.

_____ do photosynthesis
Plants

Antibodies

Humans

CO2

2.

Plants make _____ out of sunlight, CO2, and water
bacteria
food

convert

Plants need sunlight to _____
grow

sugar

mitosis

_____ is a chemical reaction
Chromosome

Photosynthesis

Sunlight

Plants do photosynthesis.

Plants make food out of
sunlight, CO2, and water.

3.
Forests are ecosystems with many trees.

?

Plants use a special process called
photosynthesis to make their own food.

Student Questions:

Some plants change the direction they
grow so they can get enough sunlight.

This way, they don’t have to search for

1.

Circle which is better for plants.

2.

Circle the group of plants that grew better.

food. A few other organisms also use

D
FIN E
TH RD
WO

Plants need sunlight to grow.

They make their own food
and are mostly green organisms

Plants compete with each other for survival, just like all other organisms.

photosynthesis, including bacteria called

They compete with surrounding plants for sunlight by growing larger leaves

cyanobacteria. However, they use it in
a slightly different way. Both can make

— — — — — —

blocking them from sunlight. Plants compete because they will die if they

their own food using only air, water,
Photosynthesis is a
chemical reaction.

102

Photosynthesis … Chapter 6

Explore Biology

Big Ideas

1-800-327-4269

and sunlight.

104

Photosynthesis … Chapter 6

Vocabulary

Explore Biology

106

Photosynthesis … Chapter 6

Overview

no sunlight

in the light

and taller stems. Plants can grow in very odd ways when other plants are

Explore Biology

3.

114

Photosynthesis … Chapter 6

In Focus

blue

Explore Biology

116

no water

neither

Circle the color of the plant when it grows.

don’t get enough sunlight.

Not all parts of a plant are green.
Flowers can be many colors.

4.

sunlight

in the dark

Photosynthesis … Chapter 6

Lab

red

green

Explore Biology

Explore Biology

Chapter 6 … Photosynthesis

117

Quiz
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Attainment’s Simply Science Curriculum is a standards-based curriculum that includes symbol-supported Student
Books and Easy Reader Books, consumable Student Workbooks, and Teacher’s Guides containing three- and five-day
lesson templates as well as scripted sample lessons. Additional activities, projects, articles, and experiments are
included on the USB flash drives.

Simply Life Science
A symbol-supported, standards-based life science curriculum
By René Zelt and Jean Slater

GRADES

Simply Science Vocabulary Data Collection Form

3–8

Directions:
1. Assess student on vocabulary identification (ID) and/or vocabulary comprehension (C).
Display 3–4 Vocabulary Cards in front of the student.
2. Say, “Show me [the word_______ OR the one that means________].” Give up to five seconds
for the student to respond, then record response.
3. Praise efforts, but do not give feedback on accuracy.

Simply Life Science

4. Repeat steps 1–3 with remaining words. Be certain the correct word is not in the same location across trials.
Unit:

Chapter:

Student:

Level 1 – Object Representations / Photographs
Word

Date:

Definition

ID

C

ID

C

ID

C

ID

C

Total:
Level 2 – Photographs / Picture Cards
Word

Date:

Definition

ID

C

ID

C

ID

C

ID

Word

ID

C

ID

C

ID

C

ID

C

Total:
Documentation Key:

I – Completed the task independently
N – No attempt made, passive/non-compliant

P – Completed the task with prompting
* – Other

Simply Life Science

$129.00

Curriculum Plus

SLS-30J

$249.00

Curriculum: 2 Student Books, 2 consumable Student
Workbooks, 2 Easy Reader Books, and Teacher’s Guide
with USB flash drive.
Curriculum Plus: The Curriculum plus a total of 20
consumable Student Workbooks (2 sets of 10), 8 Easy
Readers (2 sets of 4), the GoWorksheet Maker iPad
App, a set of corresponding GoWorksheet activities,
and samples of communication overlays.

Date:

Definition

SLS-10J

C

Total:
Level 3 – Pictures / Word Cards

Curriculum

Data Collection Form

63

Chapter

10

CHAPTER

Sight

11

Sight
©2008 Slater Software, Inc.

SimplySimply
Life Science
Book
2
Science• •Easy
LifeReader
Science
• Student
Easy Reader 2

1

Made with Picture It software from Slater Software, Inc.

• Chapter
UnitUnit
3 •3 Chapter
1011
• 7 3

This three-unit standards-based curriculum engages students with a variety of symbol-supported activities. The two Student Books contain
14 chapters, highlighting topics like animal life cycles, habitats, the food chain, survival, and the five senses. The Teacher’s Guide provides
a suggested three- and five-day lesson template to use as well as a scripted sample lesson for the chapter “Understanding Life Cycles.”
Additional activities, projects, and experiments are included on a USB flash drive for each unit chapter.

Simply Physical Science
A symbol-supported, standards-based physical
science curriculum
Chapter

Vocabulary
Learning
About Electricity

By René Zelt and Jean Slater
Text Article Comprehension Questions:
Page #
85–86

GRADES

CHAPTER

1

1

Vocabulary

appliance

atoms

battery

electricity

electrons

energy

neutrons

outlet

Simply Physical Science

Comprehension Questions
What are some things we use electricity for?
Why is electricity dangerous? (It can hurt you.)

86

What is the place in a home where you plug in electrical appliances? (electrical outlet)
What can happen if you put something into an outlet other than a plug? (fire, hurt you)
Should you plug something into an outlet without asking an adult? (no)

86

Can you name something that is not safe to use near electricity? (water)
If you see an electrical appliance in water, what should you do? (do not touch and tell an
adult right away)

87

What can happen if you touch a cord that is damaged? (you could get shocked;

Should you pull on cords? (no)
What might happen if you pull on a cord? (The cord could break.)

When you fly a kite, what should you stay away from? (electrical and telephone wires)

$99.00

Curriculum Plus

SPS-30J

$229.00

Curriculum: Student Book, consumable Student
Workbook, Easy Reader Book, and Teacher’s Guide
with USB flash drive.
Curriculum Plus: The Curriculum plus a total of 10
consumable Student Workbooks, 4 Easy Readers,
the GoWorksheet Maker iPad App, a set of
corresponding GoWorksheet activities, and
samples of communication overlays.

What could happen if a kite touched the wires? (Electricity can travel down the kite
string and hurt you.)
Who can help you find a safe place to fly a kite? (adult)
88

What should you do if you get a piece of bread stuck in the toaster? (ask an adult for help)

89

Why should you not touch a light bulb? (It can burn you.)

©2008 Slater Software, Inc.

1

Made with Picture It software from Slater Software, Inc.

If a light is not working, it will not turn on, what should you do? (ask an adult for help)
Materials:
* PixWriter Setups (PixWriter Software required), Picture Images, Projects, Experiments, and Activities are
located on the Simply Science flash drive

6 • Unit 1 • Chapter 1
Simply Physical Science • Student Book

Simply Science • Physical Science • Student Book
Chapter 1 • Learning About Electricity

3

Articles: Electricity Safety (Text Article) and Electricity and Me (Easy Reader). Add the concept statement to the
bottom of pages 85, 86, 87, 88, 89 of Electricity Safety (Remember to follow safety rules when using
electricity. I am careful around electricity).

38

SPS-10J

Why should you not touch a light bulb? (The light bulb gets hot and it can burn you.)
What protects a light bulb on a lamp? (lampshade)

88

Curriculum

What should you do if you see a cord that is damaged? (tell an adult)

you could get hurt)

87

3–8

3-Day Sample Lesson

Simply Physical Science

©2008 Slater Software, Inc.

8 • Unit 1 • Chapter 1
Simply Physical Science • Easy Reader

3

Made with Picture It software from Slater Software, Inc.

Simply Science • Physical Science • Student Easy Reader
Unit 1 • Chapter 1

5

A standards-based curriculum for teaching students to learn concepts related to physical science through their engagement in hands-on
activities, experiments, projects, and lessons (all provided on a USB flash drive). The Student Book has 10 chapters. The symbol-supported
articles cover a variety of topics including electricity, circuits, energy, and magnets. A companion Easy Reader book is included for each
chapter with one photo and minimal text per page. The Teacher’s Guide provides a suggested three- and five-day lesson template to use
as well as a scripted sample lesson plan for the chapter “Electricity Safety.”
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Simply Science Curriculum Package
Simply Science Curriculum Plus Package

SCI-10J

$369.00

SCI-30J

$799.00

Simply Earth Science
A symbol-supported, standards-based Earth science curriculum
By René Zelt and Jean Slater
Learning About Rocks

1

Vocabulary
Vocabulary

LESSON FORMAT
Each Simply Earth Science lesson template provides a three- or five-day plan to support and develop student
understanding of vocabulary and builds comprehension of specific science concepts related to Earth Science.

1

3–8

GRADES

CHAPTER

Chapter

Scripted lesson templates and sample lessons are included with Simply Earth Science.

Simply Earth Science

Simply Earth Science Lesson Format Overview—3 Day
Day 1

Day 2

Day 3

• Anticipatory Set and predictions

• Review vocabulary

• Final reading of the Text Article

• Introduce vocabulary

• Science Journal: Vocabulary

• Create KWL chart and
Text Article

• Review KWL chart

• Complete the KWL chart with
students by having them
generate what they have
learned; or have them place
picture/symbol representations
of what they have learned on
the chart; or have them activate
an AAC device to report what
they have learned

• Ask comprehension questions
related to the article
• Model monitoring
comprehension

• Continue reading Text
Article, ask comprehension
questions related to the
article, model monitoring
comprehension, and have
students summarize the article;

• Have students
summarize the article
• Concept Development using
chapter Activity, Project, or
Experiment

OR
• Watch a video related to the
topic. Videos to support
content can often be found
on the internet
• Be sure to preview the
selected video prior to
showing it to students for
appropriateness and planning
purposes. Plan stopping
points in the video to
probe student comprehension
and generalization of
topic knowledge

boulder

cobbles

• Assess student learning
of vocabulary for the
chapter that includes identifying
the word/object/picture and
demonstrate comprehension of
the vocabulary by selecting the
word/picture/object when
the definition is provided
by the teacher

Earth materials

metamorphic

Unit 1 • Chapter 1 • Learning About Rocks

6 • Unit 1 • Chapter 1

Introduction

SES-10J

$99.00

Curriculum Plus

SES-30J

$229.00

Curriculum: Student Book, consumable Student
Workbook, Easy Reader Book, and Teacher’s Guide
with USB flash drive.
Curriculum Plus: The Curriculum plus a total of 10
consumable Student Workbooks, 4 Easy Readers, the
GoWorksheet Maker iPad App, a set of corresponding
GoWorksheet activities, and samples of
communication overlays.

minerals

Simply Earth Science • Student Book

4

Curriculum

igneous

gravel

• End of Chapter Quiz for
chapters that have them

• Have students report in their
Science Journal what they have
learned about the topic during
the week

clay

3

Simply Science • Earth Science • Student Book

Simply Earth Science

A standards-based curriculum that includes symbol-supported text articles, an Easy Reader book, activities, projects, and experiments all
related to Earth science. The Student Book contains 10 chapters, each containing a symbol-supported article, covering topics like rocks, soil,
water, Earth’s layers, weathering, and erosion. The Teacher’s Guide provides a suggested three- and five-day lesson template as well as a
scripted sample lesson plan for the chapter “Learning About Rocks.” Additional activities, projects, and experiments are included on a USB
flash drive for each unit chapter.

Simply Health
A symbol-supported, standards-based health curriculum
By René Zelt and Jean Slater

Eating Vocabulary
Healthy

GRADES 3–8

CHAPTER

Chapter

1

1

Vocabulary
Simply Health: An Introduction
Simply Health is a standards-based science curriculum for students with limited reading abilities, including
those with an intellectual disability or autism. The curriculum includes: one Student Book, a
Consumable Student Workbook, an Easy Reader, a USB flash drive, and this Teacher’s Guide.

Curriculum Inventory

balanced diet

calcium

carbohydrates

dairy

Curriculum

SHS-10J

$99.00

dehydrated

diet

Curriculum Plus

SHS-30J

$229.00

fruits

grains

Simply Health

Simply Health Teacher’s Guide includes:
• Standards Alignment for chapter content
• An At a Glance chart with the instructional resources available for each chapter
• 3–day and 5–day Simply Science Lesson Template
• Sample 3–day and 5–day lesson for the chapter Eating Healthy
• Data collection forms

Simply Health Student Book includes:
• Vocabulary Picture Cards
• Vocabulary Definitions
• Symbol-supported Text Articles
• Chapter Quizzes
The Easy Reader is a companion book that provides access to instructional lesson content for students that
struggle with concepts covered by the symbol-supported Text Articles. The Easy Reader uses simplified text
and large images to provide access to lessons tied to grade-level content.
The consumable Simply Health Student Workbook includes chapter quizzes for students to complete at the
end of the unit chapters. The workbook condenses all of the student activities into a consumable option,
giving students the opportunity to share their accomplishments with peers, parents,
and instructional staff.
USB flash drive includes the following for each chapter:
Articles
• Symbol-Supported Text Article
• Easy Reader

Projects / Experiments

Vocabulary
• Vocabulary picture flashcard files
• Vocabulary definitions

Extras
• Text articles without symbol supports
• Image libraries: Literacy Support
Pictures (LSP) and photographs

Activities
• Worksheets
• Quizzes
• Language extension activities

©2008 Slater Software, Inc.

• Standards Alignment document
• Simply Health At a Glance chart
• Master Vocabulary picture flashcards and
definitions for Simply Health

1

Made with Picture It software from Slater Software, Inc.

6 • Chapter 1
Simply Health • Student Book

Picture It files—Picture It Software is required to open these files. IMPORTANT: Picture It Software is not
required to access all the content in Simply Health™. The Picture It files are included as a “true” extra for
those who already have purchased the Picture It Software.

Simply Science • Health • Student Book
Chapter 1 • Eating Healthy

3

PixWriter™ setups—PixWriter™ Software is required to open and access these files.

Simply Health

Introduction

1

©2008 Slater Software, Inc.

7

Made with Picture It software from Slater Software, Inc.

Chicken is a healthy meat.

Simply
• Easy
12 •Health
Chapter
1 Reader

Unit 1 •
Chapter
Simply Science • Health • Student
Easy
Reader1

9

Curriculum: Student Book, consumable Student
Workbook, Easy Reader Book, and Teacher’s Guide
with USB flash drive.
Curriculum Plus: The Curriculum plus a total of 10
consumable Student Workbooks, 4 Easy Readers, the
GoWorksheet Maker iPad App, a set of corresponding
GoWorksheet activities, and samples of
communication overlays.

A five-chapter standards-based health curriculum that addresses making healthy food choices, the importance of exercise, healthy habits,
and more! The curriculum includes a Student Book, Teacher’s Guide, Easy Reader book, and a USB flash drive containing additional
lesson activities, projects, and experiments. The Teacher’s Guide provides a suggested three- and five-day lesson template to use as well
as a scripted sample lesson plan for the chapter “Eating Healthy.”

1-800-327-4269
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Science Step by Step

GRADES 6—12

Uses photo sequences to help students complete
hands-on experiments

Science Step by Step

By Pat Crissey, MS

Introductory Kit

SSS-10J

$99.00

Classroom Kit

SSS-20J

$199.00

Student Book

SSS-01J

$32.00

Introductory Kit: Student Book and Instructor’s Guide
with a PDF disc for classroom printouts.
Classroom Kit: 8 Student Books and Instructor’s Guide
with a PDF disc.

The materials needed for the experiments are common, everyday items you
have on hand. Includes a Student Book and Instructor’s Guide.
The Student Book has 52 experiments arranged by units: Water, Air, Light,
Sound, Gravity, and Magnets. Activities vary from two to ten steps, each
beginning with a materials list and ending with a two-choice observation.
Materials, steps, and observations are all illustrated with clear, concise, and
easy-to-“read” photos. Pages are laminated for durability.
The Instructor’s Guide features a lesson plan for each experiment with a
description of prerequisite skills, materials needed, teaching tips, and expected
results. Each experiment is rated as beginning, intermediate, or advanced
for fine motor and cognitive skills. This rating helps you assign experiments
to students. The guide also includes a PDF file of the Student Book with a
Classroom License for printouts.

Picture Directions

GRADES K—5

Help students successfully participate in classroom activities
By Pat Crissey, MS

Picture Directions

Print Book

PI-02J

$49.00

eBook

EB-PI-02J

$29.00

Dish Garden

1

2

You will need:
□ Carrot

Cut carrot.

□ Knife

4

3

□ Bowl

Put carrot top
in bowl.

□ Water

Put water in bowl.
154

Picture Directions

•

DISCOVERY

Picture Directions

•

Water every day.

DISCOVERY

155

Especially appropriate for students with autism or intellectual disability, this program features 50 lessons, each with Teacher Tips, an
illustrated “You will need” checklist, and step-by-step instructions (four to a page). Lessons are divided into five categories: Cooking, Crafts,
Life Skills, Play, and Discovery. Teach students to “read” and follow a sequence of steps, complete important activities independently, and
recognize sight words paired with illustrations.
Includes a PDF on disc with a Classroom License for printouts. Also available as a talking eBook in ePub format—ideal for the iPad.
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Explore Social Studies

GRADES 6—12

A literature-based curriculum with two distinct reading levels
By David Nelson, Carl Stratman, and Marcy Weiland

Explore Social Studies

Curriculum

ESO-10J

$99.00

Curriculum Plus

ESO-30J

$279.00

Curriculum: 1 Student Book, 2 consumable Student
Workbooks, and an Instructor’s Guide with a PDF on disc
with a Classroom License for printouts.
Curriculum Plus: The Curriculum plus a total of 20
consumable Student Workbooks (10 copies of Book 1
and 10 copies of Book 2), the GoWorksheet Maker iPad
App, a set of corresponding GoWorksheet activities, and
samples of communication overlays.

Explore Social Studies covers five disciplines: Civics, Economics, American
History, World History, and Geography. Fifty topics explore big ideas like The Right
to Vote and Pioneers Travel West. Includes a Student Book, Instructor’s Guide, and
two consumable Student Workbooks (Book 1 and Book 2).
The core feature of the Student Book is a collection of 50 illustrated essays with
corresponding comprehension activities, arranged by discipline. These are written
at two reading levels, organized into separate sections of the book. The higher level
essays average a reading difficulty of fifth grade with about 275 words and five
vocabulary terms per passage. The easier level contains simplified text with fewer
words (75) and vocabulary terms (0–2). The two quizzes vary in difficulty as well.
A third symbol-based quiz option, found on the PDF, helps nonreaders demonstrate
their comprehension.
The Instructor’s Guide links lesson plans with sample pages from the Student
Book. The lessons organize topics into key concepts that reflect essential
components of a social studies curriculum. The guide also includes PDFs of all
student materials.

The Role of Money
in an Economy
In an economy, money is like a language. People who share a language
agree on what words mean. People in a society also need to agree on a
system of money for buying and selling. When people agree on the value
of their money, buyers and sellers can
more easily agree on what things cost.
Prices for goods and services may go up
or down, but the value of the money
stays the same for everyone.
Early coins were made out of metals such
as bronze, gold, and silver. Coins had
value because of the metal they were
made out of. The Chinese were the first
people to use paper money. The Chinese
rulers promised that paper money would
have the same value as coins.

Each country has their own type of currency for money.

Today, paper bills and coins are
used as money all over the world.
Each government controls the money system for that country.
The governments decide on what kind of currency people will use.
The currency of the United States is the dollar.

The U.S. dollar is the currency used in all 50 states. The U.S. Mint is in
charge of creating coins. Paper money is printed by the U.S. Bureau of
Engraving and Printing. The coins and dollar bills have the same value
everywhere in the United States.
Modern technology has made it possible for people to buy things
without carrying paper bills or coins with them. When you use a debit
card or credit card to make a purchase, money is automatically transferred
from your bank account to the store.

Economics

Level 1 story page & quiz

❚ ❚ ❚ ❚ ❚ ❚ ❚ ❚ ❚ ❚ ❚ ❚ ❚ ❚ ❚ ❚ ❚ ❚ ❚ ❚ ❚ ❚ ❚ ❚ ❚ ❚ ❚ ❚ ❚ ❚ ❚ ❚ ❚
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Level 2 story page & quiz

KEY CONCEPTS
Civics

● F oundations of the
American political system
● C
 ivic life, government,
and politics
● Government for the people

History (World)

● Prehistoric life on Earth

● Civilizations rise and fall
● Writing down history
● The age of exploration

History (U.S.)

● Colonization and
settlement

● Revolution and a
new nation

● America enters another
global war
● Working for equality
and civil rights
● The American story
continues

● History and art

● New land for the
United States

● Sharing ideas and
information

● E nding slavery and
preserving the Union

● Geographic tools
and skills

● Europe changes the
Americas

● An American industrial
revolution

● Looking at space
and place

● Financial systems

● N
 ew technology and an
industrial revolution

● Environment and society

● Living in a global
marketplace

● G
 lobal war changes the
role of the United States

● Global crisis

● T en years of money
trouble for the
United States

● Coming to America
● C
 itizenship rights and
responsibilities

Economics

● Buying and selling

1-800-327-4269

● Global cooperation

Geography
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Explore American History

GRADES 6—12

A history curriculum for students participating
in alternate assessments

Explore American History

By Judi Kinney, MS

Curriculum

EAH-10J

$199.00

Curriculum Plus

EAH-30J

$329.00

Curriculum: Student Book, consumable Student
Workbook, a Teacher’s Manual with PDF disc,
Historical Video Clips DVD, and 4 Tools of History Mats.
Curriculum Plus: The Curriculum plus a total of 10
consumable Student Workbooks, the GoWorksheet
Maker iPad App, a set of corresponding GoWorksheet
activities, and samples of communication overlays.

CHAPTERS

The Student Book has nine chronological chapters from “Early Years” to “A New Century.” These follow
a consistent format: Anticipatory Set, Vocabulary, History Stories, and two Quizzes. Twenty-five one-page
biographies with corresponding comprehension exercises are also aligned to the curriculum’s chronology.
Simplified text is heavily illustrated and is intended to be read to the student, so there’s no minimum reading
level required. The curriculum emphasizes the use of important social study tools, like timelines, graphs, and
maps. A consumable Student Workbook is included so students can have their own book for the Anticipatory
Set, Vocabulary, and Quizzes.
The Teacher’s Manual has a lesson outline for each page of the Student Book with Big Ideas, Additional
Facts, and Extension Activities. It also includes a PDF of the Student Book on disc with a Classroom
License for printouts.

Explore History
Early Years
Revolutionary War
Westward Ho!
A Nation Divided
One Nation Grows
World Trouble
World Trouble Again
Superpower
A New Century
Biographies
Videos

Continuously
Updated
Content

Includes four, two-sided Tools of History Mats, each 14” x 20”. They include two History of America timelines, Continents and Countries
teaching maps, and African American and Native American photo collages.
The Historical Video Clips DVD has actual network news coverage of the 9/11 disaster, news footage of Henry Ford with Thomas Edison,
and five other clips of historical value.

Lesson Sequence

QUIZ

VOCABULARY

Directions: Circle the answer.

N
E
pioneers

W

West

East

QUIZ

Starting West

Louisiana Purchase

people who moved to the
West to live

1

Directions: Write or say the answer.

The people who moved west to start farms were called:

S

1

Tell one thing about the life of a pioneer.
________________________________________________

trails

dirt roads pioneers used to
move to the West

forty-niners

Louisiana
Purchase

mountain men

Thousands of pioneers left their homes in the East and moved

people who moved to the West?

2

forty-niners

________________________________________________

people, servants, farmers, and immigrants (people who came

What kind of dangers do you think the American

men who looked after large
herds of cattle

mountain men

pioneers

________________________________________________

Pioneers began to move to the West. Land was cheap. Poor

S

people who moved to the
West to find gold

How do you think people moved when there were
cowboys

Tell one group of people who moved west.
________________________________________________

forty-niners

E

W

no cars and trucks?

3

2

N

become very strong.
Who do you think were American pioneers—

________________________________________________

pioneers

People who looked for gold and silver in the west were called:

men who made a living trading
furs for money

to the West. This movement created a country that would

1

cowboys

________________________________________________

2

3

One way the United States got more land was to buy it from

to this country from other countries) thought they could have a

another country. President Jefferson bought land from France.

better life. People kept moving west until all of the land was settled.

President Jefferson doubled the size of the country. He sent two

What do you think moving in a covered wagon was like?

People who traded furs for money and supplies were called:

3

Tell one way people traveled west.
________________________________________________
________________________________________________

explorers, Lewis and Clark, to find out how much land there was.

cowboys

mountain men

pioneers

________________________________________________

They had to find out what kind of plants, animals, and people

pioneers faced?

lived on the land.
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WESTWARD HO!

WESTWARD HO!

Anticipatory Set

48

Vocabulary

WESTWARD HO!

59

History Story

70

62

WESTWARD HO!

WESTWARD HO!

History Story

WESTWARD HO!

Quiz

71

Writing Exercise
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Explore World History

GRADES 6—12

A history curriculum covering early humans
to modern times

Explore World History

By Don Bastian and Tom Kinney

Curriculum

EWH-10J

$199.00

Curriculum Plus

EWH-30J

$329.00

Curriculum: Student Book, consumable Student
Workbook, Instructor’s Guide with PDF disc, World
Historical Videos DVD, 1 set of Reference Booklets, 1 set
of Study Cards, and 1 Lesson Plans Reference Booklet.
Curriculum Plus: The Curriculum plus a total of 10
consumable Student Workbooks, 2 sets of Reference
Booklets, the GoWorksheet Maker iPad App, a set of
corresponding GoWorksheet activities, and samples of
communication overlays.

CHAPTERS
Study Tools
Geography
Early Humans
Agriculture
Early Civilizations
Writing
Classical Empires
Trade
Middle Ages
Religion
Early Modern
War
Modern Times
Biographies

The Student Book has 14 chapters divided into three types: Keys to History, Historical Eras, and Historical
Themes. Chapters follow a consistent format: Big Ideas, Vocabulary, Chapter Overview, Important Topic,
Review, and Write About It. The simplified text is heavily illustrated and intended to be read to students who
are nonreaders. Students are frequently presented with important social study tools, like timelines, maps, and
tables. A consumable Student Workbook covers Big Ideas, Vocabulary, and Quizzes.
The Instructor’s Guide presents a sequence of ninety-seven, 45-minute lessons by integrating the use of the
Student Book, Reference Booklets, and video clips. The Guide provides PDFs on disc of all student materials
plus chapter and unit assessments at two different levels.

The four laminated Reference Booklets provide a large format for students to study important timelines, maps, graphs, and tables. The
Lesson Plans Reference Guide gives an overview of all 97 lessons, including the lesson type, the objective, the student book pages covered,
and the lesson content. The World Historical Videos, provided on DVD and via online streaming, are short clips focusing on big topics like
Making Stone Tools and the Rise of Agriculture. The 108 Study Cards help students review the big ideas in the chapter. These cards can also
be used for the Write About It activity with students who are nontraditional writers.

Lesson Sequence

Four important civilizations
arose in river valleys
around the same time .

government

the power structure to represent,
control, and organize a society

social class

a ranking of people in a society
based upon their role, wealth,
or job

Mesopotamia

5.

Circle the correct answer.

1.

2. Better

pyramids

7.
E

W

3.

S

land.
fertile

Writing

Social class

is a ranking of people in a society.
City-State
Agriculture

Stone

makes stronger tools than bronze.
Iron
Protein

were needed to manage larger civilizations.
fertile
governments

N

a city and surrounding territories
governed as one state

Crops grow better on
currency
population

was a River Valley civilization.
Ocean
Olmec
Egypt

6.

city-state

Governments were created
to better manage
larger civilizations .

QUIZ

Early Civilizations

VOCABULARY

helped civilizations record information.
Century
City-States

In the beginning of this era people lived in small settlements.

The invention of
writing helped early
civilizations succeed .

A ranking of people in a society

— — — — — —

70
68
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Ur. A neighboring city-state Akkad conquered Sumer

had social classes that included a ruling class and workers.

in 2300 BCE. Together they formed a powerful empire.

4.

made stronger tools than stone.
Settlements
Bronze
Ice Age

Later, Hammurabi from Babylon ruled Mesopotamia.
He’s known for Hammurabi’s Code, a set of

expanded their power to include nearby communities.

written laws.

They created city-states.

EXPLORE WORLD HiSTORY • CHAPTER 5

Big Ideas

in the Sumer region. Sumerians built great cities like

The ruling class provided leadership and more safety. The working

— — — — —

Write About It

grow wheat. Many cultures have lived there. Writing was invented

Governments were created to better manage them. Governments

class did jobs like farming and building. After a while, rulers

Inventions of bronze and
iron made for better tools
and weapons .

66

Find
the
word!

Mesopotamia is the land between two rivers. It was a great area to

an advanced state of cultural and
When this era began, agriculture was spreading. People still
material development in a society
lived in small permanent settlements. Then cities were formed.

civilization

EXPLORE WORLD HiSTORY • CHAPTER 5

Vocabulary

EARLY CiviLiZATiONS

78
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Chapter Overview

84

EXPLORE WORLD HiSTORY • CHAPTER 5

Important Topic

Review

83

EXPLORE WORLD HiSTORY • CHAPTER 5

Write About It
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Technology
APPS! GOTALKS! SOFTWARE!
AAC RESOURCES!

GoTalk® Duo

GoTalk® Duo

1 or 2 messages with enhanced sound quality

GTD-01J		$59.00

The new Duo provides different options with new,
enhanced sound quality, one- or two-message
capability, and a quick and easy way to change
overlays. Find multiple uses with
the one-message option;or use the
duo mode for simple sequencing,
multiple choice selections, or
language exploration.

GoTalk® One
It has a place for your own picture,
a big play button, and it fits nicely
in your purse or pocket.

Add

Subtract

I have a question

All Done

Help Me

Abiotic

Biotic

GoTalk® 20+ Lite Touch
105 messages with increased sensitivity

Like customers have come to expect from our
entire GoTalk line, the GoTalk 20+ Lite Touch
is no exception! It provides wonderful sound
with volume control, easy sequential recording,
quick level erase, built-in overlay storage, record
lock, level lock, and a two-year warranty. In
addition to these features, the Lite Touch device
is five times easier to activate! Use this GoTalk
to participate in classroom activities, talk with
peers, share personal stories, practice speaking
and articulation, give instructions, engage
in medical care communications, and more!
Students can use this device or another GoTalk
in all settings—at home, school, work, in the
community, hospitals, and clinics, too!
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GT-01J

$15.00

GoTalk® 20+ Lite Touch

GTL-20J		$349.00

FEATURES

● 20 message keys

● 5 recording levels

● 15 minutes of
recording time
● 2-year warranty

● 105 message
capacity

PLUS . . .

● 5x greater touch
sensitivity

● 5 core messages

● Faster record
and erase

● Convenient
instructions
● Great sound quality
on the back
● Built-in overlay
● Detailed
storage
User’s Guide

GoTalks: Powerful, durable communication tools
GoTalk® 4+
Great for essential messages
Features 22 messages, five levels, and large
message keys for easy access. Great for essential
messages like “Hello,” “Thank you,” or “I have
a question.”

GoTalk 4+

with GoTalk
Overlay Software

Record nine messages on level one, change picture
overlays, and record four additional levels—48
messages in all. Also, three core messages remain
constant on each level. Great sound quality!

GoTalk® 9+ Lite Touch
Super sensitive to touch
The Lite Touch device is five times easier to
activate than the classic GoTalks! Use this GoTalk
to initiate conversations, support communication in
daily activities, talk on the telephone, tell personal
anecdotes, and more!

GT-04J

$199.00

GT-S04J

$229.00

Size: 9” x 12” x 1 1/8”. Weight: 23 oz. Total recording
time: 4.25 min., 2 AA batteries, 2-year warranty.

GoTalk® 9+
Easy to program

GoTalk® 4+

GoTalk 9+

GoTalk® 9+

with GoTalk
Overlay Software

GT-09J

$219.00

GT-S09J

$249.00

Size: 9” x 12” x 1 1/8”. Weight: 23 oz. Total recording
time: 8.25 min., 2 AA batteries, 2-year warranty.

GoTalk® 9+ Lite Touch

GoTalk 9 + Lite Touch
with GoTalk
Overlay Software

GTL-09J

$319.00

GTL-S09J $349.00

Size: 9” x 12” x 1.2”. Weight: 20 oz. Total recording
time: 9 min., 2 AA batteries, 2-year warranty.

Students can use this device or another GoTalk to
show the teacher what they know. In the hospital,
use a GoTalk to greet visitors, make comments or
requests, ask questions, or discuss emotions.

GoTalk® 20+
For more complex communication needs
GoTalk 20+ features 20 message keys, each 11⁄8”
x 11⁄8”, with a 100+ message capacity. Five core
messages remain the same when you change levels
so they don’t need to be re-recorded for each level.
Another powerful GoTalk communication device! Buy
together with the GoTalk Overlay Software and the
GoTalk Carry Stand for a complete GoTalk Package.

GoTalk 20+

GT-20J

$249.00

with GoTalk
Overlay Software

GT-S20J

$279.00

with GoTalk
Overlay Software
and Carry Stand

GT-SB20C

$299.00

Size: 9” x 12” x 1 1/8”. Weight: 23 oz. Total recording
time: 15 min., 2 AA batteries, 2-year warranty.

GoTalk® 32+
Five levels with huge
163-message capacity
Functions like the GoTalk 4+, 9+, and
20+, but with 32 messages plus three
core vocabulary keys. It’s a GoTalk—
easy to use and affordably priced. Now
includes a free shoulder strap.

1-800-327-4269

GoTalk® 20+

GoTalk 32+

GoTalk® 32+

with GoTalk
Overlay Software

GT-032J

$279.00

GT-S032J

$309.00

Size: 14 ¼” x 10” x 1 /8”. Weight: 2.1 lbs. Total
recording time: 19.5 min., 2 AA batteries,
2-year warranty.
5
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GoTalk Express 32
®

Ideal bridge between low-tech and dynamic display
Auditory cues (1.5
seconds) or beeps

Play up to 8 messages
in sequence

GoTalk® Express 32

GoTalk Express 32

with GoTalk Overlay Software

The MOST
advanced
GoTalk!
GoTalk Express 32 is easy to use, yet powerful. Exciting features
have been added, like surround-message LEDs for visual prompts,
an option to add a 1.5-second auditory cue to any message, and the
remarkable ability to seamlessly play multiple messages in sequence.
Plus, it’s a fully functional scanning device.

● V
 isual Cueing: 4
bright LEDs surround
message keys
● Auditory Cueing:
Choose a 1.5-second
recorded cue or
beeps
● Switch Access:
Single or double
switch access
● Choose a
scan pattern
● Reduce Number of
Messages: Scan 4, 8,
or 16 message keys

GoTalk® Stands

Holds talker
in place

A discreet, convenient, easy-to-use tote

● S
 can by row
or column
● Scan levels
● Scan every
other message
● Choose fast,
medium, or slow
scanning speed
● Make adjustments
and see the effect
immediately with the
scan preview feature
● Record additional
auditory cues
for rows

32 Stand

GoTalk® Stands

Carry Stand
folds for
protection

GoTalk® Overlay Software

GoTalk Carry Stand

GT-B00J

$49.00

GoTalk 32 Stand

GT-ECSJ

$89.00

GoTalk 32 Stand fits: GoTalk Express 32 and GoTalk
32+ Stand size: 14 ½” x 12” x 1 ½” when flat.
Weight: 2.5 lbs. (without GoTalk).

GoTalk® Overlay Software

Make great-looking overlays with minimal time

1 Device

APP-GT-07J

This version comes with the complete Imagine Symbol Library and an integrated
online search feature that gives you instant access to millions of images. You can
export files in PDF, JPG, or PNG formats, making it easy to email overlays to others.
Also available with SymbolStix, a complete library of 12,000 symbols.

1 Device
with SymbolStix

APP-GT-SX07J $129.00

Editing features let you adjust text
color, size, and font. Move, enlarge,
rotate, and crop pictures. Choose from
dozens of ready-made templates for all of
Attainment’s AAC products, standard paper
sizes, and multiple layouts for schedule
posters. Software is Windows only.
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$829.00

Sturdy
stand

This lightweight, durable green vinyl folder fits the GoTalk
4+, GoTalk 9+, and GoTalk 20+. It holds GoTalks securely
when closed and opens easily for use as a stand. A new
and improved design makes this stand better than ever!
vinyl,
flat

GT-SFE32J

SCANNING CAPABILITIES

Choose between two methods of operation: Standard and Express.
Standard works like any GoTalk—touch a message key and it talks. With Express, users link messages
together to play in sequence. Available with GoTalk Overlay Software.

Fits both the GoTalk 32+ and GoTalk
Express 32. It’s machined from expanded
so it’s lightweight and durable. Stores
when not in use.

$799.00

Size: 14 ¼” x 10” x 1 ¾”. Weight: 2.25 lbs. Total recording time: over
28 min. 3 AA batteries. Two-year warranty.

Headphone
access
Visual Cues – 4
LEDs surround
each message

GT-E32J

Windows

Mac

iOS

$79.00

Android

+
When applicable, please specify platform
preference with your order. Buy from the Store, or
buy directly from us to receive an access code to
redeem via the new Attainment Hub (see pg. 67 for
details). Disc available for backup or installation
upon request. Call for quantities over 5.

info@AttainmentCompany.com

Keep your GoTalk
conveniently close with our
NEW line of wearable devices!

GoTalk® Select
A small and rechargeable,
12-message, AAC device
for convenient support
throughout the day
Use the lanyard to hang
the GoTalk Select around
your neck, or use the clip
to attach it to your pocket

Keep this all new communicator with you
using the clip or lanyard (both included) or
take it along in your pocket. Small, light, and
rechargeable via USB, the GoTalk Select
offers four programmable message buttons
on each of three levels for a total of 12
wearable quick messages!
Program with 1, 2, 3, or 4 messages at a
time, with each message button measuring
at 2.75 cm x 2.75 cm. A powerful, high-quality
speaker allows for remarkable volume from a
small device.

GoTalk Go
®

Reliable, easy-to-access
communication always within
arm’s reach!

GoTalk® Select

GoTalk Select

GTS-01J

GoTalk Select
with GoTalk
Overlay Software

GTS-S01J $229.00

● Wearable

$199.00

FEATURES

● Excellent
sound quality

● Rechargeable
via USB
● Two-year warranty

● Adjustable volume

Communicate on the Go!
GoTalk Go

GoTalk® Go

GoTalk Go
with GoTalk
Overlay Software

GTG-01J

$199.00

GTG-S01J $229.00

The rechargeable GoTalk Go offers three programmable message
buttons. Try the new, easier-to-use capacitive touch buttons to
activate a message. Program one, two, or three messages on
each of three levels for a total capacity of nine messages!
Wear it like a watch for communication always at your
fingertips! The robust volume of this device will amaze
you. Great to use for conversations in the cafeteria, at
recess, on community outings, and many more places.

GoTalk® WOW

A customizable AAC app for the Apple® Watch

Apple Watch not included.
For presentation
purposes only.

1-800-327-4269

GoTalk WOW is an easy-to-use AAC app
GoTalk® WOW
designed specifically for the Apple® Watch.
AVAILABLE IN APP STORE ONLY
Enjoy quick access to customized messages
right on your wrist! Use a recorded voice or
the built-in Siri voice to express yourself. Enjoy access
to emojis or your own custom images to set up your
Talking Points. Once downloaded, you can edit, add,
adjust settings, or delete messages all on the watch,
even if you are away from your paired iPhone. GoTalk
WOW makes it so easy to stay in the moment and
communicate with others.

$49.99
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Empower Communication Board
Frontline healthcare communication

Empower
Communication Board

Developed by Jane K. Quarles, MS, CCC-SLP and Melanie Wood, MS, OTR/L, ATP

The Empower Communication Board (ECB) allows individuals with communication
challenges to participate in and direct their care.

ECB-01J		$39.00
Quantity discounts available for hospital-wide

The board offers multiple overlay designs based on research to suit the cognitive,
implementation.
linguistic, and motor needs of the individual. It can be used as a single overlay to
gain attention, answer yes/no/I don’t know questions, or a combination of overlays
can be used to deliver a more complex message. The convenient dry-erase page allows
the patient or listener to write or draw items to ensure messages are understood.
Research supports the use of video modeling techniques to train communication partners.
Attainment is excited to offer staff, families, and friends the opportunity to access an
easy-to-use video tutorial via a QR code on the ECB. The video provides quick training at
bedside as needed.

Talking Photo Album
Better sound, better volume, more durable

Talking Photo Album

PH-01J

$69.00

An easy-to-use speech output device that now holds 5” x 7” photos. Record up to 10 seconds on each of
20 pages. Great for stories, communication books, step-by-step instructions, memory books, and personal
information. Insert photos or picture/text cards into the transparent envelopes and record a corresponding
message. User squeezes PLAY button to activate speech. Three AAA batteries included.

Pictures That Talk

A resource for creating personalized books

Book

Pictures That Talk
PT-02J

$19.00

By Juli Trautman Pearson and Harvey Pressman

Helps you get the most out of the Talking Photo Album. It illustrates 68 bright ideas that describe the target population
and gives benefits, tips, and examples of completed album pages. Use the book’s suggestions for pictures, text, and
recorded messages, or adapt the ideas to create your own. Covered spiralbound book in full color, 177 laminated pages,
includes PDF on Win/Mac disc with Classroom License for printouts.

Keychain Talker

A palm-sized, single-message AAC device
with keychain for convenient carrying

Keychain Talker

One Keychain Talker

AT-K01J

$15.00

Six Keychain Talkers

AT-K06J

$69.00

Features eight seconds of recording time. Offers large button for recording and playing and LED lights to signal recording
is in process. Ideal for auditory reminders such as shopping items, parking place, location, or personal agenda.

GoTalk® Button

A magnetic, single-message, aac device for
recording up to 10 Seconds

GoTalk® Button

One GoTalk Button

GT-00J

$15.00

Six GoTalk Buttons

GT-60J

$69.00

GoTalk Button slips perfectly into a pocket, or use the builtin magnet to display on a fridge or whiteboard.
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Big Button & Big Button
with Steps and Levels
Powerful communicators with easy-touch activation

Big Button

Big Button

Big Button
with Steps & Levels

BIG-01J

$69.00

BIG-05J

$109.00

Big Buttons
Both have the qualities you expect from an Attainment
with Software
BIG-S10J $189.00
communication device: great sound, durability,
Size: 5¾” in diameter. Weight: 8.1 oz. Two AAA
affordability, and ease of use. A transparent cap—with
batteries included.
an opening to quickly slide in overlays—snaps onto
the Big Button. The cap extends nearly to the table surface, giving the Big Button a large active area with an
extremely low profile. Communicate without even lifting your hand off the table!
The Big Button has two modes: single message and tap-to-talk. In both modes you get great-sounding
communication. In tap-to-talk mode, the user chooses one to three messages controlled by the number of button
taps (similar to single- or double-clicking a computer mouse). One tap of the button plays the first message, two
taps the second, and three the third.

The Big Button with Steps and Levels has two modes: steps and levels. In steps mode, record three activities, each with up to 10,
6-second steps. After you record and select an activity, play the steps in sequence, one by one. An LCD indicates the activity and step
number. Level mode gives you an additional 10 messages. The message stays the same until you change the level.

TimeCue

A single-message, speech output device
linked to digital clock and timer

TimeCue

TimeCue
Six TimeCues

TU-01J

$12.00

TU-06J

$49.00

Size: 4” x 2 1⁄2” x 1⁄2” when closed.

This single-message device lets you record a message and set the digital clock to play it back at a
selected time. Ideal for reminders, especially for transitions between activities.

Personal Talker

A pocket-size, single-message device to support those with
limited to no speech throughout their daily activities

Personal Talker

Personal Talker

AT-P01J

$15.00

Six Personal Talkers

AT-P06J

$69.00

Size: 2 1⁄2” x 2 1⁄2” x 5⁄8”.

This pocket-size device allows someone to
communicate a single message with ease.

Communication
Books
Choose the size you want

Communication Books

Personal Communication
Book
WBK-01J

$39.00

Large Communication
Book
WBK-05J

$39.00

Communication Book
Package
WBK-10J

$99.00

Package: 1 Personal and 1 Large Communication Book,
and GoTalk Overlay Software.

The Personal and Large Communication Books are very durable, lay flat when open, and have large tabs for easy
page turning. Sturdy plastic pages contain transparent pockets (3” x 3 1⁄2”) for communication cues. Each pocket can
hold single or multiple communication options. The Personal Book is the smaller choice with one pocket per page, while
the Large Book has three pockets per page. Both books contain twelve pages.

1-800-327-4269
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GoTalk® NOW

includes core words and curriculum
communication pages

NOW includes
Core Word Pages

GoTalk NOW provides all the tools you’ll need in an AAC
app, plus so much more! Newly included with NOW are
the Core word communication pages. Core vocabulary refer to a small collection
of words that make up the majority of words used in daily communication. Now
you have instant access to a set of pages, field-tested and created by SLP Gisele
Morin-Connolly, based on Project CORE research from UNC Center for Literacy
and Disability Studies. These Core pages will be a great starting point and will
have you communicating in no time. Communicate using one word to 36 words
enhanced with these core pages and more! Create and add new pages that suit
your personality too. Choose from four mix-and-match page styles: Standard,
Express, Visual Scene, and Keyboard.

GoTalk® NOW with Core Words
GoTalk NOW
1 Device

APP-GTN-07J

$100.00

GoTalk NOW Plus
1 Device
APP-GTNP-07J

$170.00

Windows

Android

Mac

iOS
+

When applicable, please specify platform
preference with your order. Buy from the Store, or
buy directly from us to receive an access code to
redeem via the new Attainment Hub (see pg. 67 for
details). Disc available for backup or installation
upon request. Call for quantities over 5.

FEATURES

● Easy to share and
back up
● Limitless
communication
pages and books
Core Word Pages

Additionally, offered are GoTalk NOW Curriculum Pages. These pages
correspond to the curricula that comprise Attainment’s Core Curriculum
Solution and are available through the Online Template Gallery. Enjoy instant
access to resources that will give students the opportunity to engage and
participate in classroom activities.
GoTalk NOW gives flexibility and access. Use one or multiple images
with unlimited text. Choose text-to-speech or recorded audio for
message content. Jump to any communication page, even from a
different communication book. Add auditory cues to both auditory and
visual scanning. Select auto or step scanning, adjust speed, and choose
individual patterns for more efficient scanning. Record video modeling
sequences to pair instruction with communication. Play music to heighten
interest. Share communication books with others via WiFi or AirDrop.
Back up your communication books with Dropbox or iTunes.

● Free online
template gallery

● Create video
modeling
sequences
● Built-in internet
image search
● Auditory and
visual scanning

● Play music
Turn your iPad into a GoTalk!

Free Curriculum
Pages
Available in Online Gallery

GoTalk NOW includes the GoTalk Image Library and employs built-in iOS
text-to-speech voices. You can enrich GoTalk NOW with in-app purchases.
Picture Communication Symbols (PCS) and SymbolStix libraries are
available, as are high quality male, female, and child voices from Acapela.
Building with Stories
Add premade communication books by AAC experts and hit the ground talking.
Explore Biology

GoTalk® NOW Plus
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Offers the complete GoTalk NOW App without
downloading any in-app purchases. Incorporates
all the features of GoTalk NOW.

Plus Ready-Set-Communicate by Celeste
Helling, an in-app communication book.

Plus the SymbolStix library.

Plus seven Acapela® text-to-speech
English voices.

Core Word
Pages Included

info@AttainmentCompany.com

TactileTalk Toolkit

By Betsy Flener, EdD with Joni
Nygard, MS, CCC-SLP

TactileTalk Toolkit

TactileTalk Toolkit

TTT-10J

GoTalk Dynamic

GTD-T10J

$499.00

$1299.00

Visit our website to purchase extra grid or
blank overlays.

TactileTalk In-App
enhances the toolkit

TactileTalk is a premade communication book for students with significant visual impairments to learn functional communication and early literacy skills.
Use with tactile cues and object overlays placed on an iPad, which the student touches to activate the voice output of GoTalk NOW. The TactileTalk
Toolkit includes the GoTalk NOW App, TactileTalk in-app Communication Book, 30 premade TactileTalk overlays, storage box with tactile objects, and
TactileTalk Guidebook. Also available with GoTalk Dynamic, which includes an iPad (2018), GoTalk NOW App, and GoNow Case Package. Visit our
website to purchase extra grid and blank overlays for customization.

In-App Purchases for GoTalk NOW
AAC2go
AAC2go
By Pati King-DeBaun, MS, CCC-SLP

Specify boy,
girl, or teen
when ordering

In-App

APP-IN-AAC-J

$80.00

AAC2go, available for students of different ages, is a simple-to-use, dynamic communication system
that staff and family can readily support. Based on an integrated model of communication and literacy
instruction, this in-app purchase supports conversation and literacy skill development. 246 pages
per book.

Ready-Set-Communicate
By Celeste R. Helling,
MA, CCC-SLP, ATP

Ready-Set-Communicate

In-App

APP-IN-RSC-J

$20.00

Provide a language framework to transition from phrase-based to word-based
communication. It’s easy to navigate. Personalize pages to help children express ideas.
Sentence building is simple with essential category pages. Saves time too. 41 pages.

Talk All Day

By Yvonne Gillette, PhD, CCC-SLP

In-App

Talk All Day
APP-IN-TAD-J

$20.00

Provide easy-to-use communication pages for daily living activities like riding the bus or getting the mail.
Follows the intervention plans of Achieving Communication Competence (page 60). Use this in-app
as is or insert selected pages into an existing communication book. All 62 pages use word-by-word
expression with easy access to a phrase-based communication version.

Participate NOW
By Jill Tullman & Associates

Participate NOW In-App

In-App

APP-IN-PN-J

$50.00

Provide immediate access to single words and phrases that encourage classroom participation.
Developed collaboratively by AAC experts, general, and special educators. Designed to provide quick
communication options throughout the school day. Premade templates are easy to personalize. Includes
prerecorded auditory cues for auditory scanning. 102 pages.

1-800-327-4269
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GoVisual™

Turn your photos and videos into literacy and
communication opportunities

1 Device
Transition to
Literacy (T2L) is
both voice output
and the dynamic
presentation of text
(e.g., the word).
Create a collage
of images to tell
a story.

Make a simple scene with
hotspots to communicate
information or ideas.

Windows

GoVisual™
APP-GV-07J

Mac

iOS

$50.00
Android

+
When applicable, please specify platform
preference with your order. Buy from the Store, or
buy directly from us to receive an access code to
redeem via the new Attainment Hub (see pg. 67 for
details). Disc available for backup or installation
upon request. Call for quantities over 5.

FEATURES

● Create video scenes

Communicate in the moment with the GoVisual app for iPhone and iPad. Scenes
made on one device work seamlessly on the other. Add an image to your blank
canvas to create a visual scene, play a video, and create a video scene display
to communicate. Increases student engagement by getting them involved in the
creation of their own communication! Just-in-time programming makes it easy for
kids to draw a hotspot, add text-to-speech, or record a voice for playback. Enriches
language development while providing powerful communication in the interaction!

● Draw hotspots with your finger

GoVisual includes the Transition to Literacy (T2L) feature—a word pops up on
display in the scene for three seconds of on-screen time—which has been shown
to dramatically increase literacy comprehension. This technique is proven effective
in research studies at Penn State University, www.RERC-AAC.PSU.edu. Improve
communication and literacy for your students.

● Link to GoTalk NOW if desired

● Transition to Literacy (T2L)
● Use speech-to-text or text-to-speech
● Uses machine learning to help
identify objects and shapes
● Create collage scenes with multiple images
● Send scenes/collections wirelessly
● Create multiple scenes using drag-and-drop

If you currently use GoTalk NOW, you can easily link to GoVisual to play your video scene display and go right back to your communication
book in GoTalk NOW. Video Scene Displays are also a great way to model job tasks and to help young adults communicate in their workplace!

GoTap Braille

a framework for teaching braille

GoTap Braille

GTB-10J		

$749.00

Includes: GoTap Braille iPad App, 32 overlays,
5 templates, tactile manipulatives, and the GoTap
Braille Guidebook.

GoTap Braille is an exciting new iPad app that teaches and reinforces braille. Designed for
inclusive settings in the early years, following a framework in which typically developing peers
learn to read, the app teaches the over 180 Unified English Braille (UEB) contractions contained
in Dolch and other sight words. Sighted peers can sit alongside and learn the same words,
sentences, and paragraphs in print.
Field-tested GoTap Braille is engaging and interactive. With over 80 pages of activities including
tactile manipulatives and overlays, students can reinforce tactile discrimination skills, match words,
create words, and sentences, and read sentences and paragraphs all with auditory feedback. The
included GoTap Braille Guidebook discusses rationale and how to get started with this early literacy
program. Also, the guidebook provides suggestions for supplemental technologies, along with sample
lessons showing how teachers can further engage students in learning braille. GoTap Braille was
designed to be used by a teacher of the visually impaired (TVI) but because of its unique features,
can also be used by a paraprofessional working under the direction of a certified TVI.
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Now included in
all Curriculum
Plus packages

GoWorksheet Maker

Quickly convert printed worksheets into customizable,
interactive activities on an iPad
Do you have a stack of printed worksheets
in your classroom that you’d love to use, but
some of your students struggle with pencilon-paper activities? GoWorksheet Maker
easily solves this problem by converting
printed worksheets to customizable digital
forms on an iPad. Now all your students
can read and answer worksheet questions.

Drawing
tool undo
Drawing tool
thickness

Drawing
tool active

GoWorksheet Maker has full editing
capabilities for teachers to use, while
GoWorksheet is a free app that students
use to work on digital worksheets.
Take a photo of the printed worksheet
or open an image or PDF file in the app.
Then customize the digital worksheet
to your student’s needs. Create text
Students can touch Students can fill
fields, word banks, and drag-and-drop
the sound symbol to in the blank or
text or image answers. Supportive
make the app speak. record answers as
response options.
auditory options can also be added to
text or image answer choices. The app uses optical character recognition (OCR) and
text-to-speech to read selected text aloud. Additional auditory instruction or student
prompting can be added.

GoWorksheet Maker

1 Device

APP-GWS-07J

Windows

Mac

iOS

$40.00
Android

+
When applicable, please specify platform
preference with your order. Buy from the Store, or
buy directly from us to receive an access code to
redeem via the new Attainment Hub (see pg. 67 for
details). Disc available for backup or installation
upon request. Call for quantities over 5.

FEATURES

● Customize ANY worksheet by uploading a
document or taking a picture with your iPad
● Automatically converts to text-to-speech
● Accommodates multiple choice, fill-in-theblank, and even recorded auditory answers
● Easily store and share worksheets

Students answer questions by selecting from word banks, typing on a keyboard,
tapping to select from multiple choices, dictating with Siri, circling or drawing
connecting lines with a draw tool, or dragging answer choices.
GoWorksheets can be shared through AirDrop, email, print, any cloud storage set up
on the iPad (Google Drive or Dropbox), or saved to Photos. Requires iOS 10.0 or later.

Assessment Plus

Collect data quickly and easily with word banks, text fields,
multiple choice selections, paintbrush tools, and more!

Assessment Plus

1 Device
Windows

APP-AP-07J

Mac

iOS

$40.00
Android

+
When applicable, please specify platform
preference with your order. Buy from the Store, or
buy directly from us to receive an access code to
redeem via the new Attainment Hub (see pg. 67 for
details). Disc available for backup or installation
upon request. Call for quantities over 5.

Our new Assessment Plus iPad App is a teacher utility that allows you
to import any assessment or data collection form and digitize it! Simply open an image or PDF file of any data collection form. Then
customize the form to make data collection manageable for both teachers and paraeducators alike. Create multi-line text fields to include
customized comments or concerns. Generate word bank options that can be used repeatedly. List prompt types for each assessment
item—verbal, model, partial physical, full physical—or quickly add a (+) or (-) sign for easy tracking. Use the multiple choice feature to
compile a rating scale from 1–5 on student performance. Enable the paintbrush tool to simply write or circle the assessment items. Then,
share the data collection forms through AirDrop, email, print, any cloud storage set up on the iPad (Google Drive or Dropbox), or saved to
Photos. The Assessment Plus iPad App allows you to collect and save data in real time. Ideal for all teachers and instructional staff!

1-800-327-4269
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AAC in the Schools: Best
Practices for Intervention

AAC in the Schools

Book with disc

AAC-02J

$35.00

eBook

EB-AAC-02J

$10.00

A comprehensive guide for systematically overcoming barriers
for students using AAC
By Nancy B. Robinson, PhD and Gloria Soto, PhD

KEY THEMES

● Fitting into school

The tools and strategies enable SLPs and
educators to help students master the
skills needed to learn in all subject areas
and social settings. Topics addressed
include language and literacy development,
assessment, collaboration with families, and
professional competencies. Includes PDF for
printouts and customizable Word documents
on disc. Also available as eBook download.

Achieving Communication
Competence
A comprehensive functional communication package
at a great price
By Yvonne Gillette, PhD, CCC-SLP

GoTalk 20+
GoTalk Overlay
Software

Social Networks

AAC assessment and intervention planning tool
By Sarah Blackstone, PhD, CCC-SLP and Mary Hunt Berg, PhD

● Assessment in the school
● Curriculum-based language intervention
● Language development to support
curriculum access
● A AC and literacy development in context
● Collaboration with families
● Professional skills and competencies

Achieving Communication
Competence

Book

ACH-02J

$69.00

Package

ACH-020J

$289.00

Package: The Book, 50 printed overlays for functional
activities (one set each for the GoTalk 20+ and the GoTalk
Express 32), GoTalk Overlay Software, and a GoTalk 20+.

Available as a book with reproducibles or a Package including the
Book plus multiple AAC components. The Book details a three-step
process for creating an effective intervention plan for people with
a severe communication disability. First, assess the environment,
including settings, opportunities, and communication partners. Next,
assess communication skills and write messages, design displays, and
select partners. Finally, implement the plan and report on progress.
Assessments, inventory forms, guides, and detailed case studies lead
you through this process. Conversation scripts for 50 functional activities
are the centerpiece of the book. Includes a disc with digital versions of
the forms and overlays.

Social Networks

Program

SN-11J

$89.00

Program: Professional’s Manual, Inventory Booklet,
and DVD.

The Professional’s Manual describes the use of the Inventory Booklet
and the Circles of Communication Partners Form, plus provides in-depth
case studies. It also includes a disc with digital versions of the Inventory
Booklet and Forms, so you can print additional copies or complete them
on the computer. The Inventory Booklet is a 24-page assessment of
an individual’s communication skills, preferences, and partners, plus a
planning tool to support successful conversations. The Social Networks
DVD provides excellent training for staff on evidence-based AAC
strategies. It includes videos of people with a communication
disability in natural settings and interviews of experts in the field.
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Conversations Framework Quick Reference
Plan and implement a social communication
intervention program for middle and high school

By Barbara Hoskins, PhD, CCC-SLP and Kristine Noel, MS, CCC-SLP

The framework is effective for students
whose verbal skills widely ranging
from those fluent in conversational
speech to AAC users. It consists

The go-to guide for topics in speech
and language
By Judy Montgomery, PhD, CCC-SLP

of two key instructional elements,
Conversation Moves and Foundation
Skills, plus a progress monitoring
system. Conversation Moves, like
starting a conversation and changing
a topic, are taught sequentially, with
the instructor functioning as model,
moderator, and coach. Additional
activities address Foundation Skills like turn taking and mutual focus.
Students learn by interacting with their peers in guided conversations during
organized classroom sessions. Rubrics and assessments help you monitor
student performance. Includes PDF with all forms and rubrics on disc with
a Classroom License for printouts.

Conversations Framework

CFR-02J

in Communication Sciences
and Disorders

$69.00

Guide to Clinical
Supervision

Covers articulation/phonology, receptive/expressive
language, social communication, fluency, voice and
resonance, cognitive communication, communication
modalities, swallowing, and hearing.
9

HEaRing
EviDEncE-BaSED OPTiOnS fOR inTERvEnTiOn
Persons with HL or who are deaf respond well to a wide range of interventions as children and adults.

Intervention

Type of HL

Speech-language intervention
Hearing aids
Assistive listening devices
(ALD)

C, SN

Level of Severity

Age and/or Life Factors

mild, moderate

All; varies with setting, age, needs, interest

SN

mild, moderate, severe

C, SN

mild, moderate, severe

All
All

Cochlear implant

SN

severe

Lip-reading

SN

moderate

All

Cued speech

SN

moderate, severe

All; dependent on ability to focus attention

Implanted as young as possible; later in life, a choice

Aural rehab

C, SN

moderate

Support as needed throughout life

Auditory-oral
(Listening/Speaking)

SN

mild, moderate, severe

Begin very young

Auditory-visual-oral

SN

moderate, severe

When visual cues are needed

Auditory-global

SN

moderate, severe

When even more cues are needed

Manual (ASL)

SN

severe, deaf

Total (signing & speech)

SN

severe, deaf

Sign codes, Signed English,
Pidgin

SN

severe, deaf

To support ASL; to read and write English

mild, moderate, severe

Functions well in life and does not view D/HL as a disability

None

When daily access to other signers
For young children; a compromise approach

inTERvEnTiOn
Depends on the age, etiology, type, and
degree of hearing loss
Depends upon the preferences and
life choices of the individual, family, and
community
Chosen intervention may change
during the lifetime of the individual and be
completely different or no intervention may
become appropriate
SLPs and audiologists should thoroughly
inform individuals with hearing loss or their
families (in the case of newborns and young
children) of all options, and provide what
the individual chooses

Quick Reference in
Communication Sciences
and Disorders
Encyclopedia Britannica Online. (1997). Ear: Hearing mechanism. Retrieved from http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/media/536/The-mechanism-of-hearing

Quick Reference
Ten Quick References

QR-02J
QR-10J

$20.00
$149.00

Guide to Clinical Supervision
GCS-02J		$45.00

By Angela Sterling-Orth, MS, CCC-SLP; Trici Schraeder, MS, CCC-SLP; and Ginevra Courtade, PhD

A set of tools and strategies for supervisors and mentors of clinical students
Guide to Clinical Supervision provides the tools, tips, and strategies needed to navigate the complex nature
of the supervisory process. Graphic organizers provide quick and easy displays of complex, dynamic processes.
This straightforward guide summarizes several evidence-based supervisory models and supervisory styles. This
amazing guide is appropriate for all healthcare, clinical, educational, and helping professions.

TabletTable®

Secures iPad for easy access!

TabletTable

TabletTable®

TBT-01J

$199.00

Grab & Go Case
GNG-01J
$49.00
We’ve worked extensively with
engineers, teachers, therapists,
TabletTable fits the iPad Airs, iPad
and parents to improve access to
the iPad. TabletTable makes your iPad
Pro 9.7, and iPad (2017 & 2018)
easy for students to see and reach. It’s built
like a solid-state slant board at an ergonomically sound 22-degree angle. Its solid construction and nonskid bottom increase both security and
stability. The TabletTable provides extra convenience and protection by including Attainment’s new Grab & Go Case. Place your iPad into the
foam rubber case, and it fits perfectly into the TabletTable’s enclosure. Want to remove your iPad from the TabletTable? No problem! Simply
pull out the Grab & Go Case, and your iPad is still protected and ready for any activity. TabletTable provides easy access to all iPad ports,
including the charging port.

1-800-327-4269
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GoNow™ Case
for iPads

iPad not included

10.2 & 10.5
The only iPad case you will ever need!

This lightweight case can really pack a punch with its
durable, high impact, shock-absorbing rubberized edging.
The heavy duty, hard plastic shell can withstand most of life’s ups
and downs, while the built-in rubber lining and foam insert keep the iPad safe.
This patent-pending design enhances the iPad volume using acoustic speakers that do
NOT require charging of any kind! The fold-out feet make them ideal for keyboarding,
while the handle is great during transport! Easy access to volume, power, headphone
jack, and charging ports.
This new GoNow Case is available for the iPad 10.2 and the iPad Air 10.5. Complete
package includes Shoulder Strap, Screen Protector, and reversible CoverStand.

GoNow™
Cases for
iPads

GoNow™ Cases
iPads 10.2 & 10.5

GoNow Case
for iPads
10.2 & 10.5

GoNow Package
for iPads
10.2 & 10.5

GO-10J

$99.00

GO-10PJ

$139.00

Size: 9 ⁄4” x 12 ⁄4” x ⁄8” Weight: 16 oz. without iPad.
2-year warranty on cases.
Package includes: GoNow Case, CoverStand, Shoulder
Strap, and Screen Protector.
Visit our website for all other GoNow Cases for
iPads not listed.
1

3

7

FEATURES

● Portable built-in
handle

Fits iPad Airs, iPad Pro 9.7,
iPad (2017 & 2018)

● Enhanced audio

● Lightweight
● Easy access to all
iPad controls

● Absorbs shock

Durab
le,
h
impact absorb
s
igh

GoNow™ Cases for
iPad Airs, iPad Pro 9.7,
and iPad (2017 & 2018)

GoNow Case
for iPad

GO-AIRPO3J

$99.00

GoNow Package
for iPad

GO-AIRP012J

$139.00

CoverStand

GO-STD23J

s
ock
sh

iPad not included GoNow Case for iPad
Airs, Pro 9.7, and iPad (2017 & 2018)

$39.00

Size: 8 ⁄8” x 12 ⁄8” x ⁄8” Weight: 16 oz. without iPad.
2-year warranty on cases.
Package includes: GoNow Case, CoverStand, Shoulder
Strap, and Screen Protector.
Visit our website for all other GoNow Cases for
iPads not listed.
7

5

7

Carry, protect, and enhance the sound of your iPad with Attainment’s GoNow cases.
Rubberized edging with sure-grip handle, hard plastic exterior, and foam padded
interior protect your iPad from the bumps and drops of everyday life. Their patent-pending designs increase audio clarity and volume. The
fold-out feet make them ideal for keyboarding. Easy access to all iPad controls and the charging port lets you leave the case on wherever you
go. The case fits the iPad Airs, the Pro 9.7-inch, and the iPad (2017 & 2018) models. Complete Package includes Shoulder Strap, Screen
Protector, and reversible CoverStand.
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GoNow™
Case for

iPad Mini
Small but mighty!

iPad not included
Size: 6 3/4” x 10 5/8” x 7/8”

The GoNow Mini Case can do it all! Carry,
protect, and enhance the sound with one
tool. The GoNow Mini is made with the
same shock-absorbing rubberized edging
and hard plastic shell as the larger GoNow
Cases but designed for the smaller iPad
mini. The sure-grip handle makes the iPad
easier to carry around and, of course,
the case has access to all iPad controls,
headphone jack, and charging port.

GoNow™ Case for iPad
Mini 4 & New iPad Minis

GoNow Mini
4 & 5 Case

GO-MINR4J

$79.00

GoNow Mini
Case Package

GO-MINRP4J

$95.00

GoNow Mini
Case for First
3 Generations

GO-MINR23J

$69.00

GoNow Mini
Package for First
3 Generations
GO-MINRP2

$85.00

GoNow™ Case

Accessories

Additional protection and convenience
with Attainment’s GoNow Cases

GoNow™ Case Accessories

CoverStand
for iPads

GO-STD23J

$39.00

Shoulder Strap

GO-STRAPHJ

$10.00

Screen Protectors

GO-SCP23J

$10.00

CoverStand
Two…two…two tools in ONE! This ingenious dual-purpose CoverStand will protect the
iPad screen while in transit and prop it up while in use! The angled stand elevates up to
35 degrees. It fits all GoNOW Cases for standard iPads but does not fit the iPad Mini Case.

Shoulder Strap
Need your iPad on the go? Don’t forget the Shoulder Strap for your GoNow case! This strap
attaches to the lanyard holes built in to all GoNow Cases. The strap has breakaway buckles
so it can be worn over the shoulder or around the back of the neck. It is ½-inch wide with
an adjustable 1½-inch-wide shoulder pad. The total adjustable length is 36 to 48 inches.

Screen Protectors
Keep your iPad screen protected from dust, grime, nicks, and scratches with the GoNOW
Screen Protectors. These vinyl sheets do not adhere to the iPad screen, allowing for easy
cleaning. These are available for all iPad and iPad Mini cases.

1-800-327-4269
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Laureate Programs
Attainment Company

Windows and
Mac Software
on disc only

GRADES PRe—K+

The leading developer of language intervention software for learners with ID or autism

Laureate Components
Sterling Administration System

Optimized Intervention

● D
 ifferentiates by difficulty

● Shares management interface

● Administers quick initial assessment

● Promotes independence

● Maintains single student log

● Adjusts lessons automatically

● Gives

feedback with
animated characters

● Individualizes settings

● C ollects extensive data

● Provides report writing options

● Encourages independence

● Scans for switch users

Creature Chorus
Develop mouse, touchscreen, and single switch
use skills with Creature Chorus. Creature
Chorus is the first step in language intervention
and teaching computer access. It features nine
activities that progress from cause and effect
training to visual tracking and discrete pointing.

First Words & Verbs
First Words & Verbs has highly structured
teaching of nouns and verbs in developmental
order. These three research-based software
programs (First Words, First Words II,
and First Verbs) build core vocabulary.
Using Laureate’s Optimized Intervention®
technology, the programs begin by identifying five words the
student doesn’t know. The student then chooses between
two pictures to identify the first word. As responses are monitored for
each word, the teaching is automatically adjusted to one of five levels.
Engaging animated characters reinforce correct answers and introduce
expanded language. At the end of each lesson, a summary of the
student’s performance can be reviewed.

Exploring Nouns & Verbs
Build vocabulary, encourage verbal expression,
and facilitate social interaction with Exploring
Nouns & Verbs. Students explore and interact
with nouns and verbs in natural settings. Select
which scenes will be used and how many items
are taught in each. The programs begin by offering
instruction on each object in a scene. The student
is then asked to identify the nouns or verbs. Once a student can
identify each vocabulary item in a scene without instruction,
the program automatically moves to the next scene. Extensive data collection
documents student performance. Built-in reports allow you to easily track
student learning and ensure accountability.
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®

Instructional Design

Laureate Programs

Creature Chorus
LRA-CC07J

First Words & Verbs
LRA-FW07J
Exploring Nouns & Verbs
LRA-ENV07J
Talking Nouns & Verbs
LRA-TNV07J

Laureate Early
Vocabulary Series

LRS-01J

$59.00
$139.00
$99.00
$139.00

$399.00

Includes: Creature Chorus, First Words & Verbs, Exploring
Nouns & Verbs, and Talking Nouns & Verbs.

Talking Nouns & Verbs
Give students with
language impairment
the opportunity to
communicate with
Talking Nouns &
Verbs. These three
research-based
software programs (Talking Nouns I, Talking
Nouns II, and Talking Verbs) help languageimpaired students communicate. Select a
word, phrase, or picture to make the computer speak.
The programs offer a variety of activities that reinforce
vocabulary comprehension, teach the formation of
grammatically correct sentences, improve visual
discrimination, and develop conversational turntaking. They also offer an economical way to teach
the skills needed to use a dedicated augmentative
communication device.

info@AttainmentCompany.com

GRADES PRe—K+

First Categories
Teach categorization skills with First
Categories. This program uses 60 common
nouns in six categories to teach categorization
skills. Innovative activities, 120 illustrations,
120 photographs, and exciting 3D animation
make this program fun and effective. Choose
full-screen scenes and 3D blocks for learners
who are motivated by visual stimulation or a
simple black background for those who are
easily distracted.

Following Directions

First Categories
LRA-FC07J

$59.00

Following Directions
LRA-FD07J

$99.00

Nouns & Sounds
LRA-NS07J

$59.00

Language for Theory of Mind
LRA-TM07J

$79.00

My House, My Town, My School
LRA-MY07J

$139.00

®

Help students listen more effectively
with Following Directions. The
program features engaging 3D objects,
characters, and animated reinforcements.
Following Directions® uses Laureate’s
Optimized Intervention® technology
to tailor instructional delivery to each
student’s unique needs. It begins with an
assessment to determine where to start and then automatically
guides the student through the entire curriculum. Extensive data
collection and built-in reports allow you to quickly assess progress
and ensure accountability.
Following Directions: Left and Right includes 10 modules to improve
the student’s ability to follow directions and develop left/right discrimination
skills. Begin by identifying right and left hands on the screen and move
through a series of increasingly complex tasks involving directionality and
mirrored images.
Following Directions: One and Two Level Commands offers eight
modules designed to exercise the skills necessary for following directions
that include spatial, directional, and ordinal terms.

Language for Theory of Mind®
Learn about intentions, perceptions, and
desires with Language for Theory of
Mind. Theory of Mind (ToM) involves the
recognition that people have sensations,
desires, knowledge, thoughts, and beliefs
that influence their behavior. Researchers
have increasingly recognized the importance
of language for the development of ToM.
Fundamental to the development of ToM is an appreciation of
how others come to possess information. This program helps students master
verbs of perception (e.g., see, hear, smell, taste, feel) in various contexts and
understand what others can or cannot perceive. This program also introduces
verbs of intention/desire (e.g., want, need) and helps students understand that
other people’s wants and needs play a critical role in explaining their behavior.

1-800-327-4269

Laureate Programs
Continued

Laureate Expanding
Language Series

LRS-02J

$399.00

Includes: First Categories; Following Directions;
Nouns & Sounds; My House, My Town, My School;
and Language for Theory of Mind.

Nouns & Sounds
Increase auditory
awareness with Nouns &
Sounds. In this engaging
program, students
explore nouns, match
them with 100 realistic
photographs, identify
common environmental sounds, and play
games that exercise auditory and visual shortterm memory. Of the 100 nouns used in the
program, half are acquired by typically developing children
by 2½ years of age, while the remainder are acquired later.

My House, My Town,
My School
Students explore
functional vocabulary
with My House, My
Town, My School. You
select which scenes to
use and how many items
are shown in each scene. Using Laureate’s
Optimized Intervention® technology, the
programs begin by offering instruction on each object
in a scene. Then the student is asked to identify the
items without instruction. Once the student can identify
each vocabulary item in a scene without instruction, the
program automatically moves to the next scene.
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Simple Sentence
Structure
Simple Sentence Structure is a pioneering
language intervention program for students
who have a core vocabulary of nouns and
verbs but are having difficulty conveying
meaning. It teaches the importance of
subject-verb-object word order in sentences.

Prepositions!
Proven strategies to help students master
essential prepositions and follow simple
directions with Prepositions!
The program includes six modules that cover
10 important prepositions in a variety of
contexts. Captivating three-dimensional characters and objects
illustrate the prepositions and keep students engaged in the
learning process.

Pronoun Perspective
Learn first- and second-person pronoun usage
with Pronoun Perspective. Systematically
teaches first- and second-person pronoun
usage to improve both oral and written
performance. Students select one of two onscreen images that best reflects a computergenerated speech prompt like “I have a ball.”

GRADES PRe—K+

Windows and
Mac Software
on disc only

Simple Sentence Structure
LRA-SS07J

$59.00

Prepositions!
LRA-PP07J

$59.00

Pronoun Perspective
LRA-PRO07J

$59.00

QuestionQuest
LRA-QU07J

$139.00

LanguageLinks
LRA-LL07J

$199.00

LanguageLinks to Literacy Expressive
Syntax Assessment (ESA)
LL-25J
$95.00

Laureate Sentence
Structure Series

LRS-03J

$439.00

Includes: Simple Sentence Structure, Prepositions!,
Pronoun Perspective, QuestionQuest, and LanguageLinks.

LanguageLinks® Expressive
Syntax Assessment (ESA)

QuestionQuest®
Understand and answer spoken questions
with QuestionQuest. This three-level
software series teaches students to
understand and answer spoken questions.
Question types include Who, What, Where,
Why, How, With What, and Yes/No. Questions
become more difficult as the student progresses.
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LanguageLinks®

Tests 35 syntactic forms critical to sentence
comprehension and expression with LanguageLinks
Expressive Syntax Assessment (ESA).

Assess and teach 75 essential grammatical
forms in developmental sequence with
LanguageLinks. This six-level software
series tailors instruction to each student’s
needs. It begins with an assessment to
determine where to begin training and automatically adjusts
lesson delivery based on the student’s responses. Reinforcement
animations entertain and provide additional language enrichment.
At the end of each session, you can review and print student performance
reports. LanguageLinks encourages students to work independently and
is ideal for both inclusive and self-contained classrooms.

Four sections, each section testing 8 to 10 syntactic
forms such as is verb + ing, articles, N-V agreement,
possession, and is verb + ed. Administration time
ranges from 5 to 10 minutes per section. The
assessment is appropriate for young students
with IEPs, older students with significant language
impairments, or students in a kindergarten or first
grade response-to-intervention program who have
not yet mastered major syntactic forms. Follow up
the assessment with intervention lessons using
LanguageLinks to Literacy.

info@AttainmentCompany.com

One Device One Price!
We’re expanding our

SOFTWARE PLATFORMS
Windows
+

Mac
+

One Device-One Price! When applicable, specify your platform
preference with your order! Attainment now offers more platforms
for our software applications—Windows, Mac, iOS, and Android.
Throughout the catalog, we identify the specific platforms available
for each software title. A plus sign (+) denotes the available
platforms. Web-based solutions are available for our research-based
ELA continuum: ELSB, ELSB for Older Students, ERSB, Access
Language Arts, and Access Language Arts: WRITE (see pages
4–5). Buy from the designated Store, or buy from us to receive an
access code to redeem via the Attainment Hub (see details below).
For Windows and Mac users, discs are still available.
Note: Access codes can be redeemed at the designated

Stores by downloading the LITE version of the app.
Unlock the full version by
Web-based subscriptions
entering the access code.
available for our ELA

iOS
+

Android
+

BUY FROM THE STORE

1. On your device, tap on the Store icon.
2. Use the search field to find your Attainment app.
3. Buy from the Store.

BUY FROM ATTAINMENT (2 OPTIONS)
With both options, you will receive an
access code with your purchase.

REDEEM VIA THE STORE
1. On your device, tap on the
Store icon.
2. Use the search field and find
the LITE version (it’s free!)
of your Attainment app.
3. Download the free app on
your device.
4. Use your access code to
unlock the full version.

continuum. See
pgs. 4–5 for details.

1.
2.
3.
4.

REDEEM VIA THE
ATTAINMENT HUB
Go to the Attainment Hub at
hub.attainmentcompany.com.
Create or log in to your
Attainment Hub account.
Select “Redeem Code” in
the upper righthand corner.
Download the app on your
Windows/Mac computer.

Please note: Attainment will send discs for backup
or installation purposes upon request.

Attainment Hub

ONE-STOP SHOP FOR ALL

DIGITAL CONTENT

ATTAINMENT HUB FEATURES

● Digital reproducible content

● Windows and Mac software for download
● Videos for streaming
● Launch pad for web-based software

The Attainment Hub provides access to digital content associated with our curricular resources
including Student Books, Graphic Organizers, Flashcards, Image Libraries, Videos, Software, and
more. For customers’ convenience, Windows and Mac software can now be downloaded and
installed via the Attainment Hub. Product videos are also available for easy streaming during
classroom instruction. For our web-based software, create an account, manage subscriptions,
and launch the software via a web browser. House all Attainment’s digital content in one place.

Step 1: Create an Attainment
Hub account

1-800-327-4269

Step 2: Redeem access code(s) to
unlock product-specific content

Step 3: Select files to download
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Transition

PRE-ETS! HEALTH! SOCIAL SKILLS! LIFE SKILLS!
WORK SKILLS! SELF-DETERMINATION!

Job Skills Stories

Reinforce the 5 Pre-ETS Categories through
100 Short Stories

Job Skills Stories

By Ellen McPeek Glisan, PhD and Whitney Fowler, MEd
2

Curriculum

JSS-10J

$249.00

Curriculum Plus

JSS-30J

$399.00

Discuss the Photos
Use the story photos and captions as discussion starters. Students can follow along in the
Reader or Student Book.

STORY 2 Facing Challenges (pgs. XX-XX)

Quiz pages at the end of each story provide additional discussion topics.
Attainment’s

Four friends experience challenges related to a disability.

Learning Objective
At the end of the lesson, students should be able to give examples of
challenges related to a disability.
Ellen McPeek Glisan, PhD

Curriculum: Instructor’s Guide, 5 Student Books, Student
Reader, consumable Student Workbook, and access to
the Attainment Hub for reproducible content.
Curriculum Plus: The Curriculum plus 10 consumable
Student Workbooks, the GoWorksheet Maker iPad App, a
set of corresponding GoWorksheet activities, and samples
of communication overlays.

Whitney Fowler

IEP Goal & Objectives
Given instruction, ________ will identify challenges related to his/her disability
with ____ out of _____ opportunities as measured by a teacher generated assessment.
• List different types of disabilities.
• Identify challenges for each disability.
• Describe ways to manage challenges.

1

Living with a disability can be a challenge
when doing things. Knowing about a
challenge will help you work with it.

Review Vocabulary

• Do you know someone in a wheelchair
who can
get around?
Review quiz pages are provided on the Flash drive as printable
PDFs.
• How can a person with a reading
challenge
disability understand the directions
A difficulty a person must deal with.
for a test?
Getting used to a new workplace can be a challenge.

If you use a wheelchair, getting to some
places can be a challenge.
• Besides using steps in a building,
can you think of another challenge
for someone who uses a wheelchair?
• Why is it important to have buildings
that everyone can use without
being challenged?

What are some challenges you have had? How did you deal with them?
museum
A building that contains and shows art or educational items.
The aquarium is a museum with all kinds of fish.
Have you gone to a museum? What did you like there?
senses
Physical ways to observe: seeing, hearing, smelling, tasting, and touching.
Dogs have a better sense of smell than people.
Which sense is strongest for you? Which is your weakest?
communicate
Communication can be a challenge
for people with speaking or hearing
Tell, write, or show information to another person.
disabilities.
A good boss will clearly communicate your job tasks.
• How do you feel when you have to
How do you communicate with your family? Do
you communicate
repeat
yourself because someone
differently with others?
did not hear you?

Special communication tools can help
when speaking is a challenge.
• Have you ever seen someone use
a special tool for communication?
• How would you try to communicate
if you could not use your voice?

• How are challenges different for
someone with a hearing problem
compared to someone with a
speech disability?

STORY 2 Facing Challenges

4

Book 2 Story 2: Facing Challenges

5

In the story, four friends learn about challenges and disabilities.

STORY 2 Quiz

JOB
SKILLS
GUIDE:
BOOK
2 you can handle it. Most disabilities
When
youSTORIES
have a INSTRUCTOR’S
challenge, think
about
how

have related challenges.

2Vocabulary
Facing Challenges

1. It is important to know about your
Living with a disability can be a
challenege when doing things.
Knowing about a challenge will
help you work with it.

challenge

2. If you use a ___________, climbing

____________ so you can work
with them.

A difficulty a person must deal with.

stairs can be a challenge.

Getting used to a new workplace can be
a challenge.

If you use a wheelchair, getting
to some places can be a challenge.

museum

a. sports

b. challenges c. buildings

A building that contains and shows art or
educational items.

a. telephone b. pencil c. wheelchair

The aquarium is a museum with all kinds
of fish.
senses
Physical ways to observe: seeing, hearing,
smelling, tasting, and touching.
Dogs have a better sense of smell
than people.

Communication can be a
challenge for people with speaking
or hearing disabilities.

Special communication
tools can help when
3. It can be a challenge to
speaking is a challenge.

communicate
Tell, write, or show information to
another person.

4. A communication ___________

____________ if you have a
speaking or hearing disability.

can help you communicate with
other people.

A good boss will clearly communicate your
job tasks.

A challenge is a difficulty a person must deal with.

b. eat

c. cook

Book 2 Story 2: Facing Changes

4

2Quiz

Facing Challenges

Four friends experience challenges related to
a disability.

1

School had just ended for the day. Lily said to Ryan,
“Do you want to watch Leo’s basketball game before we
go home?”
“Maybe. I planned to go to the science museum with
Leo and Maya. We have to work on our science report.
I’ll see if Maya wants to watch Leo play basketball first,”
Ryan answered. “Do you want to go to the museum
with us?”
“Sure,” Lily said. “I
need to work on my
report, too.”
Lily left to go to her
locker. Ryan saw Leo
and Maya. Ryan asked,
“Leo, I didn’t know you
played basketball, how
does that work with
your wheelchair?

3

a. tool

b. present

A. talking
B. hearing
C. going up steps

2

In the story, what did students use for communication instead
of words?

3

What makes it hard to talk to other people?

4

Which is an example of a communication tool?

A. television
B. pizza

A. when you have a hearing disability
B. when you use a wheelchair
Living with a disability can be a
challenege when doing things.
Knowing about a challenge will
help you work with it.

C. when you have a vision disability

A. elevators
B. pictures

Leo said, “Being in a wheelchair can make it more
challenging, but I use my strengths to make up for
my challenges.”

C. lemons

5

“Wow!” Ryan said. “I can’t wait to watch you play.”

How are the people in this
picture communicating?
A. with sign language
B. with finger paint

c. coffee

C. with finger puppets
Story 2: Facing Challenges

JOB SKILLS STORIES EASY READER: BOOK 2

What can be a challenge for a person who uses a wheel chair?

C. pictures and body movements

“OK. Here’s Lily. We will see you at the game, Leo,”
Maya said.

Can you think how to handle a challenge that you have?

a. communicate

2 Facing Challenges

14

Vocabulary

JOB SKILLS STORIES: BOOK 2

15
Quiz

19

Job Skills Stories curriculum, for high school students and young adults, emphasizes the five categories
in Pre-ETS: Job and Career Exploration, Work-Based Learning, Post-Secondary Training, Workplace Readiness,
and Self-Advocacy. One-hundred stories are presented in five Job Skills Stories Student Books. Each
book is aligned to a Pre-ETS category. The stories cover key transition skills like identifying one’s strengths,
decision-making, and self-determination. The Job Skills Reader condenses and simplifies content by
using captioned photos to convey each story’s big idea. Both the Student Books and Reader cover lesson
objectives, so you can teach with the version that best suits each student.
Student progress is measured with the quizzes from the Student Books and Reader. An optional vocabulary
quiz is also included with the digital content via the Attainment Hub. Quizzes from the Reader can be used
with the GoWorksheet Maker App for additional supports.

LESSON
PLAN 7-STEP
PROCESS
1. R
 eview the
Vocabulary
2. D
 iscuss the Photos
3. Introduce the
Learning Objective
4. D
 iscuss the Learning
Objective
5. P
 ractice Independent
Living Skill
6. D
 ownload PDF
Activity Resource
7. Extend the Lesson

The Instructor’s Guide outlines 100 lessons with learning objectives, IEP goals, and teaching procedures.
While the lessons rely heavily on the stories from the Job Skills Student Books and the Job Skills Reader, they are meant to be extended
with the Independent Living Skill, along with a downloadable PDF activity resource and the Lesson Extension. A great companion product to
our Pre-Employment Transition Solution.
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UPGRADE

A How-To Curriculum for Soft Skills Acquisition
through Goal Setting and Self-Evaluation
By Kelly Clark, PhD; Moira Konrad, PhD; and David Test, PhD

Curriculum

Consumable
Student Workbook

Curriculum Plus
G - Graph both scores

10

QUALITY OF WORK

employee using the following rating scale. Please rate yourself as follows:

9

1: Does not meet expectations or is well below standards of a regular employee
2: Not quite up to the standards and expectations of a regular employee
3: Inconsistently meets standards and expectations of a regular employee
4: Consistently meets the standards and expectations of a regular employee

8

Name:
Date

Date

Date

Date

Date

Date

Date

Date

Date

ATTITUDE AND COOPERATION

Average

Quality of Work

7

Work is completed to job speciﬁcations

16

Identiﬁes own mistakes and makes
corrections independently

15

Takes pride in work

14

6

Total Points Earned
Average Score

13

Numbers of Days Absent

Days
Lessons

12
Scores on the Rubric

4

G - Graph both scores

5

TICKET OUT THE DOOR

ATTITUDE AND COOPERATION

11
9

3

Circle understanding of what we did today:
2

I don’t
understand

Circle understanding of what we did today:

6
5

I GOT IT!

I don’t
understand

2

3

1

2

Okay, but I might
need more practice

2

3

0
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

12

10

11

0

UPGRADE

2

3

4

5

6

UGRADE

5

One thing I learned today was _______________________________________________________

7

8

9

10

____________________________________________________________________________________

Lessons

Scores on the Rubric
72

1

I GOT IT!

4

1
0

$299.00

Unit 2, Lesson 1

7

3

UPG-30J

Date: _________________________________ Name: ______________________________________

Okay, but I need a
4
little more help

1

1

$169.00

ATTITUDE AND COOPERATION

TICKET OUT THE DOOR

Unit 2, Lesson 1

10

Date: _________________________________ Name: ______________________________________
8

UPG-10J

Curriculum: Instructor’s Guide, Student Workbook,
Consumable Student Workbook, Graphic Organizers,
Response Cards, Ticket-Out-The-Door Cards, Vocabulary
Flashcards, and access to the Attainment Hub for
reproducible content.
Curriculum Plus: The Curriculum plus a total of 10
consumable Student Workbooks, the GoWorksheet
Maker iPad App, Assessment Plus iPad App, a set of
corresponding GoWorksheet activities, and samples
of communication overlays.

QUALITY OF WORK

U-GRADE Daily Self-Evaluation
Your performance is to be compared to performance expectations of a regular

Job Title:

UPGRADE

Additional comments or questions:

UPGRADE

QUALITY OF WORK

One thing I learned today was _______________________________________________________
Student Workbook
73
____________________________________________________________________________________

Student Workbook
LESSON PLAN ONE

DAY B
ATTITUDE AND COOPERATION

TICKET OUT THE DOOR

Lesson 1 Introduction to Attitude and Cooperation

Introduction to Attitude and Cooperation

Lesson 4 Practicing Attitude and Cooperation on the Job

Teacher Preparation

Lesson 3 Assessing Others Using the Job Performance Rubric LESSON PLAN ONE

• Display

Teacher’s Script

What did they do well?

• Student
• Ticket

3

2

STRONG

Shows respect for self, others, and work

POOR

Willingly accepts constructive criticism
Shows initiative and motivation

U
P
G
R
A
D
E

ATTITUDE AND COOPERATION

– You Evaluate Yourself
Unit 2, Lesson 4

Attitude and Cooperation

Let’s look at the objective for today’s lesson.

__________________________________________________________________________
3Next time, Point
to the day’s objective, and read it out loud.

2

_______________________________________ to improve their attitude and cooperation on the job.

Identify what attitude and
cooperation are like for all 4 levels. Learning Objective

don’t
Job IPerformance
Rubric
understand

Identify whatGeneral
I need to
improveProcedures
Feedback
on and set a goal for myself.
• When the student responds correctly, provide enthusiastic
affirmation/praise.

EXCELLENT - 4

STRONG - 3

Always

Usually

Shows respect

Respectful

1

•

When the student makes a correct response that is not quite
complete, provide enthusiastic affirmation/praise followed by a
statement of the FULL correct answer.

•

When the student responds incorrectly, or does not respond,
prompt using a model-test format.

2

POOR - 1

Needs to improve

Needs to improve

Being respectful

3

4

5

Did I meet my goal today?

A - Acknowledge what you did well

Showing initiative

Showing initiative

Has a
good attitude

Having a
good attitude

Having a
good attitude

1
2

2

One prompt
or reminder

Two prompts
or reminders

Three or more
prompts or
reminders.

3

3

26

and asks for another
task if ﬁnished; does
something that needs
to be done without
being told

•

Instructor’s Guide

Shows an excellent
attitude

•

Starts task with one
or no prompt and
once ﬁnished has
to be told to start
something else or
redirected one or no
times

Has a good attitude
80% of the time

•

Good:

Poor:

Does a task when
asked after two or
fewer prompts by
saying “Yes, I will take
care of that” or “Yes”

•

•

Listens and accepts
feedback with two or
fewer prompts and
makes an effort to
improve

•

Starts a task with
two or fewer prompts
and once ﬁnished
has to be told to
start something else
or redirected two or
fewer times

•

Needs to improve
having a good attitude
60% of the time

•

YES

+ What did I do well?

ATTITUDE AND COOPERATION

TICKET OUT THE DOOR

TICKET OUT THE DOOR

Unit 2, Lesson 1

NO

What do I need to do better?
1

Any discipline referral results in a 1.
Strong:

Does a task after
one prompt by
saying “Yes, I will
• Listens, accepts
care of that”
UPGRADE
COOPERATION
feedback, ATTITUDE AND take
• Listens and accepts
and improves
feedback with one or
performance
no prompt; makes an
• Gets started
effort to improve
without prompting

_____________________________________________________

D - Decide what you need to do better

Shows initiative

No prompt
or reminder

•

I gave myself a _______ because ___________________

R - Restate your goal and determine if you met it. Look at your Graphing Worksheet

Being respectful
Attitude

E - Execute improvement tomorrow to meet your goal
ATTITUDE AND COOPERATION
Unit 2, Lesson 1

What is one thing I need to do to meet my goal tomorrow? ______________________________

Disrespectful; doesDate: _________________________________ Name: ______________________________________
Date: _________________________________ Name: ______________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
a task when asked
after three or more Circle understanding of what we did today:
Circle
understanding
of what we did today:
ATTITUDE
AND COOPERATION
ATTITUDE AND COOPERATION
TICKET OUT THE DOOR
TICKET OUT THE DOOR
Unit 2, Lesson 1
Unit 2, Lesson 1
prompts or refuses to
I don’t
Okay, but I need a
I don’t
Okay, but I might
UPGRADE
APPENDIX
B practice
little more help
I GOT IT!248
understand
need more
I GOT IT!
do a task or listen to understand
Name: ______________________________________
Name: ______________________________________
their supervisor
1
2 Date: _________________________________
3
1
2
3 Date: _________________________________
4
5
Refuses to listen to
Circle understanding of what we did today:
feedback and does
I don’t
Okay, but I need a
not make an effort
understand
little more help
to improve; makes
1
2
excuses
One thing I learned today was _______________________________________________________

•

Circle understanding of what we did today:
One thing I learned today was _______________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
I don’t
Okay, but I might
I GOT IT!

understand

Additional comments or questions:

3

1

Poor attitude; is not
TICKET OUT THE DOOR
trying (low effort)

•

I GOT IT!

3

4

5

____________________________________________________________________________________
Additional comments or questions:

One thing I learned today was _______________________________________________________

ATTITUDE AND COOPERATION

ATTITUDE AND COOPERATION

TICKET OUT THE DOOR

____________________________________________________________________________________
Unit 2, Lesson 3

Date: _________________________________ Name: ______________________________________

Unit 2, Lesson 4

Date: _________________________________ Name: ______________________________________

Employee Name/Video chosen: ______________________________________________________

What did they do well?

need more practice

2

One thing I learned today was _______________________________________________________

Has to be told to ____________________________________________________________________________________
get started with three
or more prompts

•

Your

What do they need to do better?

Why did you rate yourself
Rate:
ATTITUDE AND
COOPERATION ATTITUDE
Rat- AND COOPERATION

TICKET OUT THE TICKET
DOOR OUT THE DOOR

1, 2, 3,
or2,4Lesson 3
Unit

ing

ATTITUDE AND COOPERATION ATTITUDE AND COOPERATION

TICKET
OUT
DOOR OUT THE DOOR
the way
youTHE
did? TICKET

Unit 2, Lesson 1

Unit 2, Lesson 1

Unit 2, Lesson 4

– Graph Your Scores

_____________________________________________________

Has a good attitude toward

learning
and performing work
Worksheet
G - Graph both scores on Graphing

Shows initiative

Responds, “Yes, I
will take care of that”

I gave myself a _______ because ___________________

Has a good attitude toward learning and performing work

I GOT IT!

Has an excellent
attitude

•

Shows initiative and
motivation

Shows initiative and motivation

Okay, but I might
needInitiative
more practice

GOOD - 2

Accepts
Accepts
Accepting
Accepting
constructive criticism constructive criticism constructive criticism constructive criticism

Excellent:

_____________________________________________________

Rating

Willingly accepts constructive criticism

Circle understanding of today:

Rate myself on my skills in • I can define what attitude and cooperation mean on the job.
attitude and cooperation.

constructive criticism

Shows respect for self, others, and work

Constructive Criticism

– Professional Evaluates You

_____________________________________________________
I gave myself a _______ because ___________________

accepts
Rating)
P - Professional Evaluates You (Teacher Willingly

What is one thing they could focus on improving at work next time?

for Lesson 1 on attitude and cooperation

Why did you rate yourself
the way you did?
I gave myself a _______ because ___________________

Shows respect for self,
others, and work

Has a good attitude toward learning and performing work

Respect

Today we are going to be learning about attitude and cooperation and
what that means on the job by learning some key terms.

graphic organizer

Optional materials: highlighters, projector, folder

Your
Rating

Rate:
1, 2, 3, Rating
or 4

Attitude and Cooperation

1

GOOD

Prompt or assist as needed. Provide feedback
according to general feedback procedures.

out the door

• PowerPoint

4

EXCELLENT

What do you think attitude and cooperation means?

workbook

• Vocabulary

Demonstrate what attitude and
cooperation are like for all 4 levels.

U - You Evaluate Yourself

What do they need to do better?

Today we are going to learn about one section of the Job Performance

2 Rubric, Attitude and Cooperation.

the rubric

Materials

Define what attitude and
cooperation means on the job.

Name: _____________________________________________ Date ____________________________

Employee Name/Video chosen: ______________________________________________________

1

Lesson 5 Assessment and Goal Setting of Attitude and Cooperation
• Have all materials (listed below)

Learning Objectives

Job Performance Rubric

(5 MINUTES)

Lesson 2 Understanding Levels of Attitude and
Cooperation on the Job

UPGRADE and U-GRADE

TICKET OUT THE DOOR

ATTITUDE AND COOPERATION

Unit 2, Lesson 3

UPGRADE DAILY WORKSHEET
COOPERATION
Learning
Objective and VocabularyATTITUDE AND
Date:
_________________________________
Name: ______________________________________
Date: _________________________________ Name: ______________________________________

Attitude and Cooperation

I gave myself a _______ because ___________________

– Restate Your Goal
– Acknowledge what you did well

Shows respect for self,
Positive Attitude:
Respect for self, others, and work:
Initiative, starts a task:
Date: _________________________________
Name: ______________________________________
Date: _________________________________
Name: ______________________________________
Date: _________________________________
Name: ______________________________________
Date: _________________________________
Name: ______________________________________
others, and work
_____________________________________________________
Employee Name/Video chosen: ______________________________________________________
4 - Does a task right away by saying
4 - Always
4 - right away without prompting
Your
I gave myself a _______ because
Why
did
you
rate yourself
Rate: ___________________
What did theyCircle
do well?
What
they
need to doWillingly
better?accepts
understanding of what
wedo
did
today:
Circle understanding of what
we
did
today:
“Yes, I will take care of that”
Rat3 - 80% of the time
3 - after one or no prompt What is one thing they could focus on improving at work next time?
constructive criticism
_____________________________________________________
the way you did?
1, 2, 3, or 4
Next time, __________________________________________________________________________
I don’t
Okay, but I need a
I ing
don’t
Okay, but I might
3 - Does a task after one prompt by
2 - 60% of the time
2 - after two or fewer prompts_______________________________________ to improve their attitude and cooperation
understand
little more help
I GOT IT!
understand
need more practice
I GOT IT!
I gave myself a _______
because
on the job.
Shows initiative and
I gave ATTITUDE
myself a _______
because
___________________
AND
COOPERATION
ATTITUDE AND COOPERATION
Shows respect
for___________________
self,
saying “Yes, I will take care of that”
motivation
_____________________________________________________
1
2
3
1
2
3
4
5
1 - 50% of the time or less 1 - after three or more prompts
others, and work
_____________________________________________________
Circle understanding of today:
Unit 2, Lesson 1
Unit 2, Lesson 1
2 - Does a task after two prompts by saying
I don’t
Okay, but I might
I gave myself a _______
because
___________________ I gave myself a _______ because ___________________
Has a good attitude toward
understand
need more practice
I GOT IT!
Willingly
accepts
“Yes, I will take care of that” or “Yes”
One thing I learned today was _______________________________________________________
What is one thing they could focus on improving at work next time?
learning and performing work
_____________________________________________________
constructive criticism
_____________________________________________________
1
2
3 Next time, __________________________________________________________________________
4
5
____________________________________________________________________________________
1 - Refuses to do a task when asked
Name: ______________________________________
Date: _________________________________ Name: ______________________________________
I gave myself
a _______ because ___________________
or questions:
_______________________________________ Date:
to improve_________________________________
their attitude and cooperation on the job.
Shows initiative and Additional comments

TICKET OUT THE DOOR

TICKET OUT THE DOOR

motivation

_____________________________________________________

Has a good attitude toward
learning and performing work

_____________________________________________________

Circle understanding of today:
I don’t
understand

1

I GOT IT!

Circle understanding of what we did today:
3

4

5

I gave myself a _______ because ___________________

Okay, but I need a
little more help

TICKET OUT THE DOOR
1

2

Unit 2, Lesson 3

What did they do well?

Independent

I don’t
understand
ATTITUDE AND COOPERATION
Unit 2, Lesson 4

Date: _________________________________ Name: ______________________________________

Employee Name/Video chosen: ______________________________________________________

What did they do well?

Circle understanding of what we did today:

I GOT IT!

TICKET OUT THE DOOR
3

ATTITUDE AND COOPERATION

Date: _________________________________ Name: ______________________________________

+

DEFINITION:
DEFINITION:

DEFINITION:
DEFINITION:
DEFINITION:

need more practice

2

I don’t
understand

WORD/PHRASE:
WORD/PHRASE:
WORD/PHRASE:
WORD/PHRASE:
WORD/PHRASE:

Okay, buttoday
I mightwas _______________________________________________________
One thing I learned

____________________________________________________________________________________

What do they need to do better?

Your
Rating

Rate:
1, 2, 3, or 4

_____________________________________________________

1

Okay, but I might
need more practice

2

Additional comments or questions:

_____________________________________________________
One thing I learned today was _______________________________________________________

What could they do better?

Next time, __________________________________________________________________________

I gave myself a _______ because ___________________
Shows initiative and
____________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________ to improve their attitude and cooperation on the job.

motivation

_____________________________________________________

Has a good attitude toward
learning and performing work

_____________________________________________________

Circle understanding of today:

EXAMPLE:
EXAMPLE:

I don’t
understand

1

Okay, but I might
need more practice

2

3

I GOT IT!

4

5

ATTITUDE AND COOPERATION

TICKET OUT THE DOOR

Unit 2, Lesson 3

Date: _________________________________ Name: ______________________________________

What did they do well?

your own without needing

job by themselves without

help from someone else.

needing help from a job

I can do this
on my own

What do they need to do better?

TICKET OUT THE DOOR

Rate:
1, 2, 3, or 4
Shows respect for self,
others, and work

What is one thing they could focus on improving at work next time?

HOW CAN YOU REMEMBER THIS?
HOW
CANorYOU
REMEMBER THIS?
coach
supervisor.

Next time, __________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________ to improve their attitude and cooperation on the job.
Circle understanding of today:

HOW CAN YOU REMEMBER THIS?
HOW CAN YOU REMEMBER THIS?
HOW CAN YOU REMEMBER THIS?

I don’t
understand

1

Okay, but I might
need more practice

2

3

I GOT IT!

4

5

5

I can do this
without help

ATTITUDE AND COOPERATION
Unit 2, Lesson 4

Date: _________________________________ Name: ______________________________________

Employee Name/Video chosen: ______________________________________________________

An employee who can do a

– Execute improvements tomorrow

I GOT IT!

4

I gave myself a _______ because ___________________

Ticket-Out-The-Door Cards

EXAMPLE:
EXAMPLE:
EXAMPLE:

To think, act, and work on

3

One thing I learned today was _______________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________

I gave myself a _______ because ___________________

Willingly accepts
constructive criticism

What is one thing they could focus on improving at work next time?

Why did you rate yourself
the way you did?
I gave myself a _______ because ___________________

Shows respect for self,
others, and work

– Decide areas for improvement

Your
Rating

Why did you rate yourself
the way you did?
I gave myself a _______ because ___________________
_____________________________________________________
I gave myself a _______ because ___________________

Willingly accepts
constructive criticism

_____________________________________________________

Shows initiative and
motivation

_____________________________________________________

Has a good attitude toward
learning and performing work

I gave myself a _______ because ___________________

I gave myself a _______ because ___________________
_____________________________________________________

Treating others, yourself, and
work in an appropriate way

VOCABULARY
VOCABULARY
VOCABULARY
VOCABULARY
VOCABULARY

that shows consideration

Respect

and your attention.

GRAPHIC ORGANIZER - LEVEL 3
GRAPHIC ORGANIZER - LEVEL 3

GRAPHIC ORGANIZER - LEVEL 3
GRAPHIC ORGANIZER - LEVEL 3
GRAPHIC ORGANIZER - LEVEL 1

Graphic Organizers

Giving feedback or advice
that is intended to help

Constructive
Criticism

someone improve.

3

Plus Delta Chart

PowerPoint Lesson

Vocabulary Cards

Response Cards

UPGRADE is a research-based curriculum focusing on student employment goals in high school, a post-secondary program, or on the
job. UPGRADE provides students with strategies for self-evaluation, like self-monitoring and goal setting. There are six units of instruction
emphasizing soft skills necessary for school, work, and community success. These units are Attitude and Cooperation, Reliability, Productivity
and On Task, Teamwork and Communication, and Quality of Work. After instruction, 10 UPGRADE lessons teach both the professional and
the student to evaluate performance in each soft skill category. The UPGRADE STRATEGY is outlined above. Currently, three studies have been
conducted examining the effects of UPGRADE on the acquisition of soft skills for students with disabilities (Clark, Konrad, & Test, 2018; Clark,
Test, & Konrad, 2019; Clark & Test, under review). Visit our website for details.
The Instructor’s Guide provides scripted lessons, clear learning objectives, PowerPoints, role plays, and data collection forms. In addition,
extensive video resources support student comprehension.
A consumable Student Workbook outlines activities for each lesson, notes for PowerPoint lessons, student data collection forms, video rating
charts, and a U-GRADE Performance Instruction Sheet.
UPGRADE also includes Response Cards, Ticket-Out-The-Door Cards, Graphic Organizers, Vocabulary Flashcards, access to the
Attainment Hub for reproducible content, and the GoWorksheet Maker and Assessment Plus Apps to digitized data collection and graphing.

1-800-327-4269
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Pre-Employment
Transition Solution

Pre-Employment
Transition Solution

A comprehensive transition curriculum that gives instructors
multiple resources to support students’ transition outcomes
By Janet Estervig, MS, RN and Whitney Fowler, MEd
Instructor’s Guide

Reference Guide

EXPLORE
Chapter 2: Lesson 1
Learning Style Assessment
EXPLORE
Chapter 2: Overview
Career Opportunities
Materials
Learning Style Assessment

Pre-instruction:

How Does Knowing My
Learning Style Help Me?

• Focus on Post-Secondary Training:

Knowing how you learn helps other people give you the support you
need. When you communicate to people how you learn, they can do
more to support you at school or on a job.

pgs. 5–10

Directions: Fill in the blanks to communicate to others how you learn
best. Use the student summary sheet to ﬁll in the blanks.

• PowerPoint:
Vocabulary Lesson (recommended)
Pre-ETS
3 CH
2 PowerPoint
Lesson 1.pptx
Lesson 1: Opportunities
in the
Current
Labor Market
Lesson 2: Non-Traditional Employment Options

Materials

1 I learn best __________________________________________________.
2 I do / do not spell well.
3 When I read, I _______________________________________________.

Instruction

4 My writing is ________________________________________________.
5 To remember faces, names, or instructions I need to ______________
___________________________________________________________.

Students will become familiar with the various types of
6
learning
styles
and be able to recognize their preferred
7
● Focus on Job and
Career
Exploration:
8
learning style.
pgs. 17–40
Say, Today you are going to take a Learning Style
9
● PowerPoint:
Assessment. This will help you recognize how you
Take It Further!
1.Chapter 2 Lesson
1.pptx
learn.
Being able to identify how you learn is important,
1.Chapter 2 Lesson
2. pptx
because
when you are on the job and your boss
wants
Students
who have
you to
complete
talk
mastery of
● Scripted Vocational
Role
Plays: a task, it will be important todemonstrated
to on
your
boss
about whether you need the directions
Pre-ETS 1, Explore skills in
(Print from PDF file
flash
drive)
written down or with pictures, or you may need
Chapters 1, 2 and 3, would
Getting Ideas for A Career, pgs. 60–65
someone to show you the task. Let’s get started.
continue to develop skills
using Apply Chapters 4, 5, 6,
Pass out the Learning Styles Chart.
and 7.
Pre-ETS 1 Pre- and Post-Assessment
Students can work in pairs or small groups with an
adult to
to support
record their
answers on the Learning Ch
Styles
For additional materials
employment
Knowledge Before Objective
When everyone
has finished, have the students
foundations, checkChart.
out Attainment’s
Everybody’s
#
1
2
3
4
add up their scores.
Working DVD.
I learn best with / without pictures.

I get distracted by ___________________________________________.
When I do not have a speciﬁc task, I might ______________________

1. Chapter 2 Lesson 1

___________________________________________________________.

In new places I might _________________________________________
to become more comfortable.

Focus on Post-Secondary Training | EXPLORE

5

EXTRA!

Knowledge After
1

2

3

4

Level
Student It!
can identify their interests and how that relates to employment.

1

Learning
Say, Now that we have finished the Learning Style
For
students who need a
Objectives
Assessment and scoring, turn to pg. 5 in Focus
on
Student can identify the six career interest areas based on the Holland Codes.
reading/writing modification
Post-Secondary
Training.
On this page, you will record
A video featuring
success
✔ Students will learnwhen
about
the
entering
the information
Student
can identify
traditional and nontraditional jobs associated with the six career
important
information
about your learning style
you
2 that
stories
of five employees
six different career
interest
areas.print pgs.
ininterest
the blanks,
can share
teachers and employers.
withwith
disabilities
areas based on the
Hollandand students cut and
190–191
Student can recognize barriers that may challenge them when obtaining nontraditional jobs.
Give students
time to record information in Focus on
PostCodes.
https://www.attainmentcompany.com/
past answers relevant to their
everybodys-working-dvd
Secondary
Training.
about style.
Student
can describe how to write interview questions for a guest speaker.
3 ✔ Students will learnlearning
traditional and nontraditional
the sixcan identify their vocational-related skills.
4 jobs associated withStudent
different career interest areas.
124 Explore • CHAPTER 2 • LESSON 15

6
8

Explore • CHAPTER 2 • Overview

PRE-20J

$995.00

Solution Plus

PRE-30J

$2995.00

Solution: Instructor’s Guide, Assessment Manual,
AT Profile, 6 Student Books, 60 consumable Workbooks,
2 apps, USB flash drive, and Reference Guide. This price
does not include the 12 Attainment products.
Solution Plus: Instructor’s Guide, Assessment Manual,
AT Profile, 6 Student Books, 60 consumable Workbooks,
2 apps, Reference Guide, USB flash drive, and 12
Attainment Introductory Kits. **This price includes the
12 Attainment products.

• Assessment Manual:

Instruction

Solution

Student can recognize the vocational skills related to in-demand industries.

✔ Students will learn about the
Pre-ETS 3: Post-Secondary Training
barriers that may challenge

Student can list activities that can develop their vocational skills.

them when obtaining
nontraditional jobs.Student can list career student organizations.

FULFILLS WIOA REGULATIONS

Student can ﬁnd speciﬁc career student organizations in their school or community.

Pre-ETS 1: Job and Career Exploration

7

Student can describe an experience with a guest speaker and determine if those jobs would
be a possible future career.

Pre-ETS 1 Pre- and Post-Assessment 262

Pre-ETS: Assessment Manual

INSTRUCTOR’S GUIDE FEATURES

● Lesson Plans

Outlining Options
Options are your choices. They help you compare things you want, so
you can choose the thing most important to you. Use the check boxes
below to outline your options about where you might want to
live someday:

Service Learning

● PowerPoints

Where you want to live:

in the same city or town where I live now.

in a different
city or town.
What is service
learning?

Write the name
of the city
or town: ________________________________
Service learning combines
meaningful
community
service with teaching
to with:
enrich the
Whoand
youreflection,
want to live
learning experience, teach civic responsibility, and
alone
strengthen communities (Learn and Serve America
with my family
National Service-Learning Clearinghouse).
There are thousands of different careers. When you find a career that
with roommate(s)
interests you, there are usually hundreds of jobs associated with your
What kind offield
place
you want to live in:
of interest.

● Vocabulary
Instruction

Types of Careers

?

anIt
apartment
Think About
a house You previously took a career interest inventory where you identified
pictures that looked interesting to you. These pictures were based on
� What is a community need related
to families?
a trailer
the Holland Codes’ six career interest categories. Today you are going to
a dormitory
learn about the six categories and examples of jobs from each category.
� What is a community need related
to___________________________
children?
other:

The Doer
(Realistic)

● IEP Goals

How you
will pay for where you live:
Careers in the realistic category usually involve
practical
� What is a community need related to animals?
work activities. They can be hands-on and often
rentinvolve
plants, animals, or real-world materials like wood,
tools, and
leaseto
� What is a community need related
machinery. Many of these careers require working
buy outside and
the environment?
do not require much paperwork or working closely with others.
What you will need to be near:
� What other community needs do you know?
1 Job Title: __________________
relatives
work
shopping
transportation
Describe It: __________________
recreation activities
worship
____________________________
____________________________
Types ofschool
Service Learning restaurants
exercise
other _______________________________
�
Collecting
school
supplies
for
children
CHOICE!
Job Title: ____________________
Describe It: __________________
____________________________
____________________________

5

� Picking up 2
trash on the beach

INVESTIGATIVE
Job Title: __________________

� Collecting stories from elderly adults

Job Title: __________________

3

Focus on Work Based Learning | APPLY
Job Title:
_________________
Directions:

● Technology
Resources
including videos,
apps, and other
software

● Collaborative
Resources

CONVENTIONAL
ENTERPRISING

____________________________
� Walking shelter
animals

Describe It: __________________
____________________________
____________________________

4

SOCIAL

Describe It: __________________

ARTISTIC
� Starting
a community
garden
REALISTIC
____________________________
74 EXTEND
| Focus
on Post-Secondary Training

● Leveled Instruction

● Professional
Development

75

each page, you will use the O*NET website to research jobs in each
Describe It:On
__________________
____________________________
Career Interest Cluster.
____________________________

Job Title: __________________

Focus on Job and Career Exploration | EXPLORE

17

Describe It: __________________
____________________________
____________________________

6 Student Books, 60 Consumable Workbooks

18

EXPLORE | Focus on Job and Career Exploration

In this Pre-ETS Solution, you will find the necessary resources to successfully
implement each of the five required activities as mandated by WIOA. Lessons are
leveled to engage students in meaningful learning through a blended approach of
print and technology. It includes the Pre-ETS Instructor’s Guide, 6 spiralbound
Student Books, 60 consumable Student Workbooks, the Assessment Manual,
GoWorksheet Maker and Assessment Plus iPad Apps, sample overlays, a flash
drive with the Student Books, PowerPoints for vocabulary and lesson content,
12 Complete Curricula
vocabulary worksheets, professional development resources, pre- and postIncluded in the Solution Plus
assessments, and lesson worksheets pulled directly from several of Attainment’s
transition resources. Purchase this Pre-ETS Solution to fully meet WIOA federal law, with lesson topics coming from the recommendations for
Pre-Employment Transition Services through WIOA’s Technical Assistance Center (WINTAC).
The Pre-ETS Solution Plus provides lessons specific to each of the five WIOA required activities. Each lesson plan includes an instructor’s script,
objectives, step-by-step plans, and collaborative resources to fulfill the requirements of WIOA. These lessons engage students in meaningful learning
to support independent adult living and employment. Lessons are leveled to meet the needs of all learners. Each lesson plan is connected to student
worksheets, pictorial instruction, software, apps, and videos.
Implementation of the Pre-ETS Solution Plus will ensure that all students will complete the five required activities as part of Pre-Employment
Transition Services in the federal WIOA regulations. To make the Pre-ETS Solution Plus accessible for all students, we’ve included interactive
GoWorksheet App activities on the iPad and samples of communication overlays. The Assessment Plus App provides further support for
teachers to enter data electronically.
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Pre-ETS Assessment Package
Attainment Company has the solution for implementation of WIOA
Money Management and Financial Literacy
Emerging

Developing

Must know 5 of 8 in
this column to advance
to the next level.

Banking

Must know 6 of 9 in
this column to advance
to the next level.

Can match the definition
and word for bank.

Demonstrates
understanding of how
to open a checking or
savings account.

Money is automatically
deposited into their
Demonstrates
account set up by
understanding of
family or another adult.
Pre-ETS 1 PrePost-Assessment
how and
to make
in-person
withdrawals and deposits.
Consumer
Awareness

Ch
#

Knowledge Before
1

Can identify or match
wants vs. needs 1
to
specific items/services.

2

2

3

Objective

Can record banking
transactions (either
checking or savings).
Can read monthly
bank statements.

Pre-ETS Assessment

Exceptional

Must know 6 of 6 in
this column to advance
to the next level.

Can balance a checkbook.
Can contribute to a regular
savings program.

Package

Can budget for expenses
and allowance for more
than one month.

1

2

3

3

Student can describe how to write interview questions for a guest speaker.

4

Student can identify their vocational-related skills.

6
7

$149.00

Package: Pre-ETS Assessment Manual, AT Profile,
USB flash drive, and Assessment Plus iPad App.

4

Student can recognize barriers that may challenge them when obtaining nontraditional jobs.

5

PRE-A10J

Knowledge After

4

Can identify one way to
Can define credit cards,
Understands buying on
Student
can identify theirloan,
interests
and how that relates to credit,
employment.
save money
on purchases.
financing.
loans, interest, and
late payment penalties.
Understands the difference
Knows how to clip and
Student
can
identify the use
six career
interest areas based on the Holland Codes.
between “sale
price”
and
coupons.
“regular price.”
Demonstrates
Student can identify traditional
and nontraditional jobs associated with the six career
comparison shopping.
interest areas.

Score

Pre-ETS: Assessment Manual

Proficient

Must know 7 of 11 in
this column to advance
to the next level.

Can demonstrate
understanding of how
to use an ATM card.




Student can recognize the vocational skills related to in-demand industries.
Student can list activities that can develop their vocational skills.

ASSESSMENTS INCLUDE

Student can list career student organizations.

Pre-ETS 4 • Independent Living Assessment 200

Student can ﬁnd speciﬁc career student organizations in their school or community.

Student can describe an experience with a guest speaker and determine if those jobs would
be a possible future career.

Pre-ETS: Assessment Manual

● Vocational Interest
Inventory

Pre-ETS 1 Pre- and Post-Assessment 262

● Work-Relevant
Skills
Pre-ETS Assessment Manual with sample pages

AT Profile with sample pages

The Assessment Manual includes formative and summative assessments that cover
the WIOA five required activities. The assessments provide valuable information to
support the lesson plans in the Pre-Employment Transition Solution and Solution Plus.

● Independent
Living Skills

● My Travel Journey
● Supported
Employment Skills
● Learning Style
Assessment
● Self-Determination

● Travel Journey
Assessment

The Pre-ETS Assessment Package also includes the AT Profile Book to help you organize your AT tool usage for individual students across
multiple locations, to help determine the effectiveness of AT interventions, and to provide information for IEP teams.
Assessments found in the package will also be available digitally with the Assessment Plus iPad App. This app is an instructor utility that
allows you to import any assessment or data collection form and digitize it!

Attainment Academy

Earn CEUs with this Online Professional Development Series
Two self-paced courses offer video instruction,
web-based resources, activities to practice
concepts learned, and quizzes after each topic and unit. An end-of-course assessment
is included to determine content mastery. Completion of each course provides two
CEUs from the University of Wisconsin-Whitewater. The course will provide key
concepts, resources, and examples of the best practices in transition and employment.
You will receive evidence-based materials and information from years of research by
Dr. Paul Wehman in the field of transition and employment.

From School to Adulthood
Transition Planning for Youth with Disabilities
A comprehensive overview of the transition planning process to assist students
to reach their vision for the future. Unit topics include transition planning,
person-centered planning, self-determination, community resources, going to
work and college, life skills, and developing the Transition IEP.

Going to Work
Pathway to Employment for Youth with Disabilities
An overview of the pathways to employment for people with disabilities who have
historically been unemployed. Unit topics include key employment issues, employer
connections, internships and apprenticeships, supported employment, customized
employment, and post-secondary education.

1-800-327-4269

1–10

Attainment Academy
pricing for multiple
user licenses

$199.00 per license

11–25

$179.00 per license

26–49

$159.00 per license

50–100*

$139.00 per license

* Call for quantities over 100
Each user license includes: 2 CEUs (Continuing
Education Units); 6 units, dozens of topics, practice
exercises, quizzes, and assessments; access to an
expert panel on WIOA; bi-monthly webinars hosted
by specialists in the field.

Attainment Academy:
From School to Adulthood

1 License

AAF-10J

$199.00

Attainment Academy:
Going to Work

1 License

AAG-10J

$199.00
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Explore Personal Care
Activities include basics like brushing teeth and
getting along with friends
By Don Bastian, Tom Kinney, and Autumn Garza

Software

Activity
Cards
Personal
Care

Wash your face

Personal
Care

Floss your teeth

iPad App

Explore Personal Care teaches a wide range of independent living skills by
focusing on a manageable number of activities: 35 for women, 31 for men. This
blended curriculum seamlessly integrates print materials with video and software.

GRADES 6—12
Explore Personal Care

Introductory Kit

EX-P12J

$299.00

Classroom Kit

EX-P22J

$529.00

Survival Guide
& Cards for Women

EX-PW01J

$42.00

Survival Guide
& Cards for Men

EX-PM01J

$42.00

Introductory Kit: 2 Survival Guides with Activity Cards,
one for women, one for men; activity card holder; DVD;
Teacher’s Manual with a PDF on disc and a Classroom
License for printouts; Personal Success Software.
Classroom Kit: 8 Survival Guides with Activity Cards,
four for women, four for men; two activity card holders;
and all other items in the Introductory Kit. Extra Student
Books also sold separately.

The print component features two gender-specific Survival Guide books with corresponding sets of Activity Cards. Activities are presented in
a consistent sequence: photo preview, vocabulary, facts, step-by-step illustrations, and helpful tips. Activity Cards help students create and
follow personal routines. The Teacher’s Manual includes lesson plans, activity performance checklists, sample Survival Guide pages, and
quick reference codes linked to the Personal Care Videos. The 19 video segments (on DVD or via online access) present the big ideas in the
curriculum like Taking Care of Your Smile and Being Social and Safe. Personal Success Software melds the Survival Guides with the videos
into easy-to-navigate multimedia programs.

Living on Your Own

GRADES 6—12

Activities like setting the table and living with roommates
By Don Bastian and Tom Kinney

A wide range of housekeeping activities and related interpersonal skills are
taught in this curriculum. The heavily illustrated Survival Guide features
vocabulary, step-by-step activity sequences, comprehension quizzes, and
photo essays featuring 34 activities.

Living on Your Own

Introductory Kit

LYO-11J

$159.00

Classroom Kit

LYO-21J

$329.00

Survival Guide

LYO-01J

$39.00

Reader

LYO-R01J

$29.00

Introductory Kit: Survival Guide, a Reader, and
Lesson Plans with a PDF on disc and Classroom
License for printouts.
Classroom Kit: 8 Survival Guides, two Readers,
and Lesson Plans with a PDF disc and Classroom
License for printouts. The Survival Guide and Reader
are also sold separately.

Living on Your Own Reader is an engaging, photo-illustrated novella with characters about to graduate from high school. It deals with
basic transition issues such as finding a job, having relationships, and living independently. Each chapter ends with a set of comprehension
activities: Vocabulary Quiz, Emotion Word Quiz, and Sequence of Events.
Lesson Plans provide topic narratives, student objectives, teacher scripts, and a PDF disc that includes the Survival Guide, Reader, and
Activity Assessment Forms.
The 34 Video segments on DVD are also available through online streaming. Each segment corresponds to a Living on Your Own activity.
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Health Advocacy

GRADES 6—12

Adolescents and adults with developmental disabilities
learn to make good health decisions

Health Advocacy

By Steve Holburn, PhD, BCBA; Christine D. Cea, PhD; and Anne Gordon, MSEd

Introductory Kit

HAP-12J

$179.00

Classroom Kit

HAP-22J

$329.00

Student Workbook

HAP-01J

$34.00

Introductory Kit: Health Advocacy Program book,
Supporting Healthy Lifestyles guide, Making Healthy
Choices Student Workbook, PDF on disc with a
Classroom License for printouts, and staff training DVD.
Classroom Kit: 8 Making Healthy Choices Student
Workbooks, plus all other items in the Introductory Kit.
Extra Student Workbooks also sold separately.

Health Advocacy Program consists of 20 one-hour lessons, each with teacher scripts for discussions and hands-on activities with
student worksheets. Covers healthy eating, exercise, relationships, sexuality, stress, and medical issues like high blood pressure, diabetes,
and depression. The staff DVD shows the program in action. Supporting Healthy Lifestyles is an objective-based tutorial to help educators
teach health topics to older students with developmental disabilities. The Making Healthy Choices Workbook enhances the health and
well-being of learners in the Health Advocacy Program. It has numerous handouts from the other books in the program, includes activities
to improve student health, helps students make and achieve personal health goals, and targets parental involvement. Each lesson has fun
activities for the classroom and home, a health knowledge question, and a page for jotting down health notes.
The ultimate goal of the Health Advocacy Curriculum is to teach participants how to be their own health advocates. Extensively field
tested by the authors in New York City adult service agencies. See our website for the published research results.

GRADES 6—12
GRADES 5–12
Learn
Health,
Growth & Development About Life
Comprehensive health curriculum for students in
grades 5–12 who read at a 2nd-grade level or below
By Laura Breault

By Don Bastian

Text is adapted with Boardmaker® symbols
and simplified language so struggling readers
can understand content. Incorporates full-color
illustrations on laminated, reusable pages. You
can also print additional copies from the PDF
disc. Great for one-on-one, small group, or
full-class instruction.
The 11 lessons cover personal hygiene, body
changes during puberty, wellness, physiology,
sexuality, and good touch/bad touch. They
feature quizzes in multiple formats embedded
throughout each lesson. Includes PDF on disc
with a Classroom License for printouts.

Health, Growth & Development

Curriculum

1-800-327-4269

An illustrated, skills-based sex education
and social skills program

HG-01J

$29.00

An illustrated sexual education
and social skills program with
candid graphics and simple
text. The Instructor’s Guide
has six chapters covering
topics like puberty and
relationships. Forty lessons
expand on the information in the
booklets and provide objectives
and teaching suggestions. Student
Resources feature six illustrated
booklets. Cover-up stickers let you
edit material.

Learn About Life

Curriculum

LAL-10J

$99.00
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Social Skills at School: Elementary
Updated with full color & consumable workbooks

GRADES K—5

By Tom & Judi Kinney, MS
48

dealing with conflicts
student page

four

riding the bus
teacher guidelines

three

waiting for the bus
teacher guidelines
Too often children arrive at school feeling angry or sad because of interactions that happened while waiting
for the school bus. Often the pick-up location is unsupervised and conflicts can arise there. Some students
come to school upset over something that happened waiting for the bus, while others have problems at
this time of the day because they do not understand how to have appropriate conversations. Some can be
impulsive and have problems standing still or knowing how to control an overactive nervous system, and
their difficult start to the school day can present problems for the classroom teacher.

period _______________________________________________

The student will ride the bus each day and comply with the rules.
1. S will greet the bus driver after boarding the bus.

Benchmarks

3. S will remain in the bus seat until it stops at the school.

student name ___________________________________
___________________________________________________________

self-talk story

I don’t want to get into an argument or fight with other kids but it’s hard not to. I try to ignore these
situations but sometimes that plan doesn’t work. I talked to my teacher and decided to use another plan. I
will try it and if it doesn’t work I can talk to my teacher about another plan. I will keep trying until I find one
that works.

2. S will walk to a seat and sit down. (Will buckle a seatbelt on buses that have them.)

1. Upon arriving at the bus stop, S will wait in the designated area.

49

compromising
student page

4. S will converse with other children using appropriate topics and voice volume.

2. S will verbally greet the children who are waiting there.

5. After the bus arrives at school, S will check for belongings and walk off the bus, respecting other
children’s body spaces.

3. S will greet children who come later as they arrive.
4. S will interact, keeping to socially-appropriate topics.
5. When the bus arrives, S will wait patiently to get on the bus without pushing or crowding the other children.

Problem checklist
Students may need to practice how to greet other children. Sometimes it is appropriate to say, “Hi!” or nod
one’s head. If there is a group of children not willing to reciprocate the social greeting then learning how to
maintain a prudent distance from the group, to avoid future conflicts may need to be a priority.
Teaching children how to begin a social conversation may need to be included in order for a child to learn
the benchmarks which lead to the mastery of the objective. A conversation can start as simply as, “Hi (the
person’s name), did you see the football game on TV last night?”
Learning to line up and to wait without pushing or complaining is important in order to board the bus in
an orderly fashion. Some children need to be taught how to do this because they have difficulty being
crowded by others.
For children with a severe disability it could be beneficial to have a student friend to help model the rules
for waiting for the bus. For really difficult situations the teacher may have to advocate having an adult
supervisor to prevent problems from occurring. In rare situations, an alternate pick-up stop may have to be
assigned for the child having extreme difficulty.

Teacher’s script
Say, “It’s fun to wait at the bus stop for your friends to take the bus to school together. When you
arrive, greet the kids who are there and when others arrive, greet them too. Talk about appropriate
things with the other students and try to avoid arguments. When the bus arrives, wait patiently to get
on without pushing others.”

Social Skills at
School: Elementary

teacher _____________________________________________

learning to
avoid conflicts

Objective

The student will be able to wait for and board the school bus according to school rules.

M

Problem checklist

T

W

TH

F

self-monitoring checklist

In adult working situations, coworkers who ignore others are perceived as having poor social skills or as
being just plain rude. It’s no different with children. In order to develop appropriate social skills, students
need to practice them early and repeatedly. Teaching children to make a simple greeting of adults, such as
the bus driver, encourages better social interactions. For children who are shy, a simple smile and nod is an
adequate starting point.

1. I know what the conflict is.

Bus rides can be long. Children who have difficulty sitting still may need to learn to read a book, listen
to music on headphones, or just squeeze a small ball in their pocket to keep from jumping up and down
in the seat.

5. If it doesn’t work, I make another plan.

date __________________________________________________

2. I try to see the other person’s side.

setting ______________________________________________
teacher _____________________________________________
period _______________________________________________

M

T

W

TH

F

student name ___________________________________

learning to
compromise

my story

self-talk story

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

For students who harass others or are being harassed, a plan must be developed to help eliminate this behavior.

At recess I am practicing my skills so I can be better at my favorite game. I try to play other games too
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
because my friends might have different favorite games than I do. When we play a game together, I try to
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
share the ball and play by the rules of the game. I know I have to share my favorite position, because other
kids like to play it too. I remember to congratulate my friends and other kids for playing a good game.
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Teacher’s script
Say, “When you get on the bus, greet the driver with respect as you would any adult, and take your seat. If it
has a seatbelt, buckle in. You can have fun on the bus, but stay in your seat and talk in a normal voice. When
you arrive at school, make sure you have all your things.”
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Social SKILLS at School: ELEMENTARY

M

T

W

TH

self-monitoring checklist

F

1. I know why I need to compromise.

four • riding the bus

SS-E10J

$149.00

Curriculum Plus

SS-E30J

$199.00

___________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

In rare incidents while a child is learning the skills of riding a bus, an adult may need to supervise.

Curriculum

time ___________________________________________________

3. I talk about the conflict with someone.
4. I make and follow a plan to deal with it.

Some children may need to have an assigned seat or sit with an older child to help monitor themselves and
to avoid excessive teasing.

Teacher's Guide
three • waiting for the bus

time ___________________________________________________
setting ______________________________________________

The ride on the school bus can provide many opportunities for children to act out and cause conflict.
The driver has to spend most of his energy concentrating on the traffic and does not have the time or
resources to mediate conflicts between children. This ride can set the tone for how the school day will
proceed for individual students. Those who get off of the bus angry or defiant can change the mood of the
entire classroom for that day. Teaching children how to monitor their own behavior in these unsupervised
situations is not an easy task.

Benchmarks

Objective

22

date __________________________________________________

Narrative

Narrative

23

2. I try to see the other person’s side.
3. I talk to the person about it.

Social SKILLS at School: ELEMENTARY

4. I help the other person make a plan.
5. I follow the plan.

M

T

W

TH

F

my story
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Student Book

six • peer relationships
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The updated Social Skills at School: Elementary is a perfect social skills program
for elementary students with autism, intellectual, or behavioral disabilities. This
new version now comes with five components: Card Set, a DVD, Teacher’s Guide,
Student Book, and consumable Student Workbook. Each skill in the Teacher’s
Guide provides teacher guidelines that include an objective with five benchmarks,
a problem-solving checklist, and a script for teachers to follow when reviewing the
skill with students. The Student Book, and new consumable Student Workbook,
now updated in full color, provides a self-monitoring page so students can easily
track their social progress. Social Skills at School Cards illustrate 50 typical, daily
social skills in school scenarios with five easy steps to follow.

Curriculum: Teacher’s Guide with flash drive, Student
Book, consumable Student Workbook, a DVD, and
1 card set.
Curriculum Plus: The Curriculum plus a total of 10
consumable Student Workbooks, the GoWorksheet
Maker iPad App, corresponding GoWorksheet
activities, and samples of communication overlays.

SAMPLE SOCIAL SKILLS

● Transitions

● Special events

● Classroom

● Peer relationships

● Breaks

Explore Social Skills

Provides step-by-step instruction on important skills
By Judi Kinney, MS

GRADES 6—12

Walking to School
self-talk
story
Walking to
School

Explore Social Skills

I walk to school every day. I remember to stay on
the sidewalks, watch for people in front of me,
and greet friends when I see them. I avoid sending
text messages on my phone while walking so I can
watch for people and cars. I cross the street at the

1

crosswalks, look for cars, and stay in the crosswalks.
I try to get to school as quickly as possible.

steps

10

1

I stay on the sidewalks.

2

I greet my friends.

3

I look for moving cars before crossing the street.

4

I use crosswalks and traffic lights.

5

I avoid sending text messages while crossing the street.

6

I get to school before the bell rings.

2

3

I stay on the
sidewalks.

I greet my friends.

I look for moving
cars before
crossing the
street.

Explore Social Skills
Walking to School

Video Modeling DVD

Software

11

Curriculum

ESS-10J

$279.00

Curriculum Plus

ESS-30J

$499.00

Curriculum: Student Book, a consumable Student
Workbook, Card Set, DVD, Teacher’s Manual with a PDF
on disc and a Classroom License for printouts, and the
Social Success Software.
Curriculum Plus: The Curriculum plus a total of 10
consumable Student Workbooks, the GoWorksheet
Maker iPad App, a set of corresponding GoWorksheet
Cardoverlays.
Set
activities, and samples of communication

Card Set

This curriculum focuses on 50 important skills through video modeling, photo-based directions, and role playing. A teacher monitored, selfassessment procedure keeps students engaged in the process.
The Card Set has 50 cards. The card front features a photo with the name of the skill like Getting Ready for School. Inside, each skill has five
steps with clear and concise photos. On the back, a “self-talk story” provides a skill attainment strategy. The Student Book consists of larger
versions of the cards, with self-monitoring checklists for each of the 50 skills. The Teacher’s Manual includes narratives, objectives, teacher
scripts, and role play activities. An assessment with all 50 skills helps you organize instruction. The manual also provides 27 supplemental skills,
like Respecting Friends. The Video Modeling DVD demonstrates each social skill step by step with age-appropriate actors. The Social Success
Software combines the Student Book with the videos into an easy-to-navigate, interactive program.
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Explore Social Skills 2

GRADES 6—12

Emotions, facial expressions, and behaviors

Explore Social Skills 2

By Pat Crissey, MS

Introductory Kit

ESS-210J

$99.00

Classroom Kit

ESS-220J

$279.00

Introductory Kit: Student Book and an Instructor’s
Guide with a PDF on disc and a Classroom License
for printouts.
Classroom Kit: 8 Student Books plus Instructor’s Guide
with disc. Extra Student Books also sold separately.

Understanding how other people feel is difficult for many students, especially those with autism. Author Pat Crissey tackles this issue head-on
by linking emotions with facial expressions and teaching their recognition step by step. Includes a photo-illustrated Student Book and an easyto-implement Instructor’s Guide.
The Student Book has five progressive chapters: Understanding Emotions, Basic Facial Expressions, Variations and Intensity of Emotions,
Other Facial Expressions, and Putting It All Together. Students are presented with social situations to explore emotional states: Are they happy
or sarcastic? How angry would you feel? Activities are heavily illustrated and written at a third-grade reading level.
The Instructor’s Guide provides clear lesson plans, easy-to-administer assessments, and additional activities that expand Student Book
content. All student materials and assessments are included on the PDF disc.

Smile & Succeed
for Teens

Help teens achieve social success in life
By Kirt Manecke

Smile & Succeed for Teens is a simple,
practical approach to help teens achieve
social success at home, work, school, and
in the community. The award-winning
Student Book offers the fastest, easiest
way for students to improve people
skills and confidence, prepare for a job,
collaborate with others, be prepared for
tasks/assignments, and get a head start
in their careers.

GRADES 6—12

The Teaching Guide provides easy-tofollow lesson plans. The practice activities and reproducibles enable
students to demonstrate their social skills. This valuable teaching
guide generates immediate results for success in school, life, work,
and the community. Teens will master essential social skills, prepare
for jobs, collaborate, and communicate effectively, while being
prepared for each task.

Smile & Succeed for Teens

Introductory Kit

SMI-10J

$45.00

Classroom Kit

SMI-20J

$99.00

Introductory Kit: Student Book and a Teacher’s Guide.
Classroom Kit: 8 Student Books plus one Instructor’s Guide.

1-800-327-4269

Acting Out Social Skills:
Beyond the Basics
Prepare students for social interaction challenges
commonly found at work

GRADES 6—12

By June Stride, EdD

Students role play, analyze, and discuss seven
work-related dilemmas as viewed from the
perspective of three different characters. The
Student Book is organized theatrically with
settings, actors, and scenes. Student activities
focus on emotions, behaviors, and alternative
methods to resolve social problems. The
Teacher’s Guide includes a Student Book
with all the worksheets completed.

Acting Out Social Skills

Introductory Kit

AOS-08J

$79.00

Classroom Kit

AOS-20J

$199.00

Introductory Kit: Student Book and a Teacher’s Guide
with a PDF disc of the Student Book and Classroom
License for printouts.
Classroom Kit: 8 Student Books plus one Teacher’s
Guide with a PDF disc. Extra Student Books also
sold separately.
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Explore Your Community
Teach a wide range of independent living skills
by focusing on 24 community-oriented lessons
By Don Bastian, Marcy Weiland, and David Nelson

GRADES 6—12

Explore Your Community

Step-by-step Video

Curriculum

EYC-10J

$249.00

Curriculum Plus

EYC-30J

$499.00

Curriculum: Student Book, consumable Student
Workbook, DVD, Instructor’s Guide with a PDF disc, a
Classroom License for printouts, and the Community
Success Software.
Curriculum Plus: The Curriculum plus a total of 10
consumable Student Workbooks, the GoWorksheet
Maker iPad App, a set of corresponding GoWorksheet
activities, and samples of communication overlays.

LESSON SEQUENCE

● Anticipatory
activity

● 2-page essay

Software

Social skills screen from
Standing in Line

● Photo sequence

● Comprehension
activity
● Community-based
extension

Story screen from Riding in a Car

iPad App

Anticipatory Activity

● Social skill training

Essay

Photo Sequence

Social Skill Training

Comprehension Exercise

This comprehensive program covers the basics like Operating an Elevator and Dining in a Fast Food Restaurant, as well as Riding the Bus
and Asking for Help.
Explore Your Community is a blended curriculum, seamlessly integrating print materials with video, software, and an iPad app. This blended
approach increases student engagement while helping you teach students with varying abilities and learning preferences.
The print component features a heavily illustrated Student Book with problem solving and comprehension quizzes. Activities are presented
in a consistent sequence: anticipatory questions, vocabulary, two-page essay, step-by-step photos, and activity-specific social skills.
The Instructor’s Guide includes lesson plans, student performance checklists, community extension activities, and role play scenarios.
The 24 video segments on DVD present each activity step by step with narrators highlighting important points and relevant social skills.
The Community Success Software melds the Student Book with videos for easy-to-navigate multimedia programs.
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3rd
Edition

Stepping Out

GRADES 6—12

Use community-based instruction to help students
learn a balanced blend of skills
id card worksheet

Stepping Out

where do i need my id?

By Ilene M. Schwartz and Megan Best

Materials
Supplies

Cues
Assistive
Technology
Suggestions

2.

Directions: Choose the correct answer(s).

1.

PRICE:

(

Phone:

(

YES

Zip:

)

)
–

money

4.

a jacket

Riding the bus?

Last

First

YES

Date of Birth:

MI

Home Phone:

NO

City/State/Zip:

transportation

pictures

5.

Work Phone:

E-Mail Address:

information
Riding the subway?

Sex:

3. I can use my ID card when going to places in _______________________________.

Cell Phone:

Male

Employed:

Female

Full-Time

Marital Status:

YES

Single

Part-Time

NO

Married

Retired

Not Working

Divorced

Name of Spouse:

school
getting ready to step out
2
4. I can use my ID card to call _______________________________.

PRICE:

the community

my house

my friends

my family

EMERGENCY CONTACT INFORMATION
my steps into the community
Name:

Name:

PRICE:

TOTAL
PRICE
WITH
TIP:

TIP:

20%

PRICE TIP PRICE TIP

TIP:

TOTAL PRICE:

15%

20%

PRICE TIP

PRICE TIP

$5.00 .75

13.00 1.95 $5.00 1.00 13.00 2.60 $5.00 1.25 13.00 3.25

6.00

14.00 2.10

6.00

.90

14.00 2.10

PRICE TIP PRICE TIP

PRICE TIP

6.00 1.20 14.00 2.80 6.00 1.50 14.00 3.50

7.00 1.05 15.00 2.25

7.00 1.40 15.00 3.00

1.75 15.00 3.75

7.00 1.05 15.00 2.25

7.00 1.40 15.00 3.00

8.00 1.20 16.00 2.40

8.00 1.60 16.00 3.20 8.00 2.00 16.00 4.00

8.00 1.20 16.00 2.40

8.00 1.60 16.00 3.20 8.00 2.00 16.00 4.00

9.00 1.35 17.00 2.55

9.00 1.80 17.00 3.40 9.00 2.25 17.00 4.25

9.00 1.35 17.00 2.55

9.00 1.80 17.00 3.40 9.00 2.25 17.00 4.25

7.00

7.00

1.75 15.00 3.75

11.00 1.65 19.00 2.85 11.00 2.20 19.00 3.80 11.00 2.75 19.00 4.75

11.00 1.65 19.00 2.85 11.00 2.20 19.00 3.80 11.00 2.75 19.00 4.75

12.00 1.80 20.00 3.00 12.00 2.40 20.00 4.00 12.00 3.00 20.00 5.00

12.00 1.80 20.00 3.00 12.00 2.40 20.00 4.00 12.00 3.00 20.00 5.00

getting ready to step out • tip calculator cue

Relationship:
Home Phone:

Work Phone:

Work Phone:

the movie theater

5. I can give my ID card to a safe adult in _______________________________.

10.00 1.50 18.00 2.70 10.00 2.00 18.00 3.60 10.00 2.50 18.00 4.50

10.00 1.50 18.00 2.70 10.00 2.00 18.00 3.60 10.00 2.50 18.00 4.50

Relationship:

25%

PRICE TIP

13.00 1.95 $5.00 1.00 13.00 2.60 $5.00 1.25 13.00 3.25
6.00 1.20 14.00 2.80 6.00 1.50 14.00 3.50

PRICE TIP

Home Phone:

$

PRICES AND TIP PERCENTAGES

25%

PRICE TIP

$5.00 .75

INSURANCE INFORMATION
Insurance Carrier:

facilitator’s Guide

16

getting ready to step out

Policy Number:

37

my steps into the community

getting ready to step out

my steps into the community

17

911

stepping out

tip calculator cue • getting ready to step out

my house

an emergency

facilitator’s Guide

my steps into the community

38

getting ready to step out

3

my steps into the community

getting ready to step out

Curriculum

ST-10J

$199.00

Curriculum Plus

ST-30J

$299.00

StepPad

ST-P05J

$49.00

Curriculum: Student Workbook, 2 consumable
Workbooks (Book 1 and Book 2), Facilitator’s Guide
with flash drive, the StepPad, cue cards with convenient
pocket book, and related outing overlays.
Curriculum Plus: The Curriculum plus a total of
20 consumable Student Workbooks (10 copies of Workbook
1 and 10 copies of Workbook 2), the GoWorksheet Maker
iPad App, a set of corresponding GoWorksheet activities,
the GoVisual iPad App with 2 sample outing videos, and
sample communication overlays.

New Patient Form
Name:

Address:

Tip percentage

PRICE:

TOTAL PRICE:

PRICES AND TIP PERCENTAGES
PRICE TIP

Dr. Jane Smith

NO

–

)

2. I can use my ID card to give _______________________________ about me.

PRICE

Tip percentage

PRICE TIP

.90

State:

(

Cell Phone:

Date of Birth:

Medications, Medical Devices, Allergies, Other:

Insurance & Policy Number:

Doctor:

calculating the tip #2

$
Use the Calculating the Tip Worksheets #1–3 (pages 16–18 in the My Steps Workbook)
to practice using
the cue. Decide if participants will be calculating the tip using the formula or the Tip Calculating chart on the
back of the cue. Teach using the appropriate procedure.
15%

using my id card

ID CARD
City:
Home Phone:

Directions: Use your Tip Calculator Cue and a calculator to compute the tip for the

PRICE

NO

id card worksheet

tip calculator worksheet

tip calculator worksheet

YES

Directions: Use your ID Card to complete the form below.

At the bank?

Street:

bill. Choose to leave
a 15% or 20%
tip. Note:
Round up the
to the we need to tip using bill. Choose to leave a 15% or 20% tip. Note: Round up the amount to the
Hold up the Tip Calculator Cue. We are going to practice
finding
the
amount
ofamount
money
next dollar.
next dollar.
the Tip Calculator Cue and a calculator.
TIP Calculator Cue
TIP Calculator Cue
Use the enlarged Tip Calculator Cue to practice. Say, First, you must decide what percentage
you want to tip.
$
$
Most people leave 15%, 20%, or 25%. You get to choose based on how
good
the service was. Once you decide
X
X
% = TIP $
% = TIP $
what percentage you want to leave for the tip, you can use the Tip Calculator Cue to figure out how much
$
$
money the tip will be and the price of the total bill.
$
+
+$
TOTAL
PRICE
WITH
TIP:

3.

Name:

• Test: Now it is your turn to try it on your own! Have participants practice the skills independently. Use a
Say, Today, we are going to learn how to calculateleast
the tip.
A tip isprompt
extra money
youifgive
to the person
intrusive
hierarchy
participants
struggle with the sequence.
providing you a service if they were quick and helpful. Probe to see if participants can list types of services that
might require a tip (e.g., haircut, manicure, eating at a table-service restaurant, riding in a taxi or car service).

Directions: Use your Tip Calculator Cue and a calculator to compute the tip for the

NO

I will carry _______________________________ in my wallet at all times.

my ID card

Step 1: Introduce the Topic

the tip #1
Step 2: Teach Cues and RelatedCalculating
Worksheets

YES
At the laundromat?

how will i use my id card?

$

PRICE:

At the hair salon?

id card worksheet

TIP Calculator Cue

Calculating the tip using the formula:

• Model: I’ll show you how first. I need to write the total price
PRICE X
% = TIP $
• wallet
Tip percentage
of the bill on the first line. Model finding the price on the
• enlarged cue, page 218 of the Appendix
$
PRICE:
receipt, and write it in the correct box. Next, I will decide to tip
TOTAL
• calculator
TIP: + $
PRICE
15%. I will write 15% on the line and convert it to a decimal.
WITH
TIP:
$
TOTAL PRICE:
MY STEPS WORKBOOK15% equals 0.15. I will write that on the line. Continue
• Calculating the Tip modeling.
#1 (page 16)
Now I need to use my calculator to compute the
PRICES AND TIP PERCENTAGES
• Calculating the Tip tip.
#2 (page
I enter17)
the price by matching the numbers and the decimal
15%
20%
25%
PRICE TIP PRICE TIP PRICE TIP PRICE TIP PRICE TIP PRICE TIP
• Calculating the Tip point.
#3 (page
Then18)
I press the multiply button. It looks like an “X.”
$5.00 .75 13.00 1.95 $5.00 1.00 13.00 2.60 $5.00 1.25 13.00 3.25
I
enter
the
tip
percent
by
pushing
0.15,
and
then
I
press
the
6.00 .90 14.00 2.10 6.00 1.20 14.00 2.80 6.00 1.50 14.00 3.50
• Tip Calculator Cue
7.00 1.05 15.00 2.25 7.00 1.40 15.00 3.00 7.00 1.75 15.00 3.75
equals button. The answer on the calculator is the amount
8.00 1.20 16.00 2.40 8.00 1.60 16.00 3.20 8.00 2.00 16.00 4.00
needed for the tip. I will write it in the box. Model all steps for
9.00 1.35 17.00 2.55 9.00 1.80 17.00 3.40 9.00 2.25 17.00 4.25
Preprogrammed Devices:
10.00 1.50 18.00 2.70 10.00 2.00 18.00 3.60 10.00 2.50 18.00 4.50
the participants.
11.00 1.65 19.00 2.85 11.00 2.20 19.00 3.80 11.00 2.75 19.00 4.75
• How much is the bill?
12.00 1.80 20.00 3.00 12.00 2.40 20.00 4.00 12.00 3.00 20.00 5.00
• Lead: Let’s try it together. Let’s write the total price of the bill
• I will need some time to use my cue and
on the first line. Use a new worksheet and find the price with
calculator. Please wait.
the participants and write it in the boxes. Next, let’s decide
• How much does it cost including tip?
to tip 15%. Write 15% on the line and convert it to a decimal. 15% equals 0.15. Write that on the line.
• Thank you.
Complete the task with participants. Use the calculator to compute the tip. Enter the price by matching
the numbers and the decimal point. Press the multiply button. It looks like an “X.” Enter the tip percent
by pushing 0.15, and then press the equals button. The answer on the calculator is the amount needed
for the tip. Write it in the box. Complete all steps for the participants.

stepping out

1.

TIP CALCULATOR
CUE

Goal

Participant will
determine the tip as a
percentage of the
total
bill.
Teach
the cue using the model-lead-test procedure:

WORKSHEETS

Directions: Mark the correct answer.

5

Meet Cover Artist Barb Priem
 arb Priem is a local artist with a disability who we
B
commissioned to create the artwork used for Stepping Out.

Stepping Out is a comprehensive community-based instruction curriculum that includes a task analysis for 18
community outings, including grocery shopping, eating at restaurants, using the bank, and going to the movie theater.

StepPad also
sold separately

The included My Steps Workbook allows participants to practice prerequisite skills in the classroom before venturing out
into the community. The worksheets can be easily photocopied or printed from the USB flash drive. Many of the worksheets
in the workbook include an enhanced version that can be used with the GoWorksheet Maker iPad App.
When participants are ready to step out into the community, Stepping Out’s innovative cue system provides visual support for using money,
budgeting, transportation, and more! Twenty laminated cues are provided.
The StepPad and the Stepping Out with the StepPad overlays serve as additional support tools. The StepPad is a powerful, yet easy-to-use
device for people who have difficulty completing multi-step tasks independently. Directions that you record are played back in sequence, one
step at a time, to prompt the user on what to do next. The accompanying overlays with scripts contain an activity sequence for each outing.
The Facilitator’s Guide provides scripted lessons for teaching prerequisite skills for outings, the integration of cues, and a task analysis for
each of the 18 outings. Evidence-based strategies like model-lead-test and the system of least prompts are used throughout the curriculum.
Teaching procedures and sample role plays are also embedded in the teaching scripts. In addition, outing checklists/data sheets are provided
to assist in monitoring progress and promoting independence.
debit/credit card worksheet

identifying restroom signs
getting ready - write about it!

Directions: Look at the available balance on your credit card and decide if
there is enough money to buy the item.

Directions: Cut out the pictures or draw lines to match the sign to the correct category.

picture checklist

Outing 1 — using a public restroom

What do I need to take with me?

Directions: Choose the items you will need to take with you to the restroom.

1. Your credit card has an available balance of $50.00. Can you buy a TV for $155.45
(including tax)?

1.

YES

outing 1 — using a public restroom

outing 1 — using a public restroom

budgeting with a credit card

NO

2. Your credit card has an available balance of $35.00. Can you buy a coffee for $4.25

_________________________________________________________________________________

2.

_________________________________________________________________________________

3.

_________________________________________________________________________________

4.

_________________________________________________________________________________

1.

Find your restroom.

2.

Wait for an empty stall or urinal.

3.

Enter the stall or urinal.

4.

Use the restroom.

5.

Flush the toilet until it is clear.

6.

Button and zip your clothing.

7.

Wash and dry your hands.

8.

Leave the restroom with all your belongings.

(including tax)?

YES

5.

_________________________________________________________________________________

6.

_________________________________________________________________________________

NO

ID CARD
Name:
Street:
City:

State:

Home Phone:

(

Cell Phone:

(

Zip:

)

)
–

Date of Birth:

–

Medications, Medical Devices, Allergies, Other:

Insurance & Policy Number:

Doctor:

3. Your credit card has an available balance of $40.00. Can you buy a meal for $13.32

Phone:

(including tax)?

YES

my steps into the community

(

)

wallet

sanitary supplies

ID card

ear buds

cell phone

hairbrush

backpack

makeup

piano

detergent

markers

NO

getting ready to step out

24

1-800-327-4269

23

getting ready to step out

My Steps into the community
my steps into the community

magazine/book
unit 1 • personal needs • outing 1
25

26

unit 1 • personal needs • outing 1

My Steps into the community

unit 1 • personal needs • outing 1

27

My Steps into the community
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Read to Learn Book Library
A comprehensive language arts curriculum for
transition-age students

GRADES 6—12

Read to Learn Book Library

RTL-P08J		$499.00

Includes all titles listed to the left.

Student Reader Title
Focus on Feelings
Life Skill Readers
Safety Skills Reader
Social Story Readers
Self-Determination
Do the Right Thing
Connections
Dynamite Emotions

Photo
illustrated

Graphic
novel style

✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

Stories

Pages

19

164

40

290

26

162

16

90

16

132

25

155

36

216

6

52

Instructor’s
Guide

✔
✔
✔
✔

Pages

277
172
216
155

PDF

✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

The complete library includes eight unique Student Readers and
four corresponding Teacher’s Guides for a total of 184 stories!
Each reader features age-appropriate life skill themes with heavily
illustrated text and student activity/assessment pages. A PDF on
disc is provided for each title so you can print out Student Readers
and activity pages.

Read to Learn titles sold separately
on pgs. 78–79
Introductory Kits include 1 Student Reader, 1 Teacher’s Guide
(if available), a PDF disc with a Classroom License for printouts,
plus multimedia software on a disc. Classroom Kits include a total
of 8 Student Readers plus all other items in the Introductory Kit.

Read to Learn Combo
Three transition-themed books with software

GRADES 6—12

Read to Learn Combo

RTL-BL10J		$229.00
Three books with PDFs, and corresponding software.

Includes Safety Skills Reader, Life Skill Readers, and Focus on Feelings books
plus corresponding software and iPad apps. Books feature illustrations, simplified
text, vocabulary identification, and comprehension exercises. PDFs on disc allow
book content to be printed for classroom use. In the Software, all text is spoken
and highlighted as it’s read. Readers can select any word to hear it pronounced. Results
from comprehension exercises are stored in individual student files and can be printed.
Both software and app allow unlimited users, each with customizable settings.

Life Skill Readers
Features contemporary life skill themes in an easy-to-read,
photo-illustrated format. Presents 40 stories in six content
areas: Community, Personal, School, Signs, Transportation,
and Work. Each story is three to seven pages with study
questions. Kits include software.

Focus on Feelings
Features 19 photo-illustrated stories to help readers recognize
how people feel during common life experiences. Stories have
simplified text, emotion photos, and comprehension exercises
with an emotions dictionary. Kits include software.

78

Windows

Mac

iOS

+

+

+

Android

When applicable, please specify platform
preference with your order. Buy from the Store, or
buy directly from us to receive an access code to
redeem via the new Attainment Hub (see pg. 67 for
details). Disc available for backup or installation
upon request. Call for quantities over 5.

Book

Life Skill Readers
LSR-00J

$34.00

Introductory Kit

LSR-15J

$129.00

Classroom Kit

LSR-25J

$299.00

Book

Focus on Feelings
FF-00J

$34.00

Introductory Kit

FF-15J

$129.00

Classroom Kit

FF-25J

$299.00

info@AttainmentCompany.com

additional options for software on www.attainmentcompany.com

Safety Skills Reader
Explore important home, community, personal, and recreational
safety issues. Graphic novel style drawings illustrate 26 stories
written at a third-grade reading level. Focuses on everyday
concerns like internet use, pedestrian travel, and sports
involvement. Stories end with study questions and basic
vocabulary definitions. Kits include software.

Social Story Readers
Teach reading comprehension with 16 short stories that
focus on common social issues. Ideal for older students
reading at a second-grade level or below. The Student
Reader presents the short stories in a graphic novel
style. The Instructor’s Guide features the 16 stories
plus student activity pages. Kits include software.

Self-Determination Readers
Explore transition issues in an illustrated, short-story
format. The Student Reader includes 16 stories, each
with student activity pages. The Teacher’s Guide features
additional activities that vary in difficulty and content
so you can select the right one for each student. Kits
include software.

Book

SFR-00J

$34.00

Introductory Kit

SFR-15J

$129.00

Classroom Kit

SFR-25J

$299.00

Social Story Readers

Student Book

SSR-01J

$34.00

Introductory Kit

SSR-15J

$159.00

Classroom Kit

SSR-25J

$329.00

Self-Determination Readers
Student Book

SDR-01J

$34.00

Introductory Kit

SDR-15J

$159.00

Classroom Kit

SDR-25J

$329.00

Do the Right Thing
Students read about and analyze community-based
social situations using an illustrated, short-story
format. Includes a Student Reader and a Teacher’s
Guide titled Social Competency in the Community.
Kits include software.

Do the Right Thing

Student Book

DRT-01J

$34.00

Introductory Kit

DRT-15J

$159.00

Classroom Kit

DRT-25J

$329.00

Connections in the Workplace
Explore relevant on-the-job social situations in an
illustrated, short-story format. The Student Reader
includes 36 stories, each with an activity page and
vocabulary exercises. The Teacher’s Guide provides
additional worksheets that assess comprehension,
vocabulary, and social skills. Kits include software.

Connections in
the Workplace

Student Book

CON-01J

$34.00

Introductory Kit

CON-15J

$159.00

Classroom Kit

CON-25J

$329.00

Dynamite Emotions
Six stories with young adult characters who experience social
or emotional challenges with family, friends, or coworkers.
Stories explore the feelings of each character and provide
resolutions to disputes or conflicts. Begins with an illustrated
mini-dictionary of 28 feelings. Each page features a dynamic,
graphic novel style drawing. Kits include software.

1-800-327-4269

Safety Skills Reader

Book

Dynamite Emotions
TT-04J

$15.00

Introductory Kit

DEM-15J

$99.00

Classroom Kit

DEM-25J

$189.00
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Life Skills Curricula Series

GRADES 6—12

A comprehensive, hands-on life skill series with five
Instructor’s Guides and corresponding Student Materials

5 Instructor’s
Guides plus
a Cookbook

Life Skills Curricula Series

LSF-15J

$279.00

The Instructor’s Guides are self-contained,
spiralbound books with measurable objectives, lesson
plans, assessment forms, and reproducible, step-bystep activity illustrations. The Student Materials set
is a classroom-ready, hands-on complement to the
five Instructor’s Guides, featuring 624 laminated cue
cards and a handy Pocket Book. The multimedia
Picture Cue Dictionary Software matches the card
illustrations, combining text and speech with an easyto-use interface. It’s ideal for developing functional
vocabulary, reviewing to-do lists, or printing out
additional cue cards. The Home Cooking Cookbook
features 37 healthy, easy-to-prepare recipes. Pages
are laminated and displayed in an easel binder.

Software is interactive whiteboard ready,
scanning capable, and Win/Mac disc-based.

Student Materials

Looking for Words Software

GRADES 6—12

Functional vocabulary in realistic contexts

Looking for Words

1 Device

APP-LW-07J

Windows

Mac

iOS

+

+

+

$60.00
Android

When applicable, please specify platform
preference with your order. Buy from the Store, or
buy directly from us to receive an access code to
redeem via the new Attainment Hub (see pg. 67 for
details). Disc available for backup or installation
upon request. Call for quantities over 5.

An updated Attainment software classic teaches hundreds of words in home,
school, and community settings. Students select any object in 24 carefully
Functional Vocabulary
illustrated scenes for speech and text identification. Animation, engaging graphics,
and interesting environments provide student appeal. You determine the words embedded in the scenes to differentiate instruction.
Features list, explore, and scene print options. In the list option, students search for words you assign. Where would you find a basketball,
broom, or mailbox? How about a fire hydrant, fire truck, or toaster? The results of the student’s search are stored in individual files.
In the explore option, students freely move among home, school, and community locations learning new words as they go. Use the scene
print option to create vocabulary exercises or booklets. A great way to integrate sight word instruction with reasoning skills. Ideal for older
students learning functional vocabulary.
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Whose Future Is It?
Self-determination has become a top priority
best practice in special education
By Michael L. Wehmeyer, PhD and Susan B. Palmer, PhD

GRADES 6—12

Whose Future Is It?

Introductory Kit

WFI-10J

$295.00

Classroom Kit

WFI-20J

$595.00

Introductory Kit: Student Reader, Workbook,
Instructor’s Guide, and Software.
Classroom Kit: 4 Student Readers, 8 Workbooks,
1 Instructor’s Guide, and Software.

TOPICS

Authors Michael Wehmeyer and Susan Palmer have spent years researching selfdetermination and developing this program. Whose Future Is It? has been proven
effective in a large, randomized control group study designed by Dr. Wehmeyer and
published in a peer reviewed journal. (See the Attainment website for a research report.)
Whose Future Is It? has four components:

Getting to Know Your IEP: Transition services,
who attends your IEP meetings, abilities and
interests, disability stereotypes, and IEP outcomes.
Decisions and Goals: Options and goals for
current school environment, post-secondary
education, independent living, employment,
and recreation/leisure.

The Student Reader focuses on how the IEP process has vital future applications for
Your IEP Meeting: Self-advocacy, assertiveness,
students with disabilities. It encourages them to explore self-awareness and master skills
IEP preparation, and how to run your IEP meeting.
like problem solving, decision making, goal setting, and small group communication.
The Student Reader is written at a fourth-grade level and is heavily illustrated. The
Workbook features activities that match Student Reader content, including vocabulary, chapter review, planning worksheets, a glossary, and multiple
choice questions. The Instructor’s Guide combines Student Reader and Workbook materials into a single lesson plan. It includes a disc with PDFs
of the Student Reader and Workbook and a customizable Word document of the student worksheets. Software adds speech and text highlighting
to the Student Reader. As text is read by professional narrators, students can click on any word to hear it spoken. A multiple choice comprehension
assessment follows each chapter. All student data are stored.

Aligning Life Skills
to Academics

Hundreds of lesson plans aligned directly to general
education curricula

GRADES 6—12

Aligning Life Skills
to Academics

Program

AL-L10J

$149.00

By Ellen McPeek Glisan, PhD

THIS PROGRAM CONSISTS
OF THREE COMPONENTS

1. Document Software Tool: Helps teachers
review and print all 650 worksheets plus
create student or class files of relevant
activities. Provided on disc with Classroom
License for printouts.

2. L ife Skill Lessons: Provides objectives and
teaching suggestions for each worksheet.

This comprehensive program provides 650 lesson plans and corresponding
student worksheets aligned directly to the core content areas of math, science/
health, social studies, and language arts. Life skill lessons can be taught in
as little as five minutes with worksheets completed in class or as homework.
Great for teachers to address life skills in the general classroom and for special
education teachers to align life skills instruction to general education curricula.

1-800-327-4269

3. Aligning Life Skills to Academics: This
worksheet directory lets you review all 650
worksheets in a single book, organized by
subject, four to a page. Actual size worksheets
for classroom use are printed from the disc.
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Ready, Set, Cook!

Ready, Set, Cook!

A picture-based recipe collection
By Eleana Bastian

Curriculum

RS-10J

$99.00

Curriculum Plus

RS-30J

$179.00

Green Pocket Timer

PT-G01J

$5.00

Curriculum: Lesson Plans book with flash drive,
Cookbook, consumable Student Cookbook, Green
Pocket Timer, adjustable book easel, 2 laminated
Student Checklist posters, and the laminated Recipe
Reader and Measurement Guide.
Curriculum Plus: The Curriculum plus a total of 10
consumable Student Cookbooks, GoWorksheet Maker
iPad App, corresponding GoWorksheet activities, and
samples of communication overlays.
Facilitator’s Guide

Cookbook

Workbook

Meet Cover Artist Ben Fleischman

Laminated
Student
Checklist
posters

Student Checklist
Before you start cooking, make sure you’re ready by
completing the checklist!
Tie back loose hair.

 en Fleischman is a local artist with a disability who
B
we commissioned to create the artwork used for Ready,
Set, Cook!
Measurement Abbreviation Guide

Remove rings and bracelets.

Original Measurement

Student Checklist

Roll up long sleeves.
Make sure your workspace is clean.

1

/4

teaspoon,
tablespoon,
cup

1

/2

teaspoon,
tablespoon,
cup

1

/4

teaspoon,
tablespoon,
cup

3

1

teaspoon,
tablespoon,
cup

1

Wash your hands with soap and water.

Book easel

Remove rings and bracelets.

Read through the recipe.

3

Roll up long sleeves.

Have all cooking utensils washed and
ready to use.

Make sure your workspace is clean.

PDF flash drive

/16

1

3 times

/4

3

4 times

5 times

/8

1

/8

4

/2

3

/8

/8

/4

1

1 1/4

5

6 times

7 times

8 times

/8

1

1 1/2

1 3/4

2

4

/8

6

7

/4

1

1 1/2

2

2 1/2

3

3 1/2

/8

1 1/2

2 1/4

3

3 3/4

4 1/2

5 1/4

6

1

/2

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

16

2

teaspoon,
tablespoon,
cup

1

4

6

8

10

12

14

Read through the recipe.

3

teaspoon,
tablespoon,
cup

1 1/2

6

9

12

15

18

21

24

Have all cooking utensils washed and
ready to use.

4

teaspoon,
tablespoon,
cup

2

8

12

16

20

24

28

32

Wash your hands with soap and water.

Have all the ingredients ready.

Green Pocket
Timer

Tie back loose hair.

Double

My Recipe Reader
Sometimes we need more food or less food than a recipe makes. Use the table below to change your recipe to the right amount of food!
Are we doubling the recipe or cutting it in half? Circle one!

teaspoon,
tablespoon,
cup

1

Before you start cooking, make sure you’re ready by
completing the checklist!

Half

/8

1

Ingredient

Original Measurement

New Measurement

Have all the ingredients ready.

Laminated My Recipe Reader and Measurement Abbreviation Guide

The Ready, Set, Cook! Curriculum comes with multiple components. The Lessons Plans begin by teaching students how to use a color-coded
microwave, and understand basic nutrition and safety skills. A laminated Recipe Reader and Measurement Guide help students to customize the serving
sizes their recipe creates. The picture-based Cookbook includes 40 step-by-step, illustrated recipes. There are five recipe categories in Ready, Set, Cook!:
Add to It! focuses on basic foods that can be transformed into something more.
Eat Fresh! encourages eating fresh food you prepare yourself.

Omelet

Make It a Meal! incorporates recipes with a variety of food groups that come together to make a complete and well-balanced meal.
Share It! focuses on the social aspect of eating at get-togethers and making enough food to share with a group.
Use It and Reuse It! introduces the concept of cooking one food and incorporating it into many meals over a week.
Some of the recipes are labeled as Speed It Up! with some of the simpler steps cut out or combined to make the recipe more concise.
Omelet

Omelet

STEP 11
When the microwave oven beeps, put
on the oven mitts and remove the dish.

v

Omelet

Omelet

Omelet

Add to It!

Ingredients:

Omelet

2 eggs

2 eggs

/4 cup shredded
cheese

1

Crack 2 eggs into the bowl.

Serves

1
salt

pepper

Serves

Sprinkle salt and pepper.

STEP 3

fork

Ready, Set, COOK! Cookbook

4/23/19 2:57 PM

cooking
spray

Cookbook Sample Pages

4/23/19 2:57 PM

STEP 5
Ready, Set, COOK! Cookbook

RSC Cookbook BOOK FILE.indb 7

STEP 2

/4 cup
chopped ham

1

2 tablespoons
water

Secondary Objectives

Beat the eggs with a fork.

STEP 4
Spray the glass dish with cooking spray.

/4 cup

2-quart glass
dish with lid

bowl

1

1 tablespoon

fork

spatula

STEP 5

• Prepares Omelet.
• Measures ingredients accurately using color-coded
measuring utensils. 6 Add to It!
• Stirs ingredients.
• Operates a color-coded microwave.
Omelet
• Uses oven mitts.

Pour the egg mixture into the glass dish.

oven mitts

Ready, Set, COOK! Cookbook

Add to It!

7

Add to It!

9

STEP 11

STEP 6

Talking Points

Ready, Set, COOK! Cookbook

Omelet
When the microwave oven beeps, put
on the oven mitts and remove the dish.

Put a lid on the glass dish.

• Ask students which food groups are present.
• Explain that this recipe is “customizable,”
so they can add the
STEP 7
meats and vegetables they Put
like.
on the oven mitts. Put the dish
in the microwave.
• Prepare the Omelet.
STEP 8

STEP 12
Add 1/4 cup ham and 1/4 cup cheese
to half of the omelet.

STEP 13

Close the door. Push Clear.

Use a spatula to flip the omelet in half.

STEP 14

STEP 9

Use the spatula to put it on a plate
and serve.

Push Time. Push 300.

Use low-fat cheese to reduce the fat in the recipe.
STEP 10
Push Start.

8

20

4/23/19 2:57 PM

Track your
progression
with the
checklist

Add to It!

Ready, Set, COOK! Cookbook

RSC Cookbook BOOK FILE.indb 7

2-quart glass
dish with lid

19Ready,
Add Set,
to It!COOK! Facilitator’s Guide

Pour the egg mixture into the glass dish.
7

Add to It!

Ready, Set, COOK! Cookbook

Add to It!

Ready, Set, COOK! Cookbook

Ready, Set, COOK! Facilitator’s Guide

bowl

Ready, Set, COOK! Facilitator’s
Add to Guide
It! 19

Facilitator’s Guide Sample Pages

4/23/19 2:57 PM

Utensils:

82

pepper

Spray the glass dish with cooking spray.
Ready, Set, COOK! Cookbook

Pour the egg mixture into the glass dish.
RSC Cookbook BOOK FILE.indb 8

Add to It!

/4 cup shredded
cheese

1

Add 2 tablespoons water to the eggs.
Sprinkle salt and pepper.

STEP 3
salt

cooking
spray

Add to It!

STEP 4

spatula

STEP85 Add to It!
6

Serves1 1

• Understands that protein can help keep you full for a long time,
so it is good for breakfast.
Utensils:
• States that this meal has protein
(egg, cheese, and meat) and
vegetables (peppers and onions).

2 tablespoons
water 9

Push
Start. spray.
Spray the glass dish with
cooking

oven mitts

RSC Cookbook BOOK FILE.indb 6

2 eggs

1

Primary Objectives

Healthy Tip

Beat the eggs with a fork.

Ready,
STEP
10Set, COOK! Cookbook

STEP 4

/4 cup

1

STEP 3

pepper

salt

Ingredients:

This recipe it great to use with leftovers. Use meat or vegetables
from earlier in the week!

RSC Cookbook BOOK FILE.indb 9

1 tablespoon

2-quart glass dish with lid
bowl
1
/4 cup
1 tablespoon
fork
spatula
oven mitts

STEP 9

Push Time. Push 300.
Beat the eggs with a fork.

Utensils:

Add to It!

Connect It!

1
bowl

Utensils

/4 cup
STEP 2
chopped
ham
Add 2 tablespoons
water to the eggs.
1

2 tablespoons
water

cooking
spray

2-quart glass
dish with lid

/4 cup shredded
STEP 8 STEP 14
STEP 2
cheese
1

Use
spatula
Close
theeggs.
door.the
Push
Clear.to put it on a plate
Add 2 tablespoons water
to the
and serve.
Sprinkle salt and pepper.

/4 cup
chopped ham

1

2 eggs
/4 cup shredded cheese
1
/4 cup chopped ham
salt
pepper
2 tablespoons water
cooking spray
1

STEP 1

STEP 7 STEP 13

FPO

Serves

Serves

Ingredients

Directions:

a spatula
to flip
the omelet in half.
Put on theUse
oven
mitts. Put
the dish
Crack 2 eggs into the bowl.
in the microwave.

Ingredients:

Omelet

Omelet

1
1
/4glass
cup ham
Addthe
Put a lid on
dish.and /4 cup cheese
to half of the omelet.

Directions:

Add to It!

Directions:
STEP 1

STEP 6 STEP 12

STEP 1

Omelet
Crack 2 eggs into the bowl.

LESSON 5

Add to It!

7
4/23/19 2:57 PM

/4 cup

1

info@AttainmentCompany.com

Look ’n Cook

A picture-based, step-by-step cooking curriculum
By Ellen Sudol Catalano

Look ’n Cook
Microwave

68 easy-to-make microwave recipes
By Ellen Sudol Catalano

Using color coding for temperature and measure requirements,
this program includes three components. The Cookbook features
62 recipes with clear, concise, and easy-to-“read” illustrations. It
has laminated pages in an easel binder. The Lesson Plans book
provides 40 lessons with objectives covering safety, techniques,
and nutrition.

Look ’n Cook

Introductory Kit

LC-10J

$129.00

Classroom Kit

LC-20J

$399.00

Introductory Kit: Cookbook, Lesson Plans book, and DVD Set.
The Classroom Kit: 8 Cookbooks, Lesson Plans book, and
DVD Set.
Cookbooks also sold separately.

Life Skill Stories

A literature-based life skill Curriculum
By Ellen McPeek Glisan, PhD
book one

Story 7

GRADES 6—12

The Winter Wonder Bakers

Four friends bake a going away gift for a teacher and get into the ingredients a little more than intended.
“What do you think?”

Story quiz (the student quiz is available as a PDF file)

1. Without asking others for input, Hannah decided
that a large cupcake would be a good going-away
gift. Do you think the choice was a good one? Do
you think it was OK for her to make the decision on
her own?
Yes, given the tight timing, I do think it was a good
decision and that it was fine for her to make the
decision on her own.

1. Why was Miss Tran leaving her teaching job?
A. She got fired.
B. She does not like teaching.
C. She got a job as a professor.*

2. What do you think the people in the story meant
by calling Pearl “Frosty,” Annie “Rudolph,” and the
four girls “Winter Wonder Bakers”?
The names are all related to common Christmastime traditions. With flour on her face, Pearl looked
like Frosty the Snowman; With red food coloring on
her nose, Annie looked like Rudolph the Red-Nosed
Reindeer; Frosty the Snowman and Rudolph the
Red-Nosed Reindeer are both common participants in
fictional Winter Wonderlands—and Wonder Bakers is
a play on words since the girls were baking.

“What would you do?”
3. Say your favorite teacher was leaving. Who would
you ask to help you do something special and what
would you say to them?
Answers will vary.

Life skills in this story:
Making Decisions
Knowing Holiday Dates
and Traditions
Asking for Help with
Activities
Using Counting Words
Understanding Job Titles
Writing on a Gift Tag
Choosing Cooking
Methods
Choosing Microwave
Containers

Keeping an Ongoing
Grocery List
Sizing Recipes
Recognizing Common
Baking Ingredients
Measuring for a Recipe
Understanding Basic Cell
Phone Functions
Adjusting Behavior for
Different Situations
Protecting Your Skin

2. What did some of Miss Tran’s students give her as a going
away gift?
A. a poster
B. a necklace
C. a giant cupcake*
3. What made two of the girls look like Frosty?
A. flour*
B. snowman masks
C. snow

Look ‘n Cook Microwave
includes two components. The
Cookbook provides recipes
that combine packaged and
from-scratch foods. Recipes
are illustrated step by step, so
even nonreaders can become
successful cooks. The Lesson
Plans book provides 32 lessons based on
the Cookbook recipes and focuses on safety,
nutrition, meal planning, and microwave
techniques. The Lesson Plans book includes
a PDF on disc for printing recipe pages for students.

Look ’n Cook Microwave

Introductory Kit

LC-M10J

$69.00

Classroom Kit

LC-M20J

$229.00

Introductory Kit: Cookbook and Lesson Plans book with a PDF disc.
Classroom Kit: 8 Cookbooks and Lesson Plans book with a PDF disc.
Cookbooks also sold separately.

Building Life
Skill Portfolios

GRADES 6—12

A highly structured, comprehensive curriculum
helping students work toward independence
By Lynn Henderson and Patricia Winram

4. Choose the word that means: a better job.
A. picture
B. teacher
C. promotion*
5. Choose the word that means: a school for after high school.
A. shelf
B. university*
C. summer
6. Which choice has the best wording for a gift tag from Maysie
to Kelly on Kelly’s birthday?
A. To Kelly
B. From ME!
C. Happy Birthday, Kelly
From Maysie*
7. Which of these would NOT be a good choice if you were
cooking a hotdog in a microwave?
A. Place the hotdog on a paper plate and cover it with a
paper towel.
B. Place the hotdog in a plastic microwave container and
cover it with a loose lid.
C. Place the hotdog in an open cereal bowl.*
8. Which choice is a common baking ingredient that will last a
long time in your cupboard?
A. canned peas
B. bread
C. flour*
9. If you do not like how your cell phone rings, you can change
the _____ .
A. ring tone*
B. cover
C. phone number

Life skill questions (PDF activity file)
Set 1 answers: 1.A, 2.C, 3.D, 4.B, 5.C, 6.A
Set 2 answers: 1. C, 2.D, 3.B, 4.B, 5.A, 6.D

*indicates correct answer

Life skill worksheet (PDF activity file)
Understanding Job Titles (Rl75)

BOOK ONE Life Skill Resources

11

The Six Book Set includes a total of 120 short stories. They focus
on typical teen experiences and skills we all need to navigate life.
Each story is five pages and concludes with discussing questions.
The Instructor’s Guide provides a plot summary, review materials,
quiz questions, and vocabulary comprehension for each story.

Life Skill Stories

Introductory Kit

LSS-10J

$79.00

Classroom Kit

LSS-20J

$499.00

Introductory Kit: 1 six-book set and an Instructor’s Guide with a PDF disc.
Classroom Kit: 8 six-book sets and an Instructor’s Guide with a PDF disc.

1-800-327-4269

Students build a portfolio they take with them through the grades
as they approach graduation. Each of five sections contains 25–40
skill areas that vary in difficulty. Sections include Functional
Academics; Home; Outdoors; Recreation and Health; Community,
Country, and World.

Building Life Skill Portfolios
Curriculum

BLP-02J

$49.00
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Computers at Work Software

GRADES 6—12

A skills-based program for vocational training
Data
Entry

System Manager

Order
Processing

Computers at Work

1 Device

APP-CW-07J

Windows

Mac

iOS

+

+

+

$60.00

Android

When applicable, please specify platform
preference with your order. Buy from the Store, or
buy directly from us to receive an access code to
redeem via the new Attainment Hub (see pg. 67 for
details). Disc available for backup or installation
upon request. Call for quantities over 5.

Ideal long-term vocational training for school-to-work students. Focus on actual
computer skills that prepare users for office jobs. Computers at Work, which
includes Order Processing and Data Entry, challenges students to work independently
for an hour or more while learning real office procedures. As skills improve, students
progress from simple tasks to jobs common in today’s workplace: entering orders, checking inventories, and determining payment methods.

Begin with Order Processing and progress to shipping, billing, payment, and inventory. There are three difficulty levels and 200 printed account
cards (software only). Data Entry lets students enter information from printed or on-screen account cards. There are three difficulty levels, beginning
with one active field and progressing to real-life data entry skills.
System Manager is a student tracking system that provides data needed for IEPs/transition plans. Student results for each session are recorded,
and long-term performance is tabulated.

Learning to Work

GRADES 6—12

A work-themed literacy curriculum

Learning to Work

By Caroline Ramsey Musselwhite and Laurel Beck Richardson

Learning to Work is a literacy curriculum for secondary
students who do not read conventionally. The 18 photoillustrated stories are intended to be read with a partner—
same-age peer, teacher, or parent. Reading level is grade 1.5.

Book
eBook

LTW-02J

$59.00

EB-LTW-02J

$29.00

The work-themed stories feature a simple, consistent structure that uses repetitive phrases to help students focus
on the text. Photos correspond closely to story content. The primary characters are people with disabilities shown in
actual work settings, like a medical facility or a garden center. An activity page encourages readers to talk about their
own experiences. A comprehensive Instructor’s Guide and the 18 photo-illustrated stories are included as PDF files.
The Guide describes the research-based framework and features hundreds of additional activity pages. Includes the
Learning to Work book and a disc with PDF files. Also available as a talking eBook in ePub format—ideal for the iPad.

Conversation Skills

A curriculum to help students initiate and
extend conversations Teach students with developmental disabilities to
By Dr. Marilyn Banks, EdD

GRADES 6—12

Conversation Skills

initiate and maintain conversations. Featuring two
Curriculum
books full of extensively field tested lessons for
conversations on the job, at home, and with friends in school.

CJ-05J

$69.00

Book I includes 50 lessons, each with an Objective Page for the teacher and Self-Managed Assignments
for students. Skills are introduced in the classroom through role playing and guided practice sessions and
then implemented independently by the student. Book I can take only 12 weeks of biweekly, 10-minute
training sessions.
Book II stretches the range of effective conversations acquired in the first volume. Emphasis is placed on
learning and remembering personal names, making small talk, and initiating workplace dialog. Includes
PDFs on discs with Classroom License for printouts.
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Job Search
A program for learning how to find, choose, and
get the right job

Curriculum

Job Search
JS-10J

$59.00

By Ellen McPeek Glisan, PhD

Features the JobWeb disc and the Job Ads & Career Paths book. Students use JobWeb to get
valuable vocational information by exploring 30 simulated websites. Exploration is guided by
structured activities like learning job search vocabulary, investigating company backgrounds,
expressing interest in jobs via email, and printing job applications. The Job Ads & Career Paths
book focuses on the work application process. Includes 150 student worksheets that
can be photocopied or printed from PDFs. Worksheets cover job comparisons and
interest matching. Includes PDF on disc with a Classroom License for printouts, plus
the JobWeb disc for website simulations.

Community-Based Vocational Training
Create and maintain community-based experiences

Community-Based
Vocational Training

Program

By Jill Wheeler, PhD

CB-02J

$49.00

Hands-on vocational experiences for students with significant disabilities. A how-to manual that
helps you create and maintain community-based experiences for students. The book’s 10 chapters
follow a sequence to successful job placement—from getting started to on-site job training. Stresses
functional assessments, transition planning, and supportive employment options.
By using our reproducible materials, you can spend more time with students and potential employers.
Includes PDF on disc with a Classroom License for printouts.

Get a Job
Prepares Students for successful job interviews

Get a Job
Curriculum

GJ-02J

$29.00

By Corinne Thomas-Kersting, MS, CCC-SLP and Dona Schumacher, OTR/L

Focus on preparing students for a job interview with the Get a Job Curriculum. The interview
format models basic skills for success in the job interview as well as core skills for success in the
work setting.
The book has a sequence of 20 structured lessons. Each lesson features a measurable objective,
teaching suggestions, and multiple student handouts. The handouts can be photocopied or printed
from the PDF. The curriculum encourages the use of videotaping to assess and review interviewing
skills. Skill areas include personal appearance, knowing yourself, knowing your skills, and asking
appropriate questions. Extensively field tested in Portland Public Schools. Includes PDF on disc with
a Classroom License for printouts.

Job Coaching Strategies
A concise, goal-oriented staff development program

Job Coaching Strategies

Program

JC-17J

$59.00

By Steve Tenpas

The Job Coaching Strategies manual and DVD follow the chronology of a successful job placement—from getting
to know your client to maintaining employer relations.
The manual illustrates techniques and strategies and provides useful forms like functional assessments. By
Steve Tenpas, who has 15 years of experience teaching job coaches. The DVD focuses on Nick, a young man with
multiple disabilities. Interviews with Nick’s parents, job coach, and employer demonstrate the concepts discussed in
the manual. It also features a step-by-step assessment interview with an expert explanation of each topic by
Janet Estervig. Includes PDF on disc with a Classroom License for printouts.

1-800-327-4269
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Academic Work Activities
Link hands-on activities to general education standards

Incorporates money, time, measurement, numeracy, sequencing, and functional
sight words. Activities include everything you need to set up an academicallybased work activity program.

AWA-16J		$825.00
Includes: All 10 activities shown below.

Number Line Assembly

Money Packaging

Number Line Assembly
400-J

Money Packaging
401-J

Place color-coded pegs in a number
line (0–10) to solve printed problem
cards. Three levels progress from
matching to add/subtract problems.
Includes 3 number lines, problem cards,
60 pegs, bins and boxes, and instructions.

Package coins and bills to match printed
money cards. Three levels of difficulty:
coins only, $1–$10, $1–$100. Includes
2 money trays with realistic coins
and bills, cards, envelopes, bins,
and instructions.

$119.00

Clock Setting

Clock Setting
402-J

Follow basic patterns by attaching wooden
clips to printed pattern cards. Three levels
of difficulty feature AB, ABB, AAB, and
ABC patterns. Includes 150 clips
in 4 colors, pattern cards,
bins, box, and instructions.

Clip Sequencing
403-J

$79.00

Magnet Assembly

Construct magnet assemblies to match
printed model cards. Three levels of
difficulty require students to match the
number and color of magnets and washers
and whether they repel or attract. Includes
60 ring magnets in 6 colors, washers, rods
with stoppers, packaging tubes, model cards, bins, and instructions.

Magnet Assembly

404-J

$129.00

Cube Weighing

406-J

$99.00

Insert month cards into vinyl pockets
to answer prepared questions. Three
levels of difficulty progress from basic
matching to looking up answers in an
illustrated calendar. Includes question and
response cards, monthly calendar, 30 vinyl
pockets, 12-compartment tray, storage bins, and instructions.

408-J

Place Value Packaging

Place pegs into bags to solve math problems. The
striped pegs represent numbers. For example, 34
is made with 3 large and 4 small pegs. Number
lines help students check their work. Three levels
progress from matching to double digit addition.
Includes 2 number lines, problem cards, 100 pegs,
bins and boxes, and instructions.

Place Value Packaging

405A-J

$129.00

Insert day-of-the-week cards into
vinyl pockets to answer prepared
questions. Three levels of difficulty.
Includes question and response cards,
weekly planner, 24 vinyl pockets,
12-compartment tray, storage bins,
and instructions.

Month Card Packaging

Month Card Packaging

$79.00

Day Card Packaging

Weigh plastic cubes in grams with a
digital scale to match printed cards.
Three levels of difficulty require
varying weight tolerances. Includes
400 plastic cubes in 2 colors,
digital scale, bins, reusable zipper bags,
printed cards, bins, and instructions.

Cube Weighing

$79.00

Clip Sequencing

Set hands-on model clocks to match
printed time cards. Three levels of
difficulty: by the hour, by the minute,
and elapsed time. Includes 24 plastic
model clocks, time cards, bins,
and instructions.
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Buy all and save!
Academic Work Activities

$79.00

Day Card Packaging

407-J

$79.00

Shopping Card Packaging

Insert shopping cards into vinyl pockets to answer
prepared questions. Three levels of difficulty
progress from basic sorting to completing
picture/word shopping lists. Includes 288
color-coded shopping cards stored in a
12-compartment tray, question cards, 30
vinyl pockets, storage bins, and instructions.

Shopping Card Packaging

410-J

$79.00

info@AttainmentCompany.com

Buy all and save!
Pre-Voc One

PV-17J		 $865.00
Includes: All 10 activities shown below.

Pre-Voc One

Ten basic work activities use recognizable materials
Each includes step-by-step instructions, data collection reports,
and all the necessary bins and boxes.

Brush and Comb Sort and Assembly

Plastic Pipe Assembly

Brush and Comb Sort
and Assembly

Plastic Pipe Assembly
203-J

A basic sorting assembly task with clear tactile
variation between the brushes and combs. Items
also vary in color, providing the option of
color matching with assembly. Includes
18 brushes, 18 combs, bins,
and instructions.

100B-J

Basic Size Sort

$89.00

A basic sort by length with obvious dowel size
differences in the standard task. An easier
color-coded variation is also provided.
Includes 180 plain dowels,
80 color-coded dowels, bins,
and instructions.

Basic Size Sort
103-J

$69.00

Spoon Sort

Toothbrush Tube Assembly
A simple match and insert
task using familiar products.
Includes 48 toothbrush
tubes in 3 colors, a jig, bins,
and instructions.

Toothbrush Tube Assembly
300-J
$99.00

A basic 4-item inserting and packaging
task. Match highlighters to a color pattern
pad and place in a display box. Includes
48 highlighters in 4 colors,
12 boxes, 12 pads, bins,
and instructions.

$79.00

Comb Set Assembly

The most basic 2-piece assembly
task. Large quantities of quality combs
slip smoothly into vinyl
holders. Includes 50
combs, 50 holders, bins,
and instructions.

Comb Set Assembly
200-J

$109.00

Highlight Pen Packaging

A basic size and material task
using familiar everyday items.
Includes 36 metal spoons,
24 plastic spoons, 2 cutlery
trays, bins, and instructions.

Spoon Sort
101-J

A simple 2-, 3-, or
5-piece assembly task
that requires little strength.
Includes 60 PVC tubes,
30 PVC couplings, a jig,
bins, and instructions.

$79.00

Highlight Pen Packaging
301-J
$159.00

Colorful Nut and
Bolt Assembly

Users learn shape matching and turning
skills. Includes 32 plastic bolts in 4
shapes and 32 matching plastic
screws, bins, and instructions.

Colorful Nut and Bolt Assembly
202-J
$79.00

Cue Variable Sort

Color Match Collating

Cue Variable Sort
105-J

Color Match Collating
302-J

A flexible task that allows sorting
of 2–36 types of pieces. Users
learn to ignore irrelevant dimensions.
Includes 216 plastic chips in 3
colors, 3 shapes, and 2 sizes;
bins; and instructions.

1-800-327-4269

$89.00

Users learn color matching, sequencing,
and inserting while following
changing patterns. Includes
50 colored sheets, 45 patterned
envelopes, bins, bin dividers,
and instructions.

$99.00
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Pre-Voc Two

Buy all and save!

Ten intermediate work activities use recognizable materials
Each includes step-by-step instructions, data collection reports, and all necessary
bins and boxes.

Six Item Sort

Mid-range sorting task
introduces inspection and
quality control. Includes
120 metal plates of 6 types,
bins, and instructions.

Six Item Sort
108-J

$119.00

Includes: All 10 activities shown below.

Hose Nozzle Assembly
A simultaneous turning and
assembly task using a durable,
familiar product. A jig is
provided for one-handed
assembly. Includes 24
plastic hose nozzles, a jig,
bins, and instructions.

Hose Nozzle Assembly

206-J

$99.00

Rubber Parts Sort

Four Compartment Packaging

Rubber Parts Sort
109-J
$139.00

Four Compartment Packaging
303-J
$159.00

Pencil Packaging

Snap Box Packaging

Pencil Packaging
303A-J
$99.00

Snap Box Packaging
304-J
$129.00

Key Ring Assembly

Container Packaging

Key Ring Assembly
205A-J
$99.00

Container Packaging
305-J
$129.00

Coupling Assembly

Dice Packaging

Coupling Assembly
205-J
$119.00

Dice Packaging
305A-J

Sort 12 industrial rubber parts
into 3 categories. Users learn
category concepts and visual
differences. Has 240 rubber parts,
bins, and instructions.

An assembly, inserting, and
packaging task. Includes
144 pencils, 144 erasers,
30 plastic tubes,
60 caps, a jig, bins,
and instructions.

A 2-part press and push assembly.
Attaching the rings increases
the complexity of the
task. Includes 40 metal
key rings, bins,
and instructions.

A mid-range, 3-piece
turning task using an
industrial compression
coupling. Includes 100
metal nuts and 50 bases,
bins, and instructions.
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Pre-Voc Two

PV-20J		$1095.00

Users select materials and package
following a sample. A mid-range
pattern packaging task. Includes
192 small parts, 24 plastic boxes,
bins, and instructions.

A mid-range packaging task using
counting skills. Use its unique counting
jig for simple number matching. Includes
80 snap boxes, 250 insert plates,
a number jig, bins,
and instructions.

Requires 5-piece assembly of containers
prior to packaging. Users learn inserting,
snapping, and packaging. Includes 100
caps and containers in 2 sizes, 50
inserts, 5 boxes, a jig, bins, and
instructions.

A mid-range pattern packaging task.
Users learn inserting, snapping, and
pattern matching skills. Includes
216 dice in 3 colors,
72 dowels, 36 snap boxes,
bins, and instructions.

$99.00

info@AttainmentCompany.com

Buy all and save!
Pre-Voc Three

PV-30J		$1795.00
Includes: All 10 activities shown below.

Pre-Voc Three

Ten sophisticated work activities use recognizable materials
Each includes step-by-step instructions, data collection reports, and all necessary
bins and boxes.

Twenty-Four Item Sort

Clip and Ring Assembly

Twenty-Four Item Sort
110-J
$219.00

Clip and Ring Assembly
210A-J

Connector Assembly

Faucet Assembly

Connector Assembly
207-J
$119.00

Faucet Assembly

A 2- to 24-item sort of anodized
aluminum pieces. A difficult task
requiring attention to 3 relevant
dimensions—color, shape, and
thickness. Includes 120 aluminum
pieces, bins, and instructions.

A 5-piece fine motor and tool use task
that requires inserting, turning, and
using a screwdriver with industrial
cable connectors. Includes 36
connectors, a screwdriver, bins,
and instructions.

Weighing and Bagging
A weighing task using a dial-face
scale, also involving bagging and
zipping. Includes a 16 oz. platform
scale, 225 metal plates, 50 plastic
zip bags, bins, and instructions.

Weighing and Bagging
307-J
$249.00

Slide metal and plastic rings on spring loaded
carabiner clips. The clips
are large (3” x 1½“)
and easy to open and
close. Twenty-four clips
and 180 rings in 6 colors.

$129.00

Industrial quality PVC faucets
assemble in exact sequence
using a screwdriver. The most
difficult assembly task.
Includes 12 faucets,
a screwdriver, bins,
and instructions.

211-J

$165.00

PVC Connector Assembly
A 5-part assembly task with
a packaging component using
an off-the-shelf PVC electrical
connector. Includes 32 PVC
connectors, 16 clear
5-compartment plastic
boxes, bins, and instructions.

PVC Connector Assembly

306A-J

$199.00

Flashlight Assembly

Bagging and Heatsealing

Flashlight Assembly
209-J
$195.00

Bagging and Heatsealing
308B-J

Sprinkler Assembly

Office Supplies Processing

Sprinkler Assembly
210-J
155.00

Office Supplies Processing

Put it together and see if it works.
Seven-piece assembly requiring
inserting, sequencing, and turning.
Correctly assembled, the light
goes on. Includes 24 pen
flashlights, bins, and instructions.

A complex task requiring sophisticated
turning and sequencing manipulations
to assemble this durable 7-piece
item. Includes 24 plastic
underground lawn sprinklers,
bins, and instructions.

1-800-327-4269

Introduces use of industrial equipment—
a heatsealer. Involves counting, bagging,
sealing, and packing. Includes 360
plastic poker chips in 3 colors,
500 plastic bags, a heatsealer,
bins, and instructions.

$219.00

Package office supplies in divider boxes
following directions (words or symbols)
on order cards. A complex packaging
task. Includes 32 divider boxes, 64 order
cards in 2 difficulty levels, hundreds of
supplies like pencils, rulers, erasers,
paper clips, and rubber bands.

309-J

$299.00
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Training

IEP & SLP RESOURCES!
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT!
CONSUMABLES! ENHANCEMENTS!

Best Practices in Special Education
An essential pd series for All special educators

This new professional development series demonstrates best practices
in special education. Each of the topics provides detailed descriptions of
each subject matter, along with PDFs, PowerPoints, photos, and videos
for additional support. An easy-to-use QR code takes you directly to
these resources for immediate viewing. Supporting references are
provided, along with assessments at the end of each training piece to
test your knowledge.

Best Practices in Special Education

A certificate of completion will be generated once mastery has been
achieved (100%). This certificate can easily be shared with administrators
and other supervisory staff.

ID and Autism Series

BP-ID10J

$99.00

Communication Disorders

BP-CD10J

$99.00

Mastering the IEP Process

BP-IEP10J

$99.00

Mastering the
Transition Process

BP-TP10J

$99.00

Best Practices Set

BP-S10J

$369.00

Upon completion of each series, one CEU is awarded through the
University of Wisconsin-Whitewater.
In order to provide quality content, we’ve hand selected experts in
the field to empower both veteran and new educators to meet unique
students’ needs. Whether it’s Teaching Students with ID and Autism or
Communication Disorders or Mastering the IEP or Transition Process,
we’ve got the training toolkit you need. Read more details about each
series on the following page.
Each training toolkit comes with a laminated reference guide with an
access code to the Best Practices website with additional content. Each
series can be used as a standalone or in conjunction with the others to
serve as a PD model or a training workshop. Ideal for your professional
development throughout the school year.

Earn 1 CEU
per series
To maintain a
positive learning
environment, when
foreshadowing,
use do statements
versus don’t
statements (e.g., “Use your walking feet” versus
“Don’t run”).
https://bestpractices.
attainmentcompany.
com/cd-set-5/
video/?v=wdHC8aPo

Scan the QR code for instant
access to video clips
demonstrating foreshadowing.

Attending Cues
Attending cues
are prompts that
focus the learner’s
attention on the
task. The prompt
can be verbal
(saying, “Are you ready?”or “Look at me,” gestural
(tapping a finger on the work activity), or visual
(pointing to your lips before forming an articulatory
posture). When paired with foreshadowing, these two
strategies are designed to keep the learner focused on
the learning.
https://bestpractices.
attainmentcompany.
com/cd-set-5/
video/?v=sNu8uO91

Scan the QR code for instant
access to videos demonstrating
attending cues.

Evoked Productions via Structural Priming

QR Codes link to

● PDFs

● Citations

● Assessments

● PowerPoints

● Videos

● Demos

Structural priming is a strategy that
sets the learner up for success.
Several studies have shown that the
comprehension and production of
a syntactic structure is encouraged
when the structure appears in
preceding sentences. For example,
https://bestpractices.
a targeted language structure can
attainmentcompany.com/
cd-set-5/video/?v=gZCiAbaM
be embedded into a literacy activity.
Scan the QR code for
instant access to video
When the learner hears a particular
clips demonstrating
evoked productions.
structure used multiple times,
the likelihood of the learner spontaneously using
that same structure increases. This effect is called
structural priming. When you are confident the learner
is able to produce the targeted language structure,
encourage the learner
to actually use that
structure or skill
in an activity.

Learners often
want to share their
life experiences
(e.g., “Know what?
I got a new bike”).
This happens
particularly when a close rapport exists with the
learner. Nevertheless, you are wise to keep the learner
focused on the learning objective. Redirection moves
the learner from off-task behavior back to the task at
hand (e.g., “That’s nice you got a new bike! We’ll talk
about that new bike after we finish our practice”).
https://bestpractices.
attainmentcompany.
com/cd-set-5/
video/?v=MW2MhEnw

Scan the QR code for instant
access to video clips
demonstrating redirection.

Redirection is also a useful tool when faced with a
power struggle. Diffuse the confrontation by using
humor and redirecting the learner to a different
topic. You may also diffuse the learner’s frustration
by breaking the task down to an easier level or form,
praising the learner for his or her success, and then
reintroducing the more challenging task after a more
positive feeling tone has been established.

Reactive Conflict Resolution

https://bestpractices.
attainmentcompany.com/cdset-5/video/?v=HB601WU1
Scan the QR code for instant
access to video clips
demonstrating reactive
conflict resolution.

Reactive conflict resolution is
conflict resolution that occurs after
a conflict emerges. When a learner
moves off the task at hand and/
or shows noncompliant behaviors,
altering the learning task or the
learning environment can resolve
the problem. There are a variety
of ways to hook the noncompliant
learner back to the learning task:

• Make the task easier, more focused,or more interesting.
• Provide more encouragement (e.g., “I can
tell you are really trying!”).
• Introduce a verbal, tangible, or edible
reward system.
• Move the location of the activity (e.g., from the table
to the floor).
• Include a peer model.
• Break down the task into simpler, more
manageable steps.
• Change or adjust the materials.
• Add more verbal, visual, tactile, and/or
gestural prompts.

PD 05_MaxTime-je.indd 3-4
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Redirection

Evidence Base for
Maximizing Time/Focused Learning
The Code of Ethics set forth by the American SpeechLanguage-Hearing Association (ASHA, 2016) states,
“Individuals who hold the Certificate of Clinical
Competence shall use independent and evidencebased clinical judgment, keeping paramount the best
interests of those being served (ASHA, 2016).” The
Council for Exceptional Children’s (CEC) professional
ethics also call on special educators to use evidencebased practices in their classrooms (CEC, 2014).

https://bestpracticesqr.attainmentcompany.
com/CD5-References
Scan the QR code for instant access
to a .pdf of Reference citations
related to Set 5.

All strategies in
Set 5 have a solid
evidence base to
support their use.
The references
related to Set 5
are shown below.

STRATEGY

EVIDENCE

Foreshadowing

Ellis, Farmer, & Newman
(2005); Marzano (2007)

Attending Cues

Wheeler, Carter, Mayton,
& Chitiyo (2006)

Evoked Production via
Structural Priming

Bock (1986); Giavazzi
et al. (2018); Huttenlocher,
Vasilyeva, & Shimpi (2004);
Leonard (2011)

Redirection

Farnham (2015);
Van Merriennboer, Schuurman,
de Croock, & Paas (2002)

Reactive Conflict
Resolution

Malmgren, Trezek,
& Paul (2005)

Ways to Modify These Strategies
When introducing a new learning challenge, capitalize
on the learner’s intrinsic motivation, sense of wonder,
and internal desire to learn. However, when the
reluctant, or challenged learner lacks those qualities,
help him or her find success by identifying ways
to maximize time and keep the learner focused on
learning. Set the learner up for success. To do so,
provide effective supports and help the learner recover
his or her sense of “I can” versus “I can’t.” This
is achieved by using strategies to keep the learner
focused and feeling successful. To meet the unique
needs and abilities of a learner, use various continua
of meaningful supports.

CONTINUUM OF SUPPORT
Simple

Complex

Concrete
Modeled

Abstract
Guided

Independent

Most Prompting

Least Prompting

Least Prompting

Most Prompting

• Simple to Complex
Break a complex task into smaller parts and then put
them together as the learner becomes successful.

• Modeled to Guided to Independent
Provide the learner with a higher level or number
of supports and then remove them as the learner
becomes successful.

• Concrete to Abstract
Begin at a lower cognitive level and then increase the
cognitive demand as the learner becomes successful.

• Most to Least Prompting
Provide multi-level prompts (e.g., verbal, visual,
physical) for initial learning and then fade out the
prompts as the learner becomes more successful.

• Least to Most Prompting
Use the least amount of prompting required during
generalization tasks; adjust the prompt using
the next “least intrusive” prompt. Refer to the
Prompting Hierarchy.

Additional
Resources
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for instant access to
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Teaching Students with Intellectual Disability and Autism
enhance instructional procedures and student outcomes
By Ginevra Courtade, PhD

Time Delay is a systematic and errorless instructional procedure in which a prompt is
provided after a certain interval of time and naturally fades.

System of Least Prompts is a strategy in which a teacher progresses through a prompting
hierarchy (starting with the least intrusive to the most intrusive) in order to elicit a correct
student response.

Model-Lead-Test provides students with multiple opportunities to practice a new skill with
direct teacher involvement.

Embedded Instruction is explicit, systematic instruction designed to give students
instructional trials within the ongoing routines and activities of the students’ day.

Task Analytic Instruction is the process of breaking down a skill or behavior into steps in
order to teach one step at a time.

Teaching Students with Communication Disorders
evidence-based strategies to meet learners’ needs

By Courtney Seidel, MS, CCC-SLP and Trici Schraeder, MS, CCC-SLP

Making Learning Meaningful and Rewarding (social and tangible rewards, communication

temptations, mass and distributed practice)

Meeting the Learner’s Needs (cloze technique, pause time, minimal pair contrasts, checking
for understanding, and self-correction)

Scaffolds and Supports (chunk and chain, modeling and imitation, scripts, carrier phrases,
expansions and extensions)

Clear Expectations/Consistent Feedback (clear objective, specific verbal praise, general

verbal praise, specific corrective feedback, general corrective feedback)

\
\

Maximizing Time/Focused Learning (foreshadowing, attending cue, evoked production,
redirection, reactive conflict resolution)

\

\
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Collaborate and improve educational results through the IEP
By Cynthia Herr, PhD and Mary Ann Winter-Messiers, PhD

What Is an IEP? defines what an IEP is, its purpose, its development, and the elements that
need to be included in the IEP.
Understanding IEP Meetings emphasizes the importance of IEP meetings and who is

required by law to attend.

Supporting Parents as Partners discusses the integral role of parents in the IEP meeting
and how staff can take steps before, during, and after the meeting to reassure the parent.

SCAN THE QR CODES TO DOWNLOAD
EVEN MORE CONTENT

Scan the QR code for an
IEP Under IDEA .pdf.

Mastering the IEP Process

tbd

Writing Measurable IEP Goals and Objectives defines measurability in relation to the
IEP, along with conditions/givens, observable learner performance, criterion or level of
performance, selecting goals, and ultimately writing goals and objectives.

\

Writing Measurable Functional and Transition Goals describes what makes a goal
functional as well as how task analysis helps in the context of functional goals.

\

\
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BUSINESS OF
OPER:
ENGAGEMENT

Director of Curriculum and Training
at Attainment Company, co-author
of Pre-Employment Transition
Services Solution.

AND PLOYMENT
RCE INNOVATIONPRE-EM
TRANSITION SERVIC
ES
OPPORTUNITY ACT (WIOA)

DISCOVERY DEFINITIONWORKFO

EXPERT

EXPERT in the
COMMUNITY INTEGRATED
Field
in the FieldEMPLOYMENT SERIES
WHAT IS Workforce Innovation

WHAT IS the Workforce Innovation
and Opportunity Act (WIOA)?

and Opportunit y Act
JOB COACH PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

HOW DOES this law impact
youth with disabilities
EXPERT in the Field
?

DEFINITION OF THE ROLE
OF THE JOB COACH:

1-800-327-4269

Mastering the Transition Process

Creating Access to Employment Opportunities for Youth with Disabilities
By Janet Estervig, MS, RN

Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act (WIOA) examines the key regulations of WIOA,

including its impact on youth as well as students and adults with disabilities.
Pre-Employment Transition Services (Pre-ETS) outlines the five required Pre-ETS activities
as defined by WIOA: Job Exploration, Work-Based Learning, Post-Secondary Training,
Workplace Readiness, and in Self-Advocacy.
Discovery Process highlights this person-centered approach to match a person’s interests
and talents with the most appropriate work environment(s).
Job Developer Professional Development focuses on the primary role of the job
developer—business engagement.
Job Coach Professional Development emphasizes the instrumental role of the job coach in
supporting workers with disabilities to be successful in seeking and maintaining competitive
integrated employment.
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ALCOT

ALCOT

Autism & Low Incidence Classroom Observation Tool
By Dr. Rob Pennington, PhD, BCBA-D
Associate Professor
Dr. Rob Pennington, PhD,
BCBA-D UNC-Charlotte

BEHAVIOR INTERVENTION PLANS ARE WRITTEN FOR
PERSISTENT CHALLENGING BEHAVIOR
PE This item is partially evidenced when behavior plans using specific behavioral intervention
procedures (e.g., differential reinforcement of alternative behavior, functional communication
training) are written for some students with behaviors that interrupt learning or are dangerous to

Behavior Management
themselves or others.
(Source – Direct Observation, Materials, Interview)

E This item is evidenced when behavior plans using specific behavioral intervention procedures

(e.g., differential
reinforcement
of alternative
functional communication training) are written
STAFF PROVIDE STUDENTS WITH
MULTIPLE
OPPORTUNITIES
TObehavior,
MAKE CHOICES

ALCOT • Protocol for

Date

O R
O R
O R

Staff can observe all areas of the classroom
Visual supports or tactile cues are displayed throughout the classroom
The use of individualized student schedules/calendars are observed
Signals clearly indicate when observed transitions are approaching
Students are in close proximity to their peers
The use of assistive technology or modifications is evident

INSTRUCTIONAL SUPPORTS (SOURCE – DIRECT OBSERVATION, REPORT)
O
O
O
O
O
O

R
R
R
R
R
R

Lesson plans are used to guide instruction
Systematic instruction plans are available for some objectives
All staff are engaged in instruction/preparation activities when not on a break
Data are collected on multiple student objectives
Data are plotted on line graphs
Staff report the use of aim lines or data-based decision-making rules

INSTRUCTION (SOURCE – DIRECT OBSERVATION, REPORT)
O R
O R
O R
O R
O R
O R
O R
O R
O R

No student sits for more than five minutes without instruction
Staff seek attention responses before delivering instruction
Staff generally deliver a directive only once and then use prompts or feedback to
ensure correct responses
Staff deliver consistent feedback during instruction
All instructional materials are age appropriate
Staff use preference assessments to identify potential reinforcers
Instruction occurs in at least two other skill domains besides academic
(communication/social/adaptive/life skills)
Staff teach academic skills aligned to the general education curriculum
Staff demonstrate or report using methods to promote generalization

COMMUNICATION INSTRUCTION (SOURCE – DIRECT OBSERVATION, REPORT)
O R
O R
O R
O R
O R
O R

Students’ IEPs contain social/communication objectives
All students have a functional communication system
Communication instruction is observed across multiple times and partners
Students have access to communication supports at all times
Staff teach, prompt, or arrange the environment to facilitate peer interaction
All students participate in activities with peers without disabilities

BEHAVIOR MANAGEMENT (SOURCE – DIRECT OBSERVATION, REPORT)
O
O
O
O
O
O

R
R
R
R
R
R

Staff provide students with multiple opportunities to make choices
Staff provide praise/preferred stimuli following appropriate behavior
Staff refrain from using frequent negative feedback
Staff avoid the use of restraint or seclusion-based procedures (See scoring guide)
BIPs (Behavior Intervention Plans) are written for persistent challenging behaviors
All staff-student interactions promote dignity

R
R
R
R

NOT EVIDENCED

PARTIALLY
EVIDENCED

EVIDENCED

NE
NE

PE
PE

E
E

NE
NE
NE

PE
PE
PE

E
E
E

NE

PE

E

NOT EVIDENCED

PARTIALLY
EVIDENCED

EVIDENCED

NE
NE
NE

PE
PE
PE

E
E
E

NE
NE
NE

PE
PE
PE

E
E
E

NOT EVIDENCED

PARTIALLY
EVIDENCED

EVIDENCED

NE

PE

E

NE

PE

E

NE

PE

E

NE
NE
NE

PE
PE
PE

E
E
E

NE

PE

E

NE

PE

E

NE

PE

E

NOT EVIDENCED

PARTIALLY
EVIDENCED

EVIDENCED

NE

PE

E

NE
NE
NE

PE
PE
PE

E
E
E

NE
NE

PE
PE

E
E

NOT EVIDENCED

PARTIALLY
EVIDENCED

EVIDENCED

NE
NE
NE
NE

PE
PE
PE
--

E
E
E
E

ALCOT Checklist tablet
also available on the
Assessment Plus
iPad App

STAFF INTERACTION (SOURCE – DIRECT OBSERVATION, REPORT)
O
O
O
O

ALL STAFF-STUDENT
INTERACTIONS
PROMOTE
DIGNITY
as students can in real time select those
activities or instructional
stimuli that have
more reinforcing

R AT I N G

TA R G E T E D I N D I C ATO R

ENVIRONMENTAL SUPPORTS: (SOURCE – DIRECT OBSERVATION, REPORT)
O R
O R
O R

for all students with behaviors that interrupt learning or are dangerous to themselves or others.
PE This item is partially evidenced when staff members present some students with an opportunity
Why is this item important? Challenging behaviors often reduce opportunities for students to
to choose reinforcers, activities, locations, staff/peers, or instructional stimuli.
participate in naturalistic environments, may cause harm, and may produce stress for families,
E This item is evidenced when staff members present all students with multiple opportunities to
peers, and teaching staff. If a carefully designed BIP is not established, teachers may resort to using
choose reinforcers, activities, locations, staff/peers, or instructional stimuli.
less effective strategies or, at worst, using procedures that strengthen problem behavior or result
Why is this item important? Students with disabilities are often provided with fewer choices than
in harm to the student or others.
their peers without disabilities. Providing choices can serve as a powerful antecedent intervention

Staff communicate weekly with related service staff/parents
Staff establish methods for communication with students’ families
Paraprofessionals are given plans prior to assisting with instruction
Staff-to-staff interactions are generally pleasant and reflect responsivity

TOTAL / 37

NE
NE

PE
PE

E
E

NOT EVIDENCED

PARTIALLY
EVIDENCED

EVIDENCED

NE
NE

PE
PE

E
E

NE
NE

PE
PE

E
E

properties and thus may be more likely
to engage
desirable
responses.
PE This
item is inpartially
evidenced
when staff members refrain from unnecessary touching of
students orSTIMULI
talking about students in their presence during the entire observation.
STAFF PROVIDE PRAISE/PREFERRED
E This item is evidenced when staff members use age-appropriate language towards all students
FOLLOWING APPROPRIATE BEHAVIOR
and refrain from unnecessary touching of students or talking about students in their presence
PE This item is partially evidenced when staff members frequently present praise or preferred
during the entire observation.
stimuli (e.g., tokens, edibles, access to activities) to some students following appropriate behavior.
Why is this item important? Historically, people with disabilities often have not been treated as
E This item is evidenced when staff members frequently present praise or preferred stimuli (e.g.,
valued members of society. As special educators, it is important to use our behavior to facilitate a
tokens, edibles, access to activities) to all students following appropriate behavior.
model culture in our schools where individuals with disabilities are treated with respect and dignity.
Why is this item important? Nearly a century of empirical research supports the strong relationship

One Classroom License ALC-10J

$99.00

Five Classroom Licenses ALC-50J $249.00
One Classroom License: ALCOT Guidebook, 1 paper
tablet (40 copies) of the ALCOT Checklist, 1 paper tablet
of the ALCOT Implementation Plan, and a USB flash
drive for printouts. The Assessment Plus iPad App is also
included so administrators and teachers can easily use
the checklist (or any assessment) in a digital format—
see app details on page 59.
Five Classroom Licenses: 5 copies of everything listed.

between behavior and positive consequences. That is, behaviors that result in immediate access
to preferred stimuli or escape from aversive stimuli are more likely to occur more frequently in the
future. The thoughtful delivery of praise and other reinforcing stimuli following desirable behavior is a
key feature of any educational program and may produce a positive learning environment for students.

ALCOT

ALCOT

•

•

Autism and Low Incidence Classroom Observation Tool

Autism and Low Incidence Classroom Observation Tool

27

25

FEATURES

● Researched and evidence-based quality
classroom strategies
● Covers the 6 essential classroom traits:
Environment, Instruction, Instructional
Supports, Behavior Management,
Communication, and Staff Interactions

ALCOT Implementation Plan

Providing high quality instruction for individuals with moderate-to-severe
disabilities is a difficult task for both the new and experienced teacher. Many
new teachers may leave their undergraduate or graduate program with just
enough knowledge and practice to obtain employment and start the school year.
Experienced teachers often find that by the end of each school year unforeseen
obstacles have prevented them from providing the quality instruction they had
envisioned at the school year’s start.

● Easy, one-page observation protocol
● Identifies classroom strengths to
promote mentoring
● Collaborative tool for administrators,
teachers, specialists, and paraprofessionals
● Practical action plans to improve
areas of need

● Demonstrates measurable results
Administrators have varied responsibilities across many classrooms and are
not always fully aware of the needs of students with low incidence disabilities.
The Autism and Low Incidence Classroom Observation Tool (ALCOT), built upon decades of special education research, is a powerful
resource to help you identify the quality teaching strategies and standards that should be present in all classrooms for students with
moderate-to-severe disabilities regardless of the curriculum chosen. ALCOT provides an easy, one-page tool around which teachers and
administrators can collaborate and, together, identify the classroom’s strengths as well as areas for improvement. Districts ensure fidelity
to quality special education services when they routinely use ALCOT!

Professional Development
(PD) Solution
\

\

Fundamental Training Tools for ALL Special Educators
Includes all
5 titles from
each series
(20 total)

COMMUNITY INTEGRATED
EMPLOYMENT SERIES
by Janet Estervig, MS, RN

INDIVIDUALIZED EDUCATION
PROGRAM PD SERIES
by Cynthia Herr, PhD and TBD

TBD

EXPERTS in the Field

EXPERT in the Field
Janet Estervig, MS, RN
Director of Curriculum and Training
at Attainment Company, co-author
of Pre-Employment Transition
Services Solution.

http://bestpractices-qr.
attainmentcompany.
com/Janet

WIOA’s Title IV includes the following
changes
Cynthia Herr,
PhD
TBD, co-author
for youth and students with disabilities:

of Writing Measurable IEP Goals

& Objectives.
a. The definition and expectations
for competitive, integrated employment
for all students with disabilities with support
TBD
through vocational rehabilitation;

tbd

TBD

WHAT IS Workforce Innovation
and Opportunity Act
HOW DOES this law impact
youth with disabilities?
Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act (WIOA) was
signed into law July 2014. The purpose of WIOA is to
support employment outcomes for youth and adults
with barriers to employment. One of WIOA’s focus is
on youth with disabilities. Pre-Employment Transition
Services (Pre-ETS) was enacted in Title IV of WIOA,
to enhance the role of Vocational Rehabilitation to
serve eligible or “potentially eligible” youth as early
as possible. Pre-ETS offer students with disabilities
an early start at career exploration and preparation
for adult life. Pre-ETS includes students, their
families, their schools and community partners to
enrich transition planning and help students gain
knowledge and experiences necessary so they can
live and work in their communities.

b. Provision of Pre-Employment
Transition Services (Pre-ETS) for
all students with an IEP or 504 Plan
who are still in school;

tbd

c. Restrictions on placing students with
disabilities into sub-minimum wage facilitybased programs during and post-school;
In 1975 the U.S. Congress enacted the Education for
d. Strengthened collaboration
between
schoolsAct (Pub. L. 94-142, 89
All Handicapped
Children
and vocational rehabilitation.
Stat. 773) which guaranteed children with disabilities
the right to a free, appropriate public education (FAPE).
This law has been amended several times over the years
and is now entitled the Individuals with Disabilities
Education Improvement Act (commonly known as IDEA).
Ever since 1975, federal regulations which specify
how school districts are to ensure that children with
disabilities receive FAPE have included the requirement
that every eligible child with a disability must have an
individualized education program (IEP), a document that
details the educational program designed to meet the
child’s individual needs. Every child who receives special
education services in a public school must have an IEP.

WHAT IS AN IEP?

Scan the QR code for an

SCAN THE QR CODES TO DOWNLOAD
IEP Under IDEA .ppt.
EVEN MORE CONTENT
https://bestpractices.attainmentcompany.com/
cies-5-preets/
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Module 3:

PRE-EMPLOYMENT TRANSITION SERVICES

tbd

WHO IS ENTITLED TO AN IEP?
All eligible children with disabilities are entitled to
special education services and an IEP. To find out if
a child is eligible for an IEP, the district conducts
a full and individualized initial assessment. A child
is eligible for an IEP if the assessment results show
that the child has a disability under one of these
categories specified in IDEA: autism, deaf-blindness,
deafness, emotional disturbance, hearing impairment,
intellectual disability, multiple disabilities, orthopedic
impairment, other health impairment, specific learning
disability, speech or language impairment, traumatic
brain injury, or visual impairment including blindness.
Scan the QR code for a Categories of
Disability Under IDEA .pdf.
tbd

In addition to meeting the criteria for one of the disability
categories, a child’s disability must adversely affect
the child’s educational performance. In other words,
the child must need specially designed instruction
to progress appropriately in school. Determining
whether such need exists is one of the purposes of the
individualized initial assessment.

SCAN THE QR CODES TO DOWNLOAD
EVEN MORE CONTENT
tbd

Professional
Development Solution

PDS-30J		$429.00
Includes: One Classroom License for ALCOT and the 5
titles from each of the 4 Best Practices Series (20 total).

Providing high quality instruction for students with significant disabilities can be a difficult
task for both new and experienced teachers. The Autism and Low Incidence Classroom
Observation Tool (ALCOT) covers the six essential classroom elements: Environment,
Instruction, Instructional Supports, Behavior Management, Communication, and Staff
Interactions. The ALCOT provides an easy, one-page checklist around which teachers and
administrators can collaborate and, together, identify the classroom’s strengths as well
as areas for improvement. To help implement change in these specific areas of need, our
PD Solution provides four Best Practices Series—Teaching Students with Intellectual
Disability and Autism, Teaching Students with Communication Disorders, Mastering
the IEP Process, and Mastering the Transition Process. 1 CEU will be awarded upon
completion of each Best Practices Series through UW-Whitewater.

info@AttainmentCompany.com

Print Book
eBook

IP-05J $59.00
EB-IP-05J $29.00

Better IEPs is a revised and
enhanced edition of the ultimate
guide to understanding IEPs from
a legal standpoint. A classic in
its field, Better IEPs presents a
three-step process that zooms
in on the individual student and
dismisses the one-size-fits-all
approach. Gives all educators
confidence and know-how to
develop competent IEPs.
By Barbara D. Bateman and
Mary Anne Linden.

Print Book
eBook

IP-07J $25.00
EB-IP-07J

$10.00

Better IEP Meetings is an
important book because
IEP meetings can provide
reassurance for everyone
involved, or they can cause
participants to lose confidence
in the process. Drs. Cynthia Herr
and Barbara Bateman carefully
consider how to make your
IEP team meetings better by
presenting a clear,
three-stage framework.

Print Book
eBook

IP-29J $25.00
EB-IP-29J

$10.00

Writing Measurable Functional
and Transition IEP Goals
focuses on students with
significant disabilities who
don’t get sufficient instruction
in functional or measurable
skills. Skill areas covered
include social, communication,
transportation, self-care, and
independent living.
By Cynthia M. Herr and
Barbara D. Bateman.

Print Book IP-25J		 $25.00
eBook

EB-IP-25J

$10.00

From Gobbledygook to Clearly
Written Annual IEP Goals
is a best seller. Why? Writing
clear, measurable annual IEP
goals is a difficult skill to master.
The good news is that it’s easy
once the steps are revealed. Dr.
Barbara Bateman takes poorly
written goals and turns them into
productive ones by focusing on just
four ideas: observable behavior,
measurable criteria, a condition for
success, and a final test.

Formally Stages
Framework

Print Book
Print Book

NSE-02J

$59.00

Print Book

ATP-02J

$12.00

Package

ATP-03J $49.00

Book
& Apps
eBook

Navigating Special Education
Law and Policy is a landmark
publication updated in 2012. This
comprehensive guide to special
education rights and responsibilities
covers IDEA and No Child Left
Behind regulations, ADA, Section
504, Rights and Privacy Act, court
decisions, and updated statistical
data. It provides a conceptual
foundation for understanding all
aspects of special education
law. By Dixie Snow Huefner
and Cynthia M. Herr.

1-800-327-4269

AT Profile organizes your AT
tool usage for individual students
across multiple locations, helps
determine the effectiveness of
AT interventions, and provides
information for IEP teams.
Covers communication, vision,
seating, mobility, academics, and
daily living activities. Available as
a package with the book plus
a disc with PDF, Classroom/
Caseload License for printouts,
and customizable Word documents
for entering profile data. By
Darlene Brodbeck.

SG-F02J $69.00
Print Book
SG-F10J $199.00

eBook

IP-02J $35.00
EB-IP-02J

$10.00

EB-SG-F02J $59.00

Language and Learning: A
Framework for Inclusive
Design details Madalaine
Pugliese’s systematic framework
and presents seven stages
of cognitive and language
development. Each stage
is outlined with learner
considerations, relevant issues,
communication strategies,
tips for evaluating software,
and a checklist for moving
on to the next stage. Includes
research, published articles, and
recommended software/apps.

Writing Measurable IEP Goals
and Objectives is a must-have
for all special educators. This
professional resource can help
change the way special educators
view the IEP, from a burdensome
process to an extremely
valuable document.
New practice exercises provide
teachers the opportunity to
discern whether an IEP goal is
either measurable or not and to
give reasons why. By Barbara
Bateman and Cynthia Herr.
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Consumable Workbook 10–Packs

Consumable, cost-effective workbooks that allow students to write in - and keep - their work!
Want to reduce printing costs and enhance student engagement? Attainment’s new Curriculum Plus Kits add an alternative option
for teachers and school districts who’d like to replenish their student materials every year. The Curriculum Plus Kits gives students
the opportunity to have their own workbooks at an affordable price with packs of 10 available for just $69. Students feel pride in
having their own workbook to share with peers and parents.
Please note that the
workbooks are to be
used as a supplement
to the actual curriculum
workbooks and should not
be used as a standalone.

ERSB:
Champion Writer

Explore Math 2

Math Skills Builder

Simply Earth
Science

Early Numeracy:
Math Fun

Explore
Social Skills

Pre-ETS: Focus
on Job & Career
Exploration

Simply Health

Access Algebra

Early Science:
My Science Log

Explore Social
Studies

Pre-ETS: Focus on
Work-Based
Learning

Simply Life Science

Access ELA
Grades 3–5

Explore American
History

Explore World
History

Pre-ETS: Focus on
Post-Secondary
Training

Simply Physical
Science

Access Language
Arts: WRITE

Explore Biology

Explore Budgeting

Explore Your
Community

Hands-On Math
for Early Numeracy
Skills

Pre-ETS: Focus on
Workplace Readiness

Social Skills
at School:
Elementary

ELSB: My Book
About Me

Adapted Classics

Pre-ETS: Focus on
Self-Advocacy

Stepping Out: My Steps
into the Community

Explore Life
Science

Explore Math 1

Job Skills Stories

Look at Math

Read & Tell

Teaching to
Standards:
ELA DWJ

Ready, Set, Cook!

Teaching to
Standards: Math

Wow! These
consumable
workbooks
are available
in 10-Packs!
Teaching to
Standards: Science
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UPGRADE

Write Your Story:
Elementary

Write Your Story:
Secondary

info@AttainmentCompany.com

Extension Activity
Book 10–Packs

Consumable books that offer new, additional practice
as an extension to Attainment’s core curriculum

Student Workbook 10-Packs
Access Algebra (2 books)
Access English Language
Arts Grades 3–5 (2 books)
Access Language Arts: WRITE

AA-C01SETJ

$129.00

ELA35-C01SETJ
ALW-C01J

$129.00
$69.00

Adapted Classics (2 books)
Early Numeracy: Math Fun
Early Science: My Science Log
ELSB: My Book About Me
ERSB: Champion Writer
Explore American History
Explore Biology
Explore Budgeting (2 books)
Explore Life Science
Explore Math 1 (2 books)
Explore Math 2 (2 books)
Explore Social Skills
Explore Social Studies (2 books)
Explore World History
Explore Your Community
Hands-On Math for Early Numeracy
Job Skills Stories
Look at Math
Math Skills Builder
Pre-ETS 1: Job & Career Exploration
Pre-ETS 2: Work-Based Learning
Pre-ETS 3: Post-Secondary Training
Pre-ETS 4: Workplace Readiness (2 books)
Pre-ETS 5: Self-Advocacy
Pre-ETS: All 6 books
Read & Tell (2 books)
Ready, Set, Cook!
Simply Science: Earth
Simply Science: Health
Simply Science: Life Sci. (2 books)
Simply Science: Physical Science
Simply Science: All 4 titles (5 books)
Social Skills at School: Elementary
Stepping Out:
My Steps into the Community (2 books)
TTS: ELA Daily Writing Journal
TTS: Math
TTS: Science
UPGRADE
Write Your Story: Elementary (2 books)
Write Your Story: Secondary (2 books)

ACC-C01SETJ
ENC-MFC01J
ESC-SLC01J
EL-C01J
ERS-WC01J
EAH-C01J
EX-BC01J
EM-BC01SETJ
ELS-C01J
EM-C01SETJ
EM-2C01SETJ
ESS-SC01J
ESO-C01SETJ
EWH-C01J
EYC-C01J
HM-ENC01J
JSS-C01J
LAM-C01J
MSB-C01J
PRE-JC01J
PRE-WBC01J
PRE-PC01J
PRE-WRC01SETJ
PRE-SC01J
PRE-C01SETJ
RT-C01SETJ
RS-C01J
SES-C01J
SHS-C01J
SLS-C01SETJ
SPS-C01J
SCI-C01SETJ
SS-EC01J

$129.00
$69.00
$69.00
$69.00
$69.00
$69.00
$69.00
$129.00
$69.00
$129.00
$129.00
$69.00
$129.00
$69.00
$69.00
$69.00
$69.00
$69.00
$69.00
$69.00
$69.00
$69.00
$129.00
$69.00
$299.00
$129.00
$69.00
$69.00
$69.00
$129.00
$69.00
$299.00
$69.00

ST-C01SETJ
TE-LADC01J
TE-MC01J
TE-SC01J
UPG-C01J
WYS-EC01SETJ
WYS-SC01SETJ

$129.00
$69.00
$69.00
$69.00
$69.00
$129.00
$129.00

1-800-327-4269

Looking for
activities to extend
and enhance your
Attainment curricula?
A few of our most
popular programs
have new add-ons
available for the
student and
the teacher!

Extension Activity Book
10-Packs

Access Language Arts: Write Extension ALW-E01J

$69.00

Look at Everyday Math Extension

LEM-E01J

$69.00

Math Fundamentals Extension

AD-ME01J

$69.00

Pathways to Literacy Extension

PAT-E01J

$69.00

TTS: Math MathWork Algebra

TE-MA01J

$69.00

TTS: Math MathWork Data Analysis

TE-MD01J

$69.00

TTS: Math MathWork Geometry

TE-MG01J

$69.00

TTS: Math MathWork Measurement

TE-MM01J

$69.00

TTS: Math Extension Activity Book Pkg. TE-ME01SETJ $249.00
TTS: Science ScienceWork Extension

TE-SE01J

$69.00

Please note that the workbooks are to be used as
a supplement to the actual curriculum workbooks
and should not be used as a standalone.

Access Language
Arts: WRITE pg. 19

Look at Everyday
Math Series pg. 35

Adapting Math
Curriculum pg. 38

Pathways to
Literacy pg. 11

ALA: WRITE Extension
Activity Book

Look at Everyday Math
Extension Activity Book

Math Fundamentals
Extension Activity Book

Extension
Activity Book

Teaching to Standards: Math, pages 28-29

MathWork Algebra

MathWork Data Analysis

MathWork Geometry

MathWork Measurement

Teaching to Standards:
Science pg. 41

Teaching to Standards: ScienceWork
Extension Activity Book
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Curriculum Enhancements
Boost Your Core Curriculum
Whether you’ve adopted Attainment’s Core Solutions or have a different core curriculum in place, our six Enhancement packages for students
with an intellectual disability or autism will enrich your lessons in English language arts and math (for elementary and secondary), math tools, and
transition. Each component has been hand-selected for its ease of use and effectiveness with a purposeful blend of print, software, and manipulatives
to meet the needs of unique learners.

Enhance Academics: Elementary ELA
Reinforce student learning of ELA concepts

Enhance Academics:
Elementary ELA

EN-ELA10J		$159.00
Everyday Readers (page 24) provide a tiered approach for age-appropriate
read-alouds and comprehension activities. Picture Directions (page 46)
promotes independence and teaches sequencing and reading skills through
step-by-step picture directions. The Language Builder: Sequencing Cards
(see website) introduce and build sequencing skills, storytelling, and more.
Bailey’s Book House (see website) teaches concepts like prepositions, letter
sounds, and story comprehension through a collection of stories and activities.

Enhance Academics: Secondary ELA
Augment your lessons in ELA

Enhance Academics:
Secondary ELA

EN-SLA10J		$179.00
The Writing with Purpose Student Book (page 23) focuses on descriptive,
sequential, and comparative writing. The Explore World History Student
Book (page 49) highlights informational text with a sequence of 97
lessons from Early Humans to Modern Times. The Explore Social Studies
Student Book (page 47) provides 50 illustrated essays with corresponding
comprehension activities at two distinct reading levels. The Looking for
Words Software (page 80) teaches hundreds of words found in home,
school, and community settings.

Enhance: Transition

Enhance: Transition

EN-TR10J		$279.00

Promote independence and self-determination
With supplemental lessons and activities

The Explore Social Skills 2 Student Book (page 75) helps students understand
emotions, facial expressions, and behaviors. The Look `n Cook Microwave
Cookbook (page 83) presents easy-to-do recipes with picture directions. The
Living on Your Own Survival Guide (page 72) uses step-by-step activity
sequences to teach housekeeping and interpersonal skills. The Computers at
Work Software (page 84) prepares students for office jobs. The Aligning Life
Skills Worksheet Directory (page 81) includes 650 life skills activities that align
to math, social studies, science, and literacy.
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See Page 38 for more details on Classroom Accessories for Math

Enhance Academics: Elementary Math
Reinforce student learning of math concepts with extension lessons and activities

Millie’s Math House
(see website) includes
Enhance Academics:
interactive activities
Elementary Math
that cover foundational
EN-EM10J		$169.00
math skills like numbers,
counting, arithmetic,
patterns, and problem solving. MatchTime Software (page 37) teaches time in four
progressive levels. Three TimeWheels (page 38) show both digital time and its analog
equivalent. The Adapting Math Curriculum (page 38) teaches money and basic math
skills with assessments, benchmarks, and worksheets. The Budget Town game (page
38) uses color-coding, cash transactions, and picture cues to teach money skills.

Enhance Academics: Secondary Math
Boost student understanding of math fundamentals with blended print and software

See Page 38 for Money Books &
other classroom accessories

Dollars & Cents
Software (page
Enhance Academics:
36) highlights the
Secondary Math
progression of money
EN-SM10J		$229.00
skills: Counting Coins,
Spending Money, and
Making Change. Show Me Math Software (page 36) links computation with
objects using an animated movie for all four math operations. Money Books
(page 38) simplify money identification through laminated cue books. The Math for
Life Student Book (page 35) helps students learn six fundamental math concepts
like measurement and percent through clear illustrations, graphic organizers, and
high interest stories. The Budget City interactive math game (see website) gives
students practice in paying with checks, credit cards, or cash.

Enhance: Math Tools

Enhance: Math Tools

Hands-on materials plus illustrated student exercises

EN-MA10J			 $299.00

Look at Math (page 32) covers a wide range of concepts with a 120-lesson
Instructor’s Guide, a heavily illustrated Student Book, and a PDF for printouts.
Place Value Packaging (page 86) is a hands-on activity, requiring students to
use number pegs to solve place value and addition problems. Talking Calculator
(see website) gives students auditory feedback when solving computations. Six
laminated Day Planner Books (page 38) simplify daytime schedules. Hands-On
Money (page 38) provides an organized collection of realistic bills and coins. A set
of Coin Cubes (see website) are included for students to use in a variety of games.

1-800-327-4269
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OK Different: Memoir of a Special Educator
A pioneer’s journey for disability rights
By Diane Browder, PhD

OK Different is an inspiring story of Diane Browder’s
remarkable life and career in special education.

OK Different

OKD-02J		$19.00
*A portion of the proceeds from this book will be
donated to the Attainment-Browder Curriculum
Fund for teachers in high-needs schools.

Diane Browder, PhD, is Distinguished Professor Emerita
of Special Education at the University of North Carolina at
Charlotte. In OK Different, Diane shares her life’s journey and
passion. She reconstructs the history of changing laws and attitudes toward services for,
and expectations of, individuals with disabilities during her 40-year career—which began
when there were no school programs for this population. She shares this history through
stories of her personal encounters and encounters with individuals who would not be
defined by their disability.

*Visit our website
for details about the
Attainment-Browder
Curriculum Fund.

Diane’s memoir is authentic and delightful reading. It is also an excellent textbook for special education courses that
explore critical topics, such as laws, trends, advocacy, and making the least dangerous assumptions about individuals
with moderate-to-severe disabilities. Written to give future professionals a sense of history they may not know it is
Diane’s hope that future teachers will have a passion for creating more inclusive options, setting ambitious goals, and
witnessing remarkable achievements.

Aligning IEPs Package

Guides for writing meaningful IEP goals that align
to academic standards
By Bree Jimenez, PhD; Ginevra Courtade, PhD; and Diane M. Browder, PhD

Federal regulations require the IEP to be aligned to
academic standards for the grade in which a student is
enrolled, but this can be challenging when the student’s
assigned grade level and academic/functional performance
level differ. Aligning IEPs to State Standards guides
you through the process.

Package

Also includes a book set for Aligning to Texas Essential Knowledge & Skills (TEKS).

AI-10J

$99.00

Aligning IEPs to TEKS

Package

Six Successful Strategies for Teaching to State Standards
explains the process of IEP writing and aligning to state standards.
This companion book explains best practices and procedures for implementing the IEP. To quote its authors,
“It serves as the next logical step toward the implementation of a standards-based IEP for students with
moderate-to-severe disabilities.” Includes a PDF on disc with a Classroom License for printouts.

Aligning IEPs
AI-T10J

$99.00

